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HBT BUSINESS WORKSHOP
HBT hosted its Business Workshop event in late September at the RACV Royal
Pines resort on the Gold Coast. A new format, the workshop ran for two days.
The first day began with the group’s CEO, Greg Benstead, discussing some
of HBT’s developing strategy, and later saw members break up into smaller
interest groups to discuss ongoing group developments.
Mr Benstead mentioned that HBT may be bringing out a branded tool
range, in the same manner that “H” branded tools have been released in the
past. He also introduced some operational changes, including a
number of new group buying managers. The second day featured
a tradeshow.
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HBT Social

Get a group of HBT members, and
it’s not long before they find some
place to have a party. This time it
was on the tennis courts of the
Royal Pines resort.
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HBT Tradeshow

The tradeshow trialled a new format, based on the “speed-dating”
idea of keeping HBT members
moving between the different
stands on rotation. Key participants included mower manufacturer Rover, which has just joined
the group, and Haymes paint,
which has launched a
new line of industrial
coatings.
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TTI Results

Hong Kong-based Techtronic Industries, founded by Horst Pudwill,
continues to develop innovative
technology and produce global
sales growth. HNN presents its results for the first half of 2018, with
a transcript of a very interesting
presentation by TTI CEO, Joe Galli.
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Bunnings Results
Bunnings manages to pull another
$1 billion in revenues out of the
Australian and New Zealand markets, generating over $12.5 billion
in total. Managing director Michael
Schneider used his remarks at the
results presentation to advance the
agenda he outlined on Wesfarmers’ Strategy Day in June
2018.
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It is very unusual to find that just about every major
player in a global retail sector is undergoing some
form of self-disruption — but that is home improvement retail today. One of our conclusions — it’s just s
much about the evolution of the supplychain as it is
disruptors such as ecommerce.
HNN explores the causes behind this disruption, then
we do an in-depth look at the disruptive processes
underway at The Home Depot, Kingfisher, Bunnings
and Lowe’s.
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Kingfisher

Half-way through an ambitious five-year
transformation plan, Kingfisher CEO Veronique Laury
has reached most of the goals she had set for this stage.
Nonetheless, growth and profit continue to prove
elusive.

COMMENT

For small businesses, leadershop often
means being willing to take a stand,
and privilege the ongoing health of the
business over other concerns. Ultimately
the best leadership moves beyond concerns
about “bosses” and “workers”, and helps to
establish a sense of a shared enterprise.
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comment
We’ve come across a number of “reluctant”
leaders in our travels writing about the home
improvement retail industry. From what we have
observed, the reluctance can come from a fear of
stepping up, a feeling of being overwhelmed in
taking over the reins of a business. These are all
perfectly understandable responses.
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For smaller retailers, the reluctance often seems to come from
not wanting to make the difficult decisions a leader must be able to
make. One focus of this is having to let staff go from a business so
that it can develop and change in the way it needs to. It’s difficult,
both because no one wants to make anyone else’s life tougher, and
because it means losing a familiar face and someone with often
deep knowledge of customers, the business and the area where the
retailer operates. Yet it really has to be done sometimes.
How do people overcome their own personal history and what
they thought their future was going to be, to be able to manage the
business effectively? From what we have seen, it takes enormous
effort, guts and persistence to do that. Sometimes, it seems it just
can’t be done.
One retailer we know faced consistent challenges in staffing.
They struggled for several years with store staff they had inherited
from the previous owner. Eventually, the day-to-day dealing with
people who were obstacles to the change required by the business
wore them down.
There seemed to be a reluctance to push out staff who may not
have been suited to a retail business in the first place, a business
that requires providing customer service. The store owner did not
get a chance to implement any growth or expansion strategies
because they were bogged down in the minutiae of dealing with
recalcitrant staff every day.
Another retailer, after a family tragedy, eventually decided to
step in to take over the family store. With a successful career in
another field, the reluctance here was about not seeing themselves
as a business owner. Yet, instead of being overwhelmed with their
circumstances, they slowly took on these new responsibilities.
This involved making major changes in management including
replacing a long-standing general manager, and undergoing a number of staff changes before they found the people suited to what
they wanted and required.
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For another retailer, moving troublesome staff out of the business was not a problem. This owner believed these people were
doing more damage to the store and its reputation than they were
prepared to accept. So they did something about it, immediately.
And in doing so they created a process that has been regarded as
fair and relatively seamless by the state government agency that
deals with employment arbitration.
While these examples are about retailers overcoming external
obstacles, sometimes it’s the internal obstacles that retailers face
which are the most difficult to get past. We were really struck
when reading (the usually quite dry) transcript to an investor
event held by Goldman Sachs, where the new CEO of US big box
retailer Lowe’s, Marvin Ellison, was interviewed. When asked what
made him leave his relatively new position as CEO of J.C. Penney
to move to Lowe’s, he said, “God laughs at our plans”, then provided
this background sketch:
For me it was just a unique opportunity to take a brand that is incredibly strong, a retail sector that has tailwind, a macroeconomic backdrop that is very complementary to the business model, but also
candidly, I grew up in a two stoplight town in Western Tennessee,
a middle child of seven kids, parents who were labourers, my dad
worked as a sharecropper, my mom as a maid when I was growing
up and to have an opportunity to run a company this large, this prestigious is the American dream. So how do you pass it up?
Mr Ellison began his time at Lowe’s by getting rid of a number of
long-standing C-suite executives.
Leadership, in the end, is about finding a way through things
to the point where it isn’t about “bosses” and “workers”. It’s really
about doing what needs to be done, and whether you have the kind
of vision that enables you to make that happen. It requires empathy and understanding, not just with singular individuals, but with
the business as a whole.
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big box update
Bunnings store
development update
in this
this
update:
update:
•start
Newtext
build stores
in Port Macquarie, Smithfield
and Warwick

• Bunnings online
store in two
years, faces more
competition
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• Staff concerns
over “bank of
hours” system

• Bunnings development plans
from around
Australia

A development
application (DA) for
a Bunnings Tempe
outlet has been rejected; work is underway
on a Bunnings store
in Mernda (VIC);
plans for a Bunnings
Warehouse at Kembla
Grange (NSW) have
been approved; a
Bunnings store will
be part of a retail precinct in Lake Macquarie (NSW); the South
Nowra Bunnings DA
proceeds to the next
phase; Bunnings has
failed to gain approval
for a site in Coolum
(QLD); a Bunnings
store is featured in
plans to develop a
former winery site in
Old Reynella (SA); and
a proposal for a Bunnings store in Merimbula is expected to be
approved.

Tempe
Inner West Council has welcomed a
decision by the Sydney
Eastern City Planning
Panel to defer approval
of the Tempe Bunnings
DA.
The proposal was
for a $70 million
20,000sqm store that
would use a residential
street as its main entrance for traffic. Inner
West Mayor Darcy

An artist’s impression of a Bunnings store being planned for Lake Macquarie (NSW)
Byrne said:
The panel made this
unanimous decision
based on Council’s submission which identified very serious traffic
and parking potential
impacts from the proposed development.
Not only did the panel
defer approval, they
also requested an independent traffic assessment by a consultant
mutually appointed by
Council and the applicant at the expense of
the applicant. This is a
very good outcome for
the community.
Council told the panel there were serious
issues relating to the
proposed development, and that the
proponent had failed
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to address the council’s
and community’s legitimate objections. Mayor
Byrne said:
When I addressed
the panel…I told them
the impacts on traffic
in Smith Street, Union
Street, South Street
and other local residential streets in Tempe
would be completely
unacceptable.
Bunnings and Council
will now work together
to find a mutually acceptable traffic expert
to conduct, at Bunnings’ expense, a peer
reviewed and independent assessment that
includes a local area
traffic management
scheme.
Bunnings has been
set a 15 December

deadline to submit the
traffic assessment and
management scheme.

Mernda
Construction of a
12,000sqm Bunnings
Warehouse in Mernda
is due for completion
in early December.
The store is a major
part of the new Mernda Town Centre, and
will include a nursery,
cafe and playground.
The remainder of the
centre will include a
Woolworths supermarket, ambulance station
and takeaway shops.
It will have a mix of
retail, commercial and
community facilities.
Bunnings Victoria
continues next page
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Store development (cont.)
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als manager Phillip
Drew told the South
Coast Register:
It will be one of the
biggest stores in our
network.
The matter was
brought to the chamber as the applicants
sought a height limit
variation of more than
10% (from 11m to
15.5m). It is now up to
council staff to make a
determination on the
DA.
The proposed expansion of the Bunnings
store at South Nowra
will take in the car
park area and a separate block to the north.

Layout plans for the for the Kembla Grange (NSW) store
West state operations
manager Tony Manzone told the Whittlesea Leader more than
120 people would be
employed at the warehouse.

ment approval for the
new store which will
replace the current
Bunnings Warrawong
Warehouse. He told the
Illawarra Mercury:
To accommodate
the additional traffic
Kembla Grange
in the local area, we
will be undertaking
A $30 million Bun- improvement works
nings store planned for to the intersection of
Kembla Grange was
Northcliffe Drive and
given the go ahead by the Princes Highway.
the Southern Joint
Furthermore, WolRegional Planning
longong City Council
Panel. It will be built
and Bunnings will
on a 40,000sqm block
also be co-funding
in Northcliffe Drive
the construction of a
next to the Princes
new roundabout on
Highway. The store is
Northcliffe Drive which
set to take up about a
will provide safe access
third of the 40,000sqm to the new store, as well
site, with parking for
as bring forward a key
415 cars included.
piece of road infraAndrew Marks,
structure to service
Bunnings’ general
the West Dapto release
manager – property
area.
said it was pleased to
Bunnings rent its curhave received develop- rent site at Warrawong.

Mr Marks said team
members will transfer
from the existing warehouse to the new one,
and could be joined by
over 30 more staff.

of the development.
Council initially
sold the site for $20.3
million in January
2016 to Hydrox Nominees – a land-holding
company for Masters
Lake Macquarie
Home Improvement.
Approval was granted
Construction is set to for a Masters outlet,
start on a $90 million
bulky goods units and
shopping complex in
a restaurant, but with
Lake Macquarie that
the retail chain’s dewill include a Bunnings mise, the land was sold
Warehouse which will to Spotlight Group.
be located at the southern end of the site. It is South Nowra
due to be completed by
December 2019.
Shoalhaven counThe 30,000sqm retail cillors have helped
centre is located on
to push along a DA
the Pacific Highway at lodged by Bunnings
Bennetts Green.
and Nowra Property
Spotlight Group,
Group that could see
which owns the
the South Nowra
Spotlight and Anacon- Bunnings Warehouse
da retail chains, has
expand by almost two
received state govern- and a half times its
ment approval to start current size. Bunnings
work on the first stage development approv-
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Coolum
The Planning and
Environment Court
rejected an appeal by
Bunnings to allow a
big box store on the
western entrance to
Coolum. The site sits
opposite Coolum State
School and at the
gateway to the tourist
town.
Mr Marks said
Bunnings would now
consider its position.
He told the Sunshine
Coast Daily:
Bunnings is disappointed with the
Court of Queensland’s
decision and will now
evaluate our options.
Community organisations including
Development Watch,
Coolum Ratepayers
Association, business
owners and individuals
continues next page
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joined Sunshine Coast
Council in fighting the
appeal. The judgment
was handed down by
Judge DCJ Everson
who found the proposals in serious conflict
with the superseded
planning scheme.
He said the retailer
opportunistically
sought to place a large
stand-alone Bunnings
Warehouse in a location not intended for
such use. He said:
The absence of any
master planning makes
for an inappropriate
utilisation of the site in
any event. No grounds
have been put forward
which are, on balance,
sufficient to justify
approving either of the
proposed developments
notwithstanding the
conflicts.
Barrister for Bunnings, Danny Gore said
the warehouse size
differed in the company’s two remaining
proposals. Mr Gore
told the court one plan
was for a 5850sqm
warehouse. The other
proposed warehouse
was 8600sqm.
The judgment also
considered the development would
have an unacceptable
impact on the Mitre 10
hardware business in
Coolum Beach. Peregian Beach Hardware
owner Russell Lunn
said if the Bunnings
appeal had been
allowed, it would have
cost the business 2030% of its turnover. Mr
Lunn said the proposal
had forced him to draw

Peregian Beach Hardware in Coolum was going to be negatively impacted by a proposed Bunnings store
up long-term plans for
his business.
I’ve had staff who
have worked here for
20 years. They are
loyal people. Eventually
there would have been
hard decisions. I’ve
looked for savings but
eventually we would
have been squeezed
out. I don’t believe we
would have survived
long term.
Development Watch
president Lyn Saxton praised the way
the town had pulled
together to retain the
village nature of its retail precinct. She said:
Coolum is a tourist
town and a big box
development was not
appropriate for the
western gateway.
Ms Saxton said if a
Bunnings had been
allowed, up to 10 small
businesses would have
been forced out.
Prior to the judgement being handed
down, economist
Marcus Brown said
local residents already
had access to hardware
stores, which include

Bunnings stores at
Maroochydore and
Noosaville. He gave
evidence during the
Planning and Environment Court hearing.
Mr Brown said it was
a 15-20-minute journey
either way on highspeed roads to other
Bunnings stores. He
described the neighbourhood as a “sub-regional trade area”.
The court heard the
“trade area” under scrutiny had a population
of 41,000.

Old Reynella
Bunnings wants to
open a $29 million,
14,000sqm warehouse
on an old winery
site in Old Reynella.
According to Messenger Newspapers, Tarac
Properties, which owns
the former Accolade
Winery and Distribution Centre, has lodged
a DA with Onkaparinga Council on behalf of
Bunnings, to convert
an existing warehouse
into a store on Panalatinga Road.
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The Bunnings store
would be part of a $150
million proposal to
redevelop the site with
housing, retail and
commercial businesses,
health and wellbeing
activities, education
opportunities and a
childcare centre.
Under the proposal,
there would be traffic
lights from Panalatinga Road into Bunnings, One regulated
and three significant
trees would need to
be removed. Mr Marks
said residents’ traffic
concerns would be
addressed.
The site has a vineyard, warehouses,
and state and locally
heritage-listed buildings. The proposed
Bunnings warehouse is
about 100m away from
the vineyards.
There are Bunnings
warehouses 8.5km
away in Noarlunga
Centre, about 11km
away in Marion 13.5km
in Seaford and another, which is under
construction, 14.5km
distance in Edward-

stown.
Local resident
Maryann Nankivell
is continuing her
campaign to block the
entire redevelopment
of the site. Earlier this
year, she started an
online petition called
“Make Old Reynella
Grape Again”. It has
around 1700 signatures
protesting against the
proposed development.
She said the setting
had too much cultural
significance to be razed
and should be used for
wine production. Ms
Nankivell planned to
continue her crusade
to “save the site”,
arguing that it should
be maintained in its
entirety, “just as a winery, and keep with the
heritage of the area”.

Merimbula
A proposal for a
Bunnings store in Tura
Beach, Merimbula is
being considered by
the local council. It will
consider support for
the proposal to rezone
continues next page
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cerns about its proximity to RSL LifeCare’s
Sanananda Park.
Merimbula News
Weekly understands
Bunnings’ plans have
been altered to accommodate the concerns
by placing the car park
at the rear of the store
to provide a buffer
zone. At its closest, the
boundaries of Bunnings and Sanananda
Park will be 12m and at
its furthest 47m.
In its proposal,
The location of a proposed Bunnings store in Old Reynella (SA)
Bunnings states the
the land, owned by
Strategy Review, it is
the document will also site is the best locaWesfarmers, to a B5
believed the proposal
receive approval. The
tion on the Sapphire
business development will receive approval
proposed Bunnings
Coast given its “excelzone. When viewed
from NSW Planning.
Warehouse will have a lent site accessibility,
alongside council’s
If it does so, the DA
floorspace of 6930sqm. exposure to customCommercial Centres
which forms part of
However there are con- ers and proximity to

trade customers”. The
company said numbers
of new dwellings had
increased from 148 in
2012, to 193 in 2016.
In its market assessment, Bunnings
said the new store is
forecast to achieve
a turnover of $13.3
million in its first year
of operation which is
taken to be financial
year 2019/20. The development is estimated to
cost $9.5 million.
https://goo.gl/9TRzEp
https://goo.gl/KY6xgU
https://goo.gl/hchG2z

Concern over staffing hours leads to review
The ABC reports that
Bunnings is reviewing
a rostering practice
that sends staff home
during slow periods to
make up the hours in
peak times. Known as
“bank of hours”, it averages out the rostered
hours of part-time and
full-time employees
over the course of the
year, with staff sent
home during slow periods. They then have to
make-up the hours in
peak times, instead of
getting overtime pay.
And while the practice is entirely legal,
the Retail and Fast
Food Workers Union
wants it to be scrapped
altogether amid staff
complaints that they
could be missing
out on thousands of
dollars.

In a statement to
the ABC, Bunnings’
chief operating
officer Debbie Poole
confirmed it was
being reviewed.
We are [seeking]
feedback from our
team members
about the system
and looking at
alternatives or
modifications that
ensure our rostering
processes benefit
our team, customers
and the business…
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association
(SDA) called the bank
of hours condition in
the enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA)
“a longstanding issue”.
National secretary
Gerard Dwyer said:
Since inheriting the

bank of hours issue,
the SDA has consistently sought to abolish or
significantly amend
it over six separate
EBAs with a view to
implementing more
appropriate rostering
arrangements.
While the bank of
hours has both supporters and detractors
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amongst Bunnings
employees, EBAs containing the condition
have historically been
strongly voted up, with
the 2015 Bunnings EBA
attracting a 93.7% yes
vote from staff.
A spokeswoman for
the Fair Work Commission said agreements
in many other compa-

nies have provisions
to “bank” hours and
some modern awards
allowed such arrangements.
https://goo.gl/rTJ8ME

big box
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store in two years,
New Zealand-based
e-commerce platform
Container Door has
launched in Australia.
This online shopping
destination is starting in Sydney, before
expanding.
It offers products
that are also sold at
Bunnings, Anaconda,
or furniture store Matt
Blatt, but at factory-direct prices.
Container Door
Chinese-owned Alibaba sells its own version of power tools
promotes its platform
Bunnings managing Zealand, and to fine
a fixed price toilet
as the latest challenger
director Mike Schneitune its product range installation service
in the factory-to-conder recently told The
rather than adopt a
in conjunction with
sumer (F2C) category
Australian Financial
cookie cutter approach. online tradies site Hi
where Amazon has
Review the big box
It is also using data
Pages earlier this year, made its success.
retailer is currently
analytics to identify
Bunnings is preparing
But unlike Amaworking on a fully
injury risks and assess to offer more services
zon, Container Door
transactional online
skills and training
including fixed price
focuses exclusively on
store and will shift
needs amongst its
installation for sink
large products that
most of its product
70,000 staff and to
and basin mixers, ceil- are difficult to ship.
range online within
analyse customer feed- ing fans and bathroom The company uses
two years. This will
back so it can improve heat lamps. It is cona shipping model to
allow its customers to product range and
ducting a trial where
offer customers the
buy online and pick up services.
customers will be able lowest price possible.
orders from every Bun- HNN has written
to obtain online quotes Customers can browse
nings store, and home extensively about Bun- for services such as
and order items online,
deliveries are likely to nings’ foray into data
kitchen installation
but the item won’t ship
follow.
analytics in a recent
and house painting.
until enough of them
Bunnings has also
issue:
As Australia’s largest have ordered the same
expanded its online
https://goo.gl/FKNhome improvement
item to fill a container.
stock search function, QeQ
retailer, Bunnings has The process takes six
enabling customers
one of the biggest
to eight weeks from
to compare prices and
Facebook is being
online audiences with purchase to delivery.
create wishlists.
utilised to commu13 million visitors a
The model has been
It has established a
nicate with staff and
month and traffic
tested in New Zealand
dedicated digital and
Bunnings is introduc- growing 20% a year,
since 2015 where the
data division run by
ing wearable devices
according to a presen- business has now
group director digital
supplied by Theatro
tation at Wesfarmers’
shipped around 3,500
and communications
— a US-based company strategy day in June.
deals and 80,000 prodJames Todd. The
that creates voice-conucts. Container Door
retailer is using data
trolled mobile apps — Container Door
founder Ben Nathan,
analytics to better
to help team members launch
said:
understand geographic communicate with
The Australian retail
and seasonal differenc- each other and better
As Bunnings rolls
environment is ripe for
es between markets
serve customers.
out a fully transaca disruptor like Conin Australia and New
After announcing
tional web-based
tainer Door. We offer
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the same products that
consumers will find
in-store at a fraction of
the cost by cutting out
the middleman.
Mr Nathan said that
consumers are more
than willing to wait six
to eight weeks for their
purchases to arrive if
the savings are worth
it. He explains:
In fact, they get what
we call ‘double gratification’ — the initial
buzz of bagging a
bargain and then the
thrill when it arrives at
their doorstep.
Mr Nathan started
the business after
years of importing
apparel to major
Australasian retail
chains including Harris
Scarfe, The Warehouse,
Farmers, Max Fashions
and Postie Plus.

China’s Alibaba
Bunnings and other
major retailers could
be negatively impacted by “fast growing”
Chinese online retailer
Alibaba, according
to businessman Dick
Smith.
Speaking to Daily
Mail Australia, Mr
Smith said the phenomenon of customers
browsing in stores
but then ordering
what they want from
Alibaba will spell “big
trouble” for traditional
outlets such as Bunnings.
However Retail
Doctor CEO, Brian
continues next page

big box
update
Port Macquarie store sold, new recruits
Bunnings’ new big
box store in Port Macquarie (NSW) has been
sold for $44.65 million;
the soon-to-open
Smithfield location is
calling out for staff;
and new recruits at
Warwick (QLD) store.
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transaction will consist
of a 18,000-plus square
metre warehouse with
an additional 2,400sqm
of large format retail.
Construction for the
development is estimated to be completed
in early 2019. Brett
Gorman, director of
Port Macquarie
MPG said:
...Bunnings WareMPG Funds Manhouses are always
agement Limited has
highly sought after
acquired the Bunnings from a wide variety of
store currently under
investors. During the
construction in Port
‘off market’ process
Macquarie for $44.65
Colliers International
million.
received strong interest
Upon completion, the from funds, syndi-

Store manager Blake
Currell said Bunnings
offers strong employment opportunities
for locals. He told the
Liverpool Champion:
I started my journey
with Bunnings 12 years
ago and previously
held positions at stores
across NSW. I was
previously the complex manager for the
Smithfield
Lidcombe warehouse
and I’m excited about
Bunnings Warehouse looking after this bigSmithfield has over 130 ger and better store…
positions available at
This Bunnings store
the store which is due is located at the corner
to open late November. of Cumberland High-

way and Sturt Street in
Smithfield (NSW).

to this merging of online and offline worlds
as “new retail”, and
Mr Hudson said it is a
seamless and exciting
experience for customers.
Online is not replacing offline. Those two
experiences are complementary, so some
consumers will want
New Zealand-based Container Door aims to give Sydneysiders — before expanding — access
to see a pair of jeans,
to factory-direct prices for large, bulky items
to taste something,
Walker points out that sage sizzles).
China is a long way
to have that sensual
maximising in-store
He added it won’t
ahead of Australia”.
experience. Our focus is
shopper experiences
always be able to rely
Founded by Chinese on following customers
was crucial in ensuring on its sausage sizzles to entrepreneur Jack Ma and helping them use
Bunnings remained
bring in traffic. Instead in 1999, Alibaba is also method of choice in
competitive amid a
the retailer’s longevity providing a cash-free
these markets.
shift towards often
would be reliant on
shopping experience
But not everyone sees
cheaper, more conveinvestment in innova- to Chinese customers
the growth of Alibaba
nient online stores. He tion and technology.
with its range of Hema in Australia as a threat.
said:
James Hudson, Aliba- supermarkets that
Dominique Lamb from
Bunnings…create
ba’s head of marketing deliver shoppers’ items the National Retail
a demand for their
in Australia, told News. back to their home
Association told Daily
experience, it’s a social com.au that when you within 30 minutes —
Mail Australia that the
experience because of
look at retail experiall at the tap of an app. rise of Alibaba protheir barbecues (sauences “it’s pretty clear
Alibaba has referred vides an opportunity

for existing retailers
to learn and copy the
Chinese company’s
successful methods.
She said:
They can work with
Alibaba and they will
attempt to do so. Alibaba have made a huge
investment in technology — they’ve spent
billions on fast delivery
worldwide — which is
of interest to Australian retailers as they’re
always in pursuit of
that seamless delivery
for customers.
https://goo.gl/Lo3vZr
https://goo.gl/amLEWZ
https://goo.gl/3kVxXQ

cators and private
investors.
Once complete, the
staff from the existing
Bunnings will transfer
to the new site along
with 80 new employees.
The Lake Road site
where Bunnings
currently operates is
owned by BWP Trust.

Warwick
The team at the newly-built Bunnings store
in Warwick are preparing for its opening in
late November. Over 85
locals will work at the
7000sqm, $20 million
outlet which is double
the size of the current
store.
It will be relocated
from Palmerin Street
to the corner of Cancontinues next page

Bunnings online (cont.)
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big box
update
Port Macquarie (cont.)
ning and Condamine Streets in Warwick. The current
store is expected to close the day before the new warehouse opens.
Bunnings Warwick complex manager Dan Pfingst has
been a part of the Bunnings team for 10 years and said
he was looking forward to continuing to lend a helping
hand in the community from the new site.
Team members have already supported community groups such as the Warwick Netball Club to help
refresh the club’s kitchen area with a coat of paint and
will help Warwick East State School in making over its
garden retreat area with soil and plants.
https://goo.gl/LGBp42
https://goo.gl/6hK7Xr
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The new Warwick store is a seven minute walk from the old one
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• Vintage themes
in Mitre 10 campaign

• Closure for Dahlsens Warrnambool store

• Trade & hardware
store propsed for
Toowoomba
• Heatherbrae
store stands on
its own

H&D Timber and
Hardware, located in
Heatherbrae (NSW),
has been part of the
local business community for decades, in different configurations.
Darrell and Diana
Haynes opened the
original H&D Timber
store in Raymond
Terrace in the Hunter
region of NSW, back in
1978. In 2009, Darrell
and Diana’s son James
and wife Renee relocated H&D to 1 Archibald
Place, Heatherbrae.
In that time the business has seen a few
changes in name, but
the family connection

has remained strong.
General manager,
Renee Haynes told the
Port Stephens Examiner:
James and I both run
the day-to-day operation, with Darrell in
the timber mill…and
Diana taking care of
the admin side of the
business. On top of
supplying timber and
hardware, we always
donate money, gifts or
time to the community
and sponsor the local
soccer and football
junior teams.
For many years, H&D
Timber and Hardware
were part of a group —
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Home Hardware and
then Mitre 10 — but
recently went it alone
as a fully fledged independent operation.
Renee explains:
It was time for us to
take control back of
our business and focus
on what our customer
base needed, but we
remain a member of
the Paint Place group
and stock Wattyl and
Norglass paints.
The decision to go independent has coincided with a new chapter
in the family business,
the opening of “Select
Fasteners”. Select Fasteners offers stainless

steel and high tensile
bolts, along with a
range of construction
glues, screws and tools.
Renee said:
James has known for
a little while that we
were not able to serve
our trade customer to
the full 100% capacity
due to lack of space for
more construction and
industrial lines…so he
created Select Fasteners.
https://goo.gl/KzwrWr
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The Chronicle
reports a new trade
and hardware supplies
store is being proposed for Toowoomba
(QLD), as part of a
new development. The
council will look over
an application from
Coonan Industries to
build a “hardware and
trade supplies” store on
Pechey Street in South
Toowoomba, nearby
the public hospital.
According to plans
put forward by Precinct Urban Planning’s
Paul Kelly, the development will be split into
two tenancies, including a warehouse as a

second shop. He wrote
in his submission:
The final development will be built
to boundary on the
northern and southern
side boundaries and
rear western boundary with carparking,
access and landscaped
areas within the front
setback which comprises 19.3m.
The building will
be slab on ground
construction with
tilt-up panel concrete
walls that will include
a textured finish to the
front eastern elevation
visible from the street.
The site currently

features a
warehouse,
which is home
to a MotoGear
supply shop.
But the applicant wants to
demolish the
current building and replace
it with a new
structure.
South
Toowoomba
doesn’t curThe site currently has a warehouse that is home to a MotoGear
rently have a
supply shop at 19 Pechey Street, South Toowoomba
hardware store,
with the nearest
at the proposal as
the proposal is expectone being a Mitre
code-assessable which ed later this year.
10 outlet in Darling
means public consulHeights.
tation is not directly
The council will look sought. Its decision on

in the long run. Over
the last few years we
have witnessed flat
market conditions
and also a change in
the demographics of
our customer base in
Warrnambool and the
surrounding region.
With little indication
that these trends will
change, it is unfortunately no longer viable
for Dahlsens to sustain

a presence in Warrnambool as part of our
store network.
Management said
staff would be informed about other
vacant positions
within the company
and would “receive
assistance during this
difficult time”. The
statement also said:
For those affected, the
company would like to
publicly thank them
all for their dedication
and effort over the
years.
The Warrnambool
store supplied pre-fabricated truss and wall
frames, posi-struts,
timber, bricks, mesh,
plaster, claddings,
doors and door handles, fix out, front of
wall plumbing, kitchen
and bathroom joinery

Dahlsens closes Warrnambool store

Dahlsens Building
Centre in Warrnambool (VIC) has closed
its doors. According
to a report in The
Standard newspaper,
management issued a
statement that said:
Changing market
conditions mean that
businesses need to
make some hard decisions to ensure they
remain sustainable

the operating costs
of the Warrnambool
store. After careful
consideration we have
made the decision to
close the site, with
trading ceasing on
September 27.
This announcement
marks a big turning
point for Dahlsens in
the western region of
Victoria and it will be
sad to no longer have
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and power tools.
It was part of a chain
of 20 stores, eight truss
and frame manufacturing sites and one
metal roofing centre
across Victoria and
southern New South
Wales. Dahlsens has
subsidiaries in Sydney,
far north Queensland,
Western Australia and
the Northern Territory.
It is the largest independent hardware retailer in Australia. The
fifth-generation family
owned and operated
group opened its first
store in 1877.
https://goo.gl/EjYu1H
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The latest campaign
from Mitre 10 promotes the brand’s heritage and its support
for tradies building
houses in Australia.
It was created by
Edge and features
brand ambassador and
host of Channel 9’s
The Block, Scott Cam.
He is driving through
time in a series of
classic utes past period
homes of the 1950s, 60s
and 80s. Edge Group
managing director,
David Stretch, told
Mumbrella:
While Mitre 10 was
established in 1959,
some of its member
stores had been family-run businesses for
over a hundred years,
building relationships
with their local build-

ers, generation after
generation. And this
provides the perfect
platform for the campaign.
Mitre 10’s general
manager – marketing, Karen Fahey
said the campaign is
a celebration of the
brand’s heritage but
also showcases the
group’s state-of-the-art
“Sapphire-standard
stores” that are set up
to service the trade.
From years of experience, Mitre 10 knows
what tradies want and
this has informed our
store development program: drive-thru trade
areas, dedicated trade
desks, timber under
cover, state-of the art
colour centres. And of
course, what works for

the trade
also works
for the
weekend
warrior
DIYers.
Service,
expertise
and a trade
quality
range
are all
elements
of shopping with
Mitre 10, and they are
all celebrated in this
campaign.
The campaign includes a 45-second and
30-second brand TV
commercials, supported by 15-second retail
ads, airing throughout
the 2018 season of The
Block. Edge executive
creative director, Matt

Batten, said:
While last year’s
TVC celebrated DIY
renovators…this year’s
commercial champions
the unsung heroes who
really do all the hard
graft on The Block, and
thousands of renos and
new builds around the
country — the tradies.
It’s a fun little drive

through time with
Scotty in some classic
Aussie cars passing
some classic Aussie
homes.
https://goo.gl/r7FZLN

WA-based co-op has closed after 98 years
tiser revealed
the co--op
board was
calling for
expressions
of interest in
the business,
which has
operated for
98 years.
Co-op
administrator
Neil Cribb
The Broomehill,
liquidators rejected an sent a letter to all co-op
Katanning & Woodan- offer from a local buyer members to inform
illing (BKW) Co-opera- to keep the business
them he had selected
tive in Katanning (WA) operating.
a preferred buyer for
which traded as IGA,
The BKW Co-op went the business. However,
Cellarbrations, Makit
into administration
their offer has since
Hardware, Bi-Rite
in August 2018 after
been rejected.
Electrical and Telstra
$800,000 of losses over
The co-op was
has shut its doors for
the last two years.
formed in 1921 by a
the last time after
The Albany Adversmall group of farmers
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and residents across
the region. The shop
has since become an
iconic business in
the Great Southern
Region.
Co-op chairman
Norm Flugge said multiple factors had led to
the decision to enter
into administration.
What really conspired
against us was the
perfect storm, it was
a combination of the
online competition, seven-day trading as well
as the general decline
of the retail industry
throughout Australia.
Mr Flugge said the
co-op’s recent efforts
to revitalise the shop’s

look and brand had
proven to be a little too
late to save it.
I believe we made
some good changes in
management late last
year and the new manager brought a great
deal of experience in
retail. Unfortunately
before those initiatives
could really deliver
values and turn some
of those trading figures
around, we ran out of
time.
https://goo.gl/
nAM8DN
https://goo.gl/yFJN7d
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Timber and hardware retailer Porters Mitre 10 celebrated its 135th anniversary this year, and remains a
significant hardware and timber business in Mackay
(QLD). Established way back in 1883 as Charles Porter &
Son, it is a highly regarded family business brand.
Descendants of Charles Porter continue to run the
business. Paul Porter is a director, Gavan Snr is managing director and Barry Porter is chairman of the board.
The brothers told their often-told story to The Daily
Mercury recently.
Porters has 11 branches operating under the Mitre 10,
Inspirations Paint and Plumbing Plus banners. Stores
are located in Mackay city, Cannonvale, Glenella, Marian, Proserpine and Sarina.
It won Hardware Store of the Year (over 2500sqm) and
Garden Centre of the Year at the Hardware Australia
Queensland Awards earlier this year.
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Beacon Lighting meets
demand for smart products
es. The retailer may be
looking at smart price
tags on products on
the showroom floor.
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Wi-fi has been
deployed across all
of Beacon Lighting’s
109 stores, which the
retailer will use to set
up smart home demonstration zones in each
location. Chief information officer Mick
Tan told IoT Hub the
wi-fi network would be
used to help the retailer educate consumers
on the benefits and
requirements of smart
home automation
setups. He said:
What we’re doing
at Beacon is creating
an area where we
put smart lights by
Phillips and LIFX in
two different areas [of
each store]. We attach
them to a Google Home
and Amazon Echo and
we talk to them. We’re
actually demonstrating to customers how
it works and what you
need device-wise to
have it in your house.
Mr Tan said that Bea-

con Lighting will also
be launching its own
brand of lights that
would be more cost
effective than the big
brand systems already
in the market. He said
that he has been testing Beacon’s own smart
lighting technology in
his own home. He said:
I’m experimenting
with the products from
our manufacturer and
have become the test
case for them. I like
that when I’m watching TV I can lower the
lights, or that if I’m not
home in winter by 6pm
the light is on [automatically] so my dogs
are happy [and] can see
where they’re going.
Mr Tan revealed
that Beacon Lighting may also use the
wi-fi network to trial
some beacon technology in stores for
location-based marketing and footfall traffic
measurement purpos-
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In a trading update
at its annual meeting
recently, Beacon said
same-store sales were
flat in the September
quarter after growing
1.6% in 2018.
However, chief executive Glen Robinson
expects consumer
demand for “smart”
or internet-connected
lighting and strong
growth in Beacon’s
international, street
lighting, solar and
architectural lighting
businesses — to lift
top-line sales. He told
Fairfax Media:
There’s been a lot
of coverage of [smart
lighting] on home renovation shows like The
Block and [replacing
standard lighting with
internet-connected
lighting] potentially has just as much
upside as the LED
transition has had.
That’s been a real
benefit to Beacon in
the last decade and I
see smart lighting in a
similar transition.
Beacon also expects
an uptick in renovation activity to counter

the impact of weaker
house prices, housing
starts and churn. Mr
Robinson said:
People aren’t selling
houses as much as
they were, and that’s
had a bit of an impact
on sales. However,
we expect renovation
activity will start
to pick up and that
should be positive ... at
the moment we’re in a
lull between those two
points.
New stores are also
cannibalising sales at
existing stores, but Mr
Robinson said about
20 stores opened in the
past two-and-a-half
years were starting to
mature and earn their
keep.
Beacon Lighting’s
gross margins rose
230 points to a record
65.7% in 2018, helping
to deliver a record net
profit of $19.6 million.
Mr Robinson said
further gross margin
growth was unlikely
this year because of
the weaker Australian
dollar, which will push
up the price of lights
imported from Asia in
US dollars.
https://goo.gl/
qnYhN6
https://goo.gl/2gJXJf
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Online homewares
and furniture retailer,
Temple & Webster is
targeting the home
improvement market
to expand its business.
The web-based retailer plans to add products such as flooring,
window coverings,
sinks, taps and baths
to its existing range.
Chief executive Mark
Coulter told Fairfax
Media:
Home improvement
is a big category – a
bigger category than
furniture and homewares.
We won’t go into
selling timber and
building materials –
that’s not our game
– but what we will be
looking at is categories
that make sense and
are a natural extension to our range…
[For example, curtains
and potentially larger
appliances]
You may go to Bunnings for your building
materials, but if you’re
looking for inspiration
you come to us – we
think there is an opportunity there.
The retailer has taken
initial steps towards
offering more home
improvement and
DIY products when
it introduced a paint
range in May 2017, but
Mr Coulter said the
company will begin
going after the market
more aggressively this
year.
The home improvement category has

even lower online
penetration in Australia than furniture, with
Bunnings only recently
launching a limited
e-commerce site and
Mitre 10 offering buy
online, pick-up in-store.
Mr Coulter told Inside
Retail:
I think Bunnings
not being online is an
opportunity for us, but
I think we’ll play in a
different space. Like
Amazon, Bunnings
is definitely about
convenience and price,
whereas we’re about inspiration and making a
home beautiful.

before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) were
in excess of $200,000.
The group finished
Progress
the quarter ended September 30, 2018, with
The company sees
a cash balance of $10.5
the next phase of its
million and net cash
journey as one all
flows of $600,000.
about growth. With
The number of active
only 4% of furniture
customers grew by 30%
and homewares being year-on-year, reaching
currently purchased
214,000, and a record
online, it believes it is
number of first-time
well placed for strong customers were added
growth for years to
during the quarter at a
come.
cost of $55 per customIt predicts sales will
er. Forty-five per cent
shift online at a faster of orders were made by
rate as Millennials
repeat customers.
aged 22 to 35 start
First-time customers
spending money in the are profitable during
homewares and furni- their first year with
ture category.
the group, said Mr
The web-based retail- Coulter. He added:
er recently reported
This means that we
a solid first quarter
can now begin to accelin what it expects to
erate marketing spend
be its first profitable
beyond digital chanyear of trading since
nels to ensure more of
launching in 2011.
Australia is aware of
Gross revenue was up Temple & Webster.
a record 39% year-onyear in the first quarter
of FY19 and earnings
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Expansion

easier.
At the same time, it
The online retailer
is an opportunity for
is planning for an app the retailer to test a
due to launch before
new bricks-and-mortar
Christmas. Mr Coulter format, having already
explains:
trialled a clearance
Interestingly, we
outlet and a showroom
are thinking about it
in its Richmond (NSW)
slightly differently. We store. Mr Coulter said
want to make sure our the company will conmobile site is a fast,
tinue to experiment
transactional site, and with different physical
our mobile app is the
formats, though its
place where you go to
“main game” is online
experience the world of retail.
Temple & Webster.
The company is also
It also plans to open testing the market in
a small-format deNew Zealand, setting
sign store to provide
up shop on TradeMe
in-person styling
before possibly estabservices and advice to lishing a dedicated
customers out of its
website and app. If the
head office in St Peters, expansion is successSydney. Mr Coulter
ful, Mr Coulter said
said:
the team will look to
It’s a place to come
launch in other marand experience Temple kets, with South East
& Webster in the real
Asia a probable area of
world, see samples
focus.
of products, meet a
https://goo.gl/93wQiG
consultant and have
https://goo.gl/LzTmx1
a more human experihttps://goo.gl/rgS5pG
ence. The whole point
is to make [the customer’s] shopping journey

DIGITAL
IS THE FUTURE
OF MARKETING

23

YOU NEED TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR BUSINESS.

Still relying on print? Consider this: how much time do your customers spend
using their mobile phone and computer? And how much time do they spend
reading magazines? Which matters more to them?
DIGITAL is all about performance and engagement. DIGITAL readers opt-in
to receive your message — they’re not just another address on a mailing list.
DIGITAL doesn’t just earn attention, it measures it as well. No other media
has the equivalent of downloads, which directly show reader engagement.
And DIGITAL is also less expensive, simpler and more flexible.
To make the move to DIGITAL, just call HI News on 0411 431 832, or email
Betty Tanddo on betty@hnn.bz. The future looks great, believe us.
hnn.bz
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• Klein Tools gets
into safety

• CEO transition at
James Hardie
• Boral Timber
explores renewables

• Hillman buys Big
Time
• Latest colours
from Dulux

• Electric vans business at hardware
stores
• Stanley Black &
Decker invests in
MTD

Stanley Black &
Decker (SBD) has entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire
a 20% stake in MTD
Products, a privately
held global manufacturer of outdoor power
equipment, for USD234
million in cash.
Under the terms of
the agreement, SBD
has the option to
acquire the remaining
80% of MTD beginning
on July 1, 2021. James
Loree, SBD chief executive officer, said:
This investment in
MTD increases our
presence in the USD20
billion global lawn and
garden market in a
financially and operationally prudent way.
We have always viewed
outdoor products as an
attractive growth category for us to expand
our presence beyond
handheld electric
products.
SBD said the partnership “significantly
enhances” its existing
commercial relationship with MTD, which
includes the manufacture of select outdoor
products under the
Craftsman brand. SBD
purchased the Craftsman line of tools from
Sears in January 2017.
Going forward, the
two companies said

Stanley and MTD already had a partnership in which MTD manufactured select outdoor
products under SBD’s Craftsman brand
they will “work together to pursue revenue
and cost opportunities,
improve operational efficiency and introduce
new and innovative
products for professional and residential
outdoor equipment
customers, leveraging
their respective portfolios of strong brands”.
In an interview with
thestreet.com earlier
this year, Mr Loree said
he wants “to get into
the lawn and garden
market in a very clever
way that avoids some
of the downside of
the lawn and garden
space”.
The lawn and garden
retail market is a market that is pretty competitive and seasonal,
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so it has those negative
aspects.
Mr Loree also
described his growth
strategy for SBD, one
that makes generous
use of acquisitions.
We have pretty good
luck finding deals. We
have literally become
the consolidator of
choice in the tool industry, people just come to
us with tool deals. We
can afford to pay the
highest price because
we have the highest
amount of synergy
opportunities. We have
a strong ecosystem
internally and bankers, etc. Then we have
financial screens that
we apply and if they
meet the needs and we
can negotiate a deal

then we do it. We just
keep doing it year in
and year out.
MTD chairman and
CEO Robert T. Moll
said the investment by
SBD gives the companies “more tools in
the toolbox”. He told
Crains Cleveland:
I know it’s a bad pun,
but it really does give
us more tools to work
with, with brands and
technologies and complementary skills…
Mr Moll said if SBD
decides to exercise
its option to buy the
remaining stakes in
MTD, MTD will have
“done our job”. But the
company will have
to be profitable and
continues next page

supplier
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Bosch van-sharing with hardware stores
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Bosch is launching
an electric van-sharing
service in partnership
with DIY chain toom, a
subsidiary of German
retail group Rewe.
With 370 stores, toom
is a significant player
in the home improvement industry in
Germany.
From December 2018,
it will take just a few
clicks or taps via an
app for customers
at five selected toom
hardware stores to directly book an electric
van on site, and take
items such as stone
slabs, timber and outdoor furniture home
with them.
The van-sharing
service will initially
be tested in Germany, at stores located
in Berlin, Frankfurt,
Leipzig, Troisdorf, and
Freiburg. Wolfgang
Vogt, toom’s managing
director for finance
and personnel, said:
As a company committed to sustainability,
we are always eager

to constantly improve
our contribution to
environmental protection. We’re therefore
very pleased that we
can now offer our customers an eco-friendly
way of taking their
purchases home.
At these stores,
charge spots are
already in place for
the small electric vans,
which are provided by
StreetScooter. Vans
can be returned to the
same station that the
shopper picked them
up from. Bosch supplies the powertrain
components for these
vehicles. Users will pay
a flat hourly rate that
includes mileage and
battery recharging in
a completely digital
process.
Bosch is already well
versed in the sharing
services business, as
demonstrated by Coup,
its rental service for
electric scooters. Since
its launch in 2016, Coup
has constantly expanded, and now has a fleet

of 3,500 scooters
in Berlin, Paris,
and Madrid.
In its Coup
and van-sharing
schemes, Bosch
has opted exclusively for electrically powered
vehicles. Dr.
Rainer Kallenbach, president
of the Connected
Mobility Solutions division at
Bosch, said:
Bosch is growing with digital
services for urban
mobility. A service for sharing
electric vans has
huge potential
for growth. Fully
electric driving
is ideal for urban
mobility – whether that means downtown delivery traffic or
individual mobility in
major cities.
Bosch believes that
shared electric vans
have scope for application outside the
hardware retail sector.

If the new sharing
by electric vehicles in
service proves popular, Europe, US and China.
Bosch plans to expand
https://goo.gl/849Zth
it to furniture stores,
https://goo.gl/aAqC2t
supermarkets, and
electronics stores.
Home improvement
giant IKEA said recently that it plans to introduce home delivery

SBD lawn and garden sector (cont.)
secure its leadership
position in the market,
he said.
For now, the two
companies are still operating independently,
though SBD would
have board representation at MTD.
The two companies
will be able to leverage
one another’s retail
portfolios and expand
who they’re selling to.

MTD sells to a lot of
independent retailers,
which is a market SBD
has not cultivated, Mr
Moll said.
Overall, the investment from SBD could
also affect manufacturing at both companies is by taking
advantage of what
Mr Moll referred to as
“interesting sourcing
opportunities” in terms

of materials used and
the sharing of technology.
Electrification is a
trend in the outdoor
power equipment
market, and working
with a company with
the capacity and scale
of SBD could be a
benefit as MTD works
to add electric power
to more of its products.
Mr Moll said, right
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now, he’s seeing this in
smaller products, like
hedge trimmers, but
he knows the time will
come when the market
moves toward putting
electric power in larger
products like lawn
mowers and snow
throwers.
Those are platforms
that SBD doesn’t have,
and they are opportunities for us to change

the fuel source to leverage the skills of both
companies.
The deal with MTD is
expected to close early
next year and must be
approved by regulators.
https://goo.gl/UjqdEg
https://goo.gl/EdM84k
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There are four main
palettes in the Dulux
2019 Colour Forecast
and have been named:
Wholeself, Identity,
Repair, and Legacy.
They are the result
of extensive research
undertaken by the
company’s colour
and communications
manager, Andrea
Lucena-Orr along with
trend forecaster, Bree
Leech.
The new collection
reflects key influences
they have identified as
driving current trends.
These have been
fine-tuned through
dialogue with global
colour authority, Colour Marketing Group.
Ms Lucena-Orr said:
We discuss what is on
people’s minds, what
factors affect where
design and colour
is going and what’s
happening from a
technical and pigment
perspective.
The team’s observations at Milan’s annual
furnishing and design
fair, Salone del Mobile
have also been considered. The overarching
theme is titled ‘Filter’,
which Ms Lucena-Orr
explains as a “multi-

pronged approach to
finding the essence of
life and favouring the
natural and holistic
over what is superficial
and fleeting”.
The Wholeself
palette represents the
increasing awareness
of wellness among
consumers. Colours
are reflected in the
warmth of neutrals
and sweetness of
pinks, balanced with
the opulent golds.
The Identity palette
encourages individuality and imagination.
Pops of brightness are
featured with saturated blues, purples and
oranges.
By contrast, the
theme of Repair turns
to the natural world
and draws inspiration
from “the dichotomy of
its strength and fragility”. Finishes are more
textured and hues derived from nature, with
earthy cinnamons and
siennas complemented
by warm greens and
lively yellows.
The Legacy palette is
directly influenced by a
respect for craftsmanship, timelessness and
the marriage of old and
new. There are warm

pinks and shades of
lilac and mauve, with
rich highlights of reds,
blues and greens.
Dulux said these

four palettes “embody
themes of timelessness, simplicity,
individuality and optimism”, and its colours

represent “the essence
of current social trends
and global movements”.

Hardware solutions
supplier, Hillman
Group has entered into
a definitive agreement
to acquire Big Time
Products, a provider
of personal protection
and work gear products. Hillman presi-

dent and CEO, Greg
Gluchowski, said:
With the addition of
Big Time, Hillman will
expand its portfolio
of product solutions
for both DIY and pro
customers…
The acquisition will

enable Hillman to
expand into adjacent
categories with Big
Time’s products in the
hardware, automotive,
garden, and cleaning
industries that include
work gloves, household
gloves, knee pads, tool

rigs and aprons, and
job site storage. Big
Time’s products are
sold under its portfolio of brands such as
Firm Grip, AWP, McGuire-Nicholas, Grease
Monkey, and Gorilla
Grip.

The transaction is
subject to customary
closing conditions and
receipt of required
regulatory approvals.
https://goo.gl/BL6Pjy

From top left clockwise, Wholeself, Identity, Repair & Legacy palettes from Dulux Colour
Forecast 2019. All images styled by Bree Leech, photographer Lisa Cohen.

Hillman gains glove company
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Boral Timber could make renewable diesel
renewable diesel produced at the potential
new biorefinery could
eventually account
for up to 15% of Boral’s
annual diesel needs.
Boral is one of the
largest consumers of
bitumen and has one
of the largest truck
fleets in Australia, using approximately 100
million litres of diesel
each year.
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home construction.
Boral chief executive
officer, Mike Kane, said:
!Volumes from commercial, infrastructure
and major projects
activity, and margin
improvements are
expected to more than
offset the impacts of a
moderating residential
construction sector.
Single-family homebuilding in the United
States hit its highest
Infrastructure
level in a decade
boost
during the financial
year, and while it has
Boral recently posted slowed a little, Boral
a record annual profit, expects renovations
Boral will assess the feasibility of building the world’s first biorefinery converting sawmill
as a result of earnings to drive continued deresidues into renewable diesel and renewable bitumen
from a new division in mand for its products.
the US and an infraThe a recent weakenThe Australian Redust, remnant woodkey long term energy
newable Energy Agen- chips, shavings and
source for heavy-vehi- structure boom that is ing of the Australian
housing market some
cy (ARENA), on behalf offcuts — is currently cle road and air trans- offsetting Australia’s
of the Federal Govern- used for lower value
port since they cannot cooling home market. economists warning of
In the first full year
heightened risks of a
ment, has announced
uses such as landscap- readily be electrified.
downturn. But a road
up to $500,000 in
ing and boiler fuel.
Bioenergy comprises a since it bought USand railway building
funding to Boral TimThe study will
growing proportion of based fly-ash maker
ber to investigate the
consider a mechanical Australia’s energy mix, Headwaters, net profit boom, driven by state
to June 30 rose 38% to government asset
feasibility of building
catalytic conversion
and this new technol$473 million, slightsales, is driving steady
a “second-generation”
technology, developed ogy could see residue
ly ahead of analyst
demand for concrete.
biofuels refinery using by Spanish-based Glob- from the production
expectations. Total
Boral expects growth
the waste sawmill res- al Ecofuel Solutions
process be used to
idues from the Boral
SL, combined with the reduce Boral’s reliance revenue rose by a third from all its businesses
in 2019, with strong
Timber Hardwood
potential biorefinery
on diesel and bitumen to $5.9 billion.
In Australia, Boral
housing starts and beSawmill at Herons
at Herons Creek. It will derived from fossil
posted double-digit
nign weather expected
Creek, near Port Mac- be the first time the
fuels.
to lift core earnings in
quarie (NSW).
process would be used
If this ground-break- gains in revenue for
concrete and asphalt,
North America by at
If the $1.2 million
in a production scale
ing technology is
its biggest earners
least 20% and margin
study is successful, the facility.
successful, we hope
because of major road- improvements expectproposed biorefinery,
ARENA CEO Ivor
to see a transition to
which would cost an
Frischknecht said the similar biorefineries by making projects along ed in Australia.
estimated $50 million project further shows other companies which the east coast.
https://goo.gl/1iGWGe
to build, could convert that big businesses are have a waste stream in
The result unhttps://goo.gl/VEup to 50,000 tonnes of increasingly moving
forestry or agriculture. derscored how the
W35Y
waste sawmill residue towards renewable
Boral executive
company’s exposure
produced each year
energy solutions. He
general manager
across the building secinto transport-grade
said:
(Building Products)
tor, from renovation
renewable diesel and
The transport sector Wayne Manners said
supplies like roofing
bitumen.
is a significant user of that if the feasibility
to pouring concrete at
The sawmill residue energy in Australia,
study was successful,
freeways, has insulated
— which includes saw- with liquid fuels a
the transport-grade
it from a downturn in
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James Hardie confirms succession
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Jack Truong, president of international
operations at James
Hardie, has been chosen to succeed Louis
Gries as chief executive. Dr Truong, who
currently heads the
firm’s Asia Pacific fibre
cement business and
the Europe building
products unit, will become global president
and chief operating
officer for a six-month
transition period as Mr
Gries winds down his
13-year span in charge
of the building materials supplier.
Dr Truong’s appointment as chief
executive will become
effective toward the
end of the firm’s 2019
fiscal year, at which
time Gries will leave
the board, the firm said
in a statement.
A former chief executive of Electrolux
North America, Dr

Truong has held his
current role since April
last year. Chairman Michael Hammes said:
Jack offers the
ideal combination of
commercial expertise,
operational excellence,
and leadership in order
to continue to grow the
business and maintain
the industry-leading
performance, across
multiple geographies,
established by Louis
over a long period.
Mr Gries, who has
been at James Hardie
since 1991 and became
CEO in 2005, said the
establishment of a
compensation fund
for asbestos victims in
2007 was a highlight of
his tenure.
The fund was
established after the
original fund James
Hardie established for
those suffering from
exposure to asbestos in
its products was found

to be underfunded by
more than $1 billion,
attracting court action
by ASIC.

million in
fiscal 2019,
compared
to USD291
million in
Profit jump
fiscal 2018.
The comJames Hardie said
pany makes
its first-quarter profit most of its
grew 29% on a stronger revenue in
US dollar and demand the United
from US house buyers, States, and
and flagged further
benefited
growth in its 2019
from a
earnings.
surge in
Adjusted operating
new US
profit was USD79.9
home sales
million for the three
in April and
months to June 30, up May, although housing
from USD61.7 million
sales cooled in June.
a year ago. Operating
The company’s North
profit excludes one-off America Fiber Cement
items like the comsegment achieved
pany’s compensation
a 10% rise in sales,
payments to people
and benefited from
claiming asbestos-reincreased sale prices. It
lated illness.
said it expects earnThe company said it ings from the segment
expects adjusted net
to be at the top end of
operating profit to
its 20 to 25% growth
be between USD300
range in 2019.
million and USD340
James Hardie’s un-

US tool maker, Klein
Tools has acquired
Ergodyne, a manufacturer of safety work
gear.
Founded in 1983,
Ergodyne spent the
last three decades
developing products
that Make the Workplace A Betterplace™.

timing was right for
the consolidation — a
healthy US economy
and a desire to grow
the business compelled
the agreement.
Klein Tools is family-owned and was
What started with one established in 1857.
product has grown
Co-president, Tom
into a line of Tenacious Klein Jr, said:
Work Gear designed
Ergodyne and Klein
to provide protection, Tools have much in
promote prevention
common, including
and manage the eleour commitment to
ments for workers on
innovation, safety,
jobsites.
our customers and
Tom Votel, president our reputations for
of Ergodyne, said the
producing high-quality

adjusted net profit for
the quarter rose 58% to
USD90.6 million. The
company attributed
the jump chiefly to its
closing of the Fermacell acquisition, which
was incorporated into
its first quarter results.
https://goo.gl/RzbD5x
https://goo.gl/tfPLWE

Klein Tools expands into safety category
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products. We believe
that our combined
resources and expertise
will enable us to grow
more quickly together
than we could have
separately…
Together, Klein and
Ergodyne plan to expand their brands and
leverage their combined expertise, years
of experience and
industry know-how to
accelerate innovation
in the safety products
space.
Ergodyne is a subsidiary of Tenacious Hold-

ings Inc. Its current
lineup includes ProFlex®, Skullerz® Head
Protection, Skullerz
Eye Protection, Trex™
Footwear Accessories,
Chill-Its® Cooling
Products, GloWear®
Hi-Vis Apparel, Squids®
Lanyards, Arsenal®
Gear and Tool Storage
and SHAX® Portable
Work Shelters.
https://goo.gl/Q52Xrr
https://goo.gl/WvFZoj
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British Paints has
partnered with ad
agency DDB Melbourne to help consumers overcome
FOMU (Fear of Mucking Up) when purchasing paint for common
DIY projects.

The latest campaign
called, “Fight the
FOMU”, asks novice
painters in Australia
and New Zealand to
stop putting off the
seemingly daunting
DIY paint projects
because of a fear of

customer insights and
experiences as well as
personal experiences,
according to DDB
Melbourne executive
creative director, Stuart Turner. He said:
We’ve all been in
the position where
we needed to tackle a
large-scale paint job
and felt overwhelmed
or scared about how
to approach it. It’s this
insight that led us to
come up with FOMU,
making mistakes.
the ‘Fear of Mucking
Instead, it aims to
Up’.
encourage them to rely FOMU encompasses
on the security of Brit- all of the things that
ish Paints’ easy-to-use can feel like barriers to
and reliable quality of starting a new paint
its products.
job. It’s the quiver in
The idea for the
your hand as you put
campaign came from
the roller on the wall.

The indecision in the
face of a thousand
colour swatches. The
all-consuming thought
that if something can
go wrong with a paint
job, it probably will.
The current TV
commercial series is
one of three within
the campaign, which
also ran across digital,
social and in-store
platforms.
https://goo.gl/78Rk1K

Gyprock boundary wall
With the demand for
space in major cities
at an all-time high,
construction solutions
are being redefined to
suit a growing need
for housing. To cater
to this demand, CSR
Gyprock has launched
Boundary Wall. It is
a responsive solution
that evolves from
a single boundary
wall into a double
boundary wall system
that performs like an
inter-tenancy wall to
allow non-sequential development of
attached dwellings.
Traditional construction methods require
an entire “block” of
attached dwellings to
be built as one, with

the inter-tenancy walls
lined as interior walls,
after the roof and exterior walls are completed. With the Gyprock
Boundary Wall system,
individual units can be
completed before the
construction of adjoining units.
Gyprock Boundary
Wall systems provide
the fire rating and
weather resistance
properties required of
external walls, with a
construction method
that makes them ideal
for installing close to
buildings that are on
or near the boundary.
When building with
the Gyprock Boundary
Wall system, once the
adjoining tenancy is

added, the
combined
system
performs
like an
inter-tenancy
wall that
sustains
its fire and
thermal
performance, with the added
benefit of a high level
of acoustic separation.
Najwa Khoury, general
manager – marketing
at CSR Gyprock, said:
Maximising liveable
space is a common
objective of designers
and developers, leading
to an increased volume
of higher density living.
This reflects Australia’s
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evolving lifestyle needs,
as well as housing
trends, population
growth, land availability and building
affordability.”
Our system has an
extremely narrow wall
footprint of as little
as 122mm for single
wall applications and
264mm in double
boundary wall systems,

meaning you can get
the most out of liveable space while still
meeting the Building
Code of Australia (BCA)
requirements for Class
1A buildings.

supplier
update
New category potential
for hammers
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US-based product designer Michael David Young has
invented an easy-to-use hammer with an integrated nail
dispenser. This framing hammer solution sits between a
traditional hammer and nail gun.
The Auto Hammer requires no electricity and features a “nail strip,” loaded into the device. With a tap, it
produces a nail and sets it into place. Each nail is then
ready to hammer into the surface, streamlining the
process. There is a safety switch to prevent injury and
loading sets seem to be quite simple, according to the
Cop Tool review site.
The design process for the hammer started with handdrawn sketches and testing countless iterations before
settling on the final version. Mr Young explains:
I finally got it to work after many, many prototypes, got
my provisional patent and shipped it around to the big
tool companies.
The designer claims that two major brands have
already shown interest in his invention, but unfortunately the deals fell through. However, that didn’t kill
his positivity — Mr Young excitedly toasts to the future,
saying:
Here’s to many more inventions and ideas for us all!
https://goo.gl/uwtj2Y
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Wesfarmers/Bunnings
results FY2017/18
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• Wesfarmers to
demerge Coles
by end of 2018

• Bunnings to improve logistics

• Plans to expand
into commercial
market
• Boost to ecommerce, in-store
digital development, and data
analytics

The parent company of Bunnings, Wesfarmit ceased its BUKI operations, the prospects for
ers, released its earnings for the FY2017/18 on 14 any real return on this remain dim. The presAugust 2018. The reported year has been both
ent owner of Homebase, Hilco, announced in
a difficult and a dynamic one for the company.
mid-August 2018 that it would close 42 of its 250
Wesfarmers acquired a new managing direcHomebase stores near the end of 2018, which is
tor, Rob Scott, and a new chief financial officer
expected to shrink its workforce by 1500. This
(CFO), Anthony Gianotti, divested itself of its
follows the announcement of a potential loss
failing Bunnings United Kingdom & Ireland
of 300 jobs at Homebase’s Milton Keynes head
(BUKI) operations, divested its Curragh mining office. Homebase has entered into a company
operations, and announced that it would split
voluntary arrangement, which enables it to
off its major revenue generator, Coles supermar- negotiate payments of outstanding debts with
kets, as a separate entity.
its existing creditors.
In what the market and most commentators
While Wesfarmers did succeed in refocusing
greeted as a welcome change of direction, the
the attention of the market and analysts on
company has recommitted to its Bunnings Aus- the future during its strategy day in early June
tralia & New Zealand (BANZ) home improve2018, the focus returned to some of the finanment retailer, and made a strong move into data cial aftermath of the past during the earnings
analytics as a means of boosting its operations, announcement. As is frequently the case in
especially the retail ones, which include Bunthese situations, the numbers provided tend to
nings, Kmart, and Target.
be somewhat confusing, as there is a mixture
According to the results announcement:
of continuing and discontinued operations,
Following the demerger, Wesfarmers will
and impairments attached to each of those two
have a portfolio of cash-generative businesses
categories.
with good momentum
and leading positions in
Bunnings results for FY 2017/18
growing markets. Continued earnings growth
is expected across the
2017/
2016/
Group’s retail businesses.
Category
2018
2017
Change
Growing addressable
markets will remain a
Sales Revenue
focus, along with ongoing
improvements in mer12,544
11,514 8.95%
chandising and service,
Earnings Before
further enhancements to
1,504
1,334 12.74%
Income Tax (EBIT)
the customer experience
[excludes property]
both in-store and online,
and investments in value
supported by operational
Store-on-store (comp)
efficiencies.
revenue
It is worth noting that,
7.8%
7.3% 0.50%
while Wesfarmers has
Total store sales
retained a 20% interest in
growth
any subsequent disposal
8.9%
8.9% 0.00%
of the Homebase chain
AUD millions
which it divested when
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Wesfarmers had revenue of $66,863 million
for FY2017/18, up from $64,913 million in the
previous corresponding period (pcp), which was
FY2016/17. This represents an increase of 3.0%.
For continuing operations, earnings before
interest and taxation (EBIT) were $4061 million,
down from $4177 million in the pcp, a decline
of 2.8%. Excluding the $306 million write-down
for the company’s Target low-end fashion retail
operations, EBIT rose by 4.5%.
Also for continuing operations, net profit
after tax (NPAT), excluding the write-down for
Target, came in at $2904 million for FY2017/18,
up by 5.2% on for NPAT in the pcp. Including
the Target write-down, NPAT for FY2017/18 was
$2604 million, representing a decline of 5.7%.
Including discontinued operations, NPAT
was $1197 million for FY2017/18, while NPAT
for FY2016/17 would include an additional $113
million, to reach $2873 million. This represents a
decline of 58.3%.
According to a footnote in the results:
The loss from discontinued operations for 2018
includes the trading result for the Curragh coal
mine and BUKI, the $375 million (£210 million)
post-tax loss on disposal of BUKI, $123 million
post-tax gain on disposal of the Curragh coal
mine and $1,023 million (£584 million) in impairments, write-offs and store closure provisions for
BUKI.

Divisional results
In terms of Wesfarmers’ non-home improvement retail divisions, Coles saw revenue
improve by 0.4% on the pcp to reach $39,388
million. Revenue for food & liquor rose by 1.6%,
while convenience stores brought this down,
with a decline of 6.1%. EBIT for Coles declined
by 6.8% on the pcp, down to $1500 million.
According to the results announcement:
Significant progress has been made on the demerger of Coles, which is expected to be completed in November 2018. The post-demerger capital
structure, announced in July 2018, is expected to
set Coles up for success and provide the business
with significant operational and strategic flexibility. Coles’ balance sheet will have substantial headroom and allow it to make additional
investments in new stores, the next evolution of
store renewals, online capability, supply chain
and deliver on its “Fresh Tomorrow” strategic
initiatives.
Department stores, which includes Kmart and
Target, saw revenue increase to $8837 million, an

increase of 3.6% on the pcp. EBIT, excluding the
write-down for Target, came in at $660 million,
up by 21.5% on the pcp. Including the writedown, EBIT was $354 million, up by 2.0% on the
pcp.
Officeworks produced revenue of $2142 million
for FY2017/18, up by 9.1% on the pcp. EBIT was
$156 million from $144 million in the pcp, an
increase of 8.3%.
In its industrials sector, chemicals, energy and
fertilisers grew revenue by 11.7%, while EBIT
declined by 1.3%. Industrial and safety saw revenue fall 1.5% on the pcp, while EBIT improved
by 2.6%. Resources had revenue decline by 3.3%,
and EBIT fall by 11.4%.

Bunnings
BANZ saw its revenue break through the
$12 billion mark, reaching $12,544 million for
FY2017/18. This is a more than $1 billion increase
over its FY2016/17 result, which came in at $11,514
million, and represents an 8.9% increase. EBIT
also grew strong, coming in at $1504 million, up
by 12.7% on the pcp.
In historical terms, Bunnings achieved its
highest return on capital (ROC) figure over the
past five years, with this coming in at 49.4%.
EBIT margin, at 12.0%, was also at its highest for
five years. Conversely, total sales growth at 8.9%
is below the average for the previous four years
of over 11.2%. Store-on-store growth of 7.8% was
marginally below the average for the previous
four years of 8.1%.
The prepared remarks of BANZ managing
director Michael Schneider at this year’s results
presentation bear special examination. HNN
has commented in the past on the interesting
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From the slide presentation for Bunnings.
Store-on-store sales
growth two-year stack in
the columns, quarterly
growth in the data line.
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way in which both Mr Schneider and his predecessor (and one of Australia’s best retail strategists) John Gillam have delivered these remarks,
often intertwining pithy insights and significant
strategic comments with more familiar restatements of corporate values.
For the 2018 results, Mr Schneider has gone
one step further. In a sequence of statements
which, on the recording of the event, take up
just 96 seconds (from 19:04 to 20:40), he lays out
an integrated plan for the further development
of Bunnings. This combines supplychain/logistics efficiencies, digital technology development,
data analytics, and a range of growth opportunities.
It is so densely packed that it would not help
to quote it here, so instead we are going to unpack it is much as possible, part by part. In general, there seems to be three main “themes” to
these changes. The first is the introduction and
better use of certain core technologies, including data analytics. The second is a what could
be a move away from the standard concept of
“efficiencies” that Bunnings has successfully
pursued for a long time, towards an approach
to performance improvement through “lean”
thinking (originally developed by Toyota in Japan in the 1960s and 1970s), which instead seeks
to eliminate waste.
The third change could be a shift in the way
Bunnings seeks to relate to its suppliers. There
is a possibility in what Mr Schneider had to say,
that Bunnings might be shifting to an approach
that is more inline with the approach of US big
box home improvement retailers The Home
Depot and Lowe’s Companies to their supply
chains. This is a more active engagement in
product development and design, somewhere
between the advice and approval arrangement
Bunnings currently has with many suppliers,
and its closer ties to captive brands, such as
Ozito power tools and Tactix tool storage.

• Increased out-of-operating-hours deliveries
The two of these that stand out the most are
the use of cross-docks, and increasing the outof-hours deliveries.
As a logistical technique, cross-docking has
been in use since the 1930s, and came to more
recent fame in the 1980s, when it was one of the
logistics efficiency measures adopted by US retailer Wal-Mart. It refers to the practice of using
a warehouse/logistics facility for the direct (or
near-direct) cross-loading between trucks. This
is particularly efficient where there is a high ratio of “less-than-a-load” (LTL) deliveries. Several
LTL can be consolidated into fewer deliveries
and/or more efficient delivery routes.

Supplychain/logistics efficiencies
It is not accidental that this is the point where
Mr Schneider begins. With growth and expansion in mind, it’s best to start with measures
that reduce costs and create extra capacity. The
advances that he points to include:
• Better layouts in distribution centres
• General productivity improvements
• Higher in-store stock levels
• Increased use of cross-docks
• Reduced handling costs
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This could be an indication that Bunnings is
entering into slightly different delivery/logistics
arrangements with some of its suppliers, where
instead of direct-to-store deliveries, these are
being combined with its own delivery operations, which typically apply only to its ownsourced and captive brand products. That is
unclear, but it is worth noting as a possibility.
This kind of thinking also fits well with the
move to increase out-of-hours deliveries. Those
would be particularly important as Bunnings
moves towards adding more “urban infill”,
smaller stores, which could have both a higher
delivery cadence (less onsite storage/wide ranges) and more restrictions on access due to traffic
conditions (as evidenced by Bunnings’ ongoing
drive to build a store in Sydney’s inner-city harbour suburb of Rozelle).

Growth
Regarding growth, Mr Schneider identified:
[A] strong appetite from suppliers to innovate
and collaborate with us on bringing new products to market...
Growth opportunities he identified included:
• Range innovation
• Range extension opportunities
• Improved supplier relationships
• Expanded categories
• Products tailored to seasonal and/or regional
requirements

Digital technology

35

Similar to its efforts in logistics, digital
technology is being used to help increase the
efficiency of in-store operations. Mr Schneider
called out in particular its use to improve communications, and to increase the opportunities
for training.

Data analytics
In simple terms, Mr Schneider noted that
data analytics are being used to better identify
opportunities to expand certain ranges, and also
to expand more in the field of services. He also
pointed to its use in identifying areas where
Bunnings could better communicate to its
customers, and where opportunities existed to
improve performance with targeted advertising.
One subset of this Mr Schneider mentioned, is
to use analytics to identify opportunities based
on seasonal and regional variations. That could
mean, for example, tailoring a specific product
for northern Queensland in October/November.
It might also mean, however, following general
trends as they flow southwards through spring
and summer, enabling Bunnings to anticipate
markets and demand in Sydney and Melbourne,
based on patterns observed in Queensland.
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Mr Schneider also mentioned that with a net
addition of 10 stores to the Bunnings network in
FY2017/18, the company was on course to continue its buildout at a rate between 10 and 14 stores
a year. (Though this slightly understates the
extent of growth. Around nine new build stores
were replacements, and this likely increased the
total retail area by the equivalent of an additional two stores.)

The levers
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Outside of this core statement about improvements and efficiencies, it is interesting to note
the statements that were made before and after
this pivotal section. Immediately before, Mr
Schneider made this statement:
The introduction of our online special orders
has given customers access to online transactional capability across more than 20,000 SKUs.
We also introduced a dedicated in-store commercial service offer, a further step in deepening our
engagement with commercial customers and
making it even easier for them to shop with us.
Both offers have been really well received by our
customers.
It may be reading too much into this statement, but there does seem to be something
of an implication that these two issues — the
introduction of online ordering, and Bunnings’
increased offering directly to commercial customers — are linked. One possibility is that, as it
concentrates more resources on the commercial
market, Bunnings is seeing its ability to offer
full online services as a considerable advantage
in that market. Think Kingfisher’s Screwfix in
the UK, which continues strong growth.
None of its competitors — certainly not
Metcash’s Independent Hardware Group (IHG),
for example — have anything other than a
rudimentary online presence. What Mr Schneider said directly after the dense and pivotal
section of his remarks is equally as interesting.
Commenting on Bunnings’ place in the overall
industry, he said:
We believe that the runway for future growth
will be through wider and deeper engagement
with our customers, giving us the opportunity to
broaden our addressable market beyond the $52
billion home improvement and outdoor living
market.
This is likely in part a reference to something
he raised at the Wesfarmers Strategy Day,
that Bunnings would be looking more into the
wholesale supply business to organisations

such as schools (which was also a frequent suggestion from Mr Gillam as well).
Yet stated in this way it seems also to indicate
that Bunnings may be open to an even broader
range of expansions. That is given weight by the
response that Mr Schneider made to a question
from UBS Investment Bank analyst Ben Gilbert,
who asked about the “runway” (total demand
remaining after Bunnings’ current marketshare
is subtracted) in major categories, and whether
that would act as a buffer against a possible decline in home improvement spending brought
on by reduced growth in house prices. Mr
Schneider replied in part:
We challenge our merchandising teams on the
edges of what we would define as home improvement and outdoor living, so we’ve sort of spoken
to leveraging digital capability and data analytics to allow us to sort of pick a little bit more
into seasonal and geographic trends. And we see
some really great opportunities to expand our
commercial ranges as well.
One that’s rolling through stores now is a
wider range of commercial cleaning, for example. It’s not the be all and end all by any means,
but I think it speaks to the sort of focus we have
on challenging ourselves to be more relevant for
every customer and back it up with incredibly
good value.

The commercial customer
At the recent Strategy Day Bunnings clearly
defined its interest in expanding its offer to
commercial customers, which would include
both tradespeople and the wide range of
maintenance
workers. Mr
Schneider
re-emphasised
that aspect of
the business
during his current remarks.
In fact, it was
a constant
theme, suggesting that, at least
from a growth
perspective,
the commercial business is
being treated
on near-equal
terms to the
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consumer-based business. His clearest statement was this:
We are excited about the opportunities in the
commercial side of our business. We believe our
wide range, many sites and long trading hours
create a very convenient offer for our commercial customers. We will continue to expand our
focus and reach through increased investment
in service, including value add services such as
the mobile self checkout for tradespeople who
have our PowerPass app. Our focus will be on
building more substantial commercial categories across all channels so that we offer relevant
brands at an attractive price with very high
convenience.
Mr Schneider also commented on the obvious connection between the commercial and
consumer side of the business, trade services
needed by consumers, such as installation:
Looking to the consumer segment, we will
continue to build solutions that connect our
customers with local experts, making it easier
and more affordable for them to have products
installed, particularly when it requires a licensed
tradesperson.

Q&A
With the impending divestment of Coles,
much of the attention of analysts was directed
toward this rather than Bunnings. David Errington, Bank of America Merrill Lynch’s highly
respected analyst, offered some interesting
queries to Wesfarmers CFO Anthony Gianotti,
regarding an apparently under-documented
shift in the corporation’s cashflow. This included Mr Errington helpfully reading out some of
the results numbers, as an aid to Mr Gianotti
in answering his question, which was no doubt
much appreciated.

Analysis
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Wesfarmers CFO Anthony
Gianotti

Image Copyright © 2017 Wesfarmers

What is most striking about the growth plan
put forward by Mr Schneider is the degree to
which every aspect of this is interrelated. For
example, data analytics can provide insights
into opportunities for new products, relationships with suppliers can see those insights
turned into new products or tweaks to existing
products, which are then processed through a
more efficient logistics system.
House prices
It is tempting to think that part of the management approach of Mr Scott and Mr SchneiOne question that did come up throughout
der has shifted to include some ideas borrowed
the results presentation was what the effect of from Eliyahu Goldratt’s “Theory of Constraints”
lower growth in house prices would be on Bun- (ToC). In very brief form, ToC suggests businings, as well as on other Wesfarmers-owned
nesses could adapt to change by finding those
retailers. Mr Scott provided a succinct and inter- aspects of their product development and supesting response to this, in answer to a question ply chains that are the
from Phillip Kimber, an analyst with Evan &
most constricting, then
Partners:
focus improvements
Look, across the board, we feel broadly the
on those areas.
same as we did 6 months ago. Yes, there’s obThe advantage of
viously been a bit more focus on house prices
this approach is that it
of late, when you read the press and so forth. I
leads to a different sysguess the way we view that is that the adjusttem of modelling the
ment that’s flowed through there is probably
impact of change. In
the right thing long term, and I think it will
traditional modelling,
actually be a good outcome long term because
changes are introduced
it will ultimately improve the cost of living for
into an existing syspeople and the trajectory the house prices were tem, and the modelling
on in some markets such as Sydney were clearly reflects where the
just not sustainable. So the adjustment for the
outcome is positive or
long term, I think, will be in the best interest for negative. In ToC, the
consumers, and ultimately, consumer spending. emphasis shifts from
But we feel pretty optimistic around the outlook direct results to an
as it relates to consumer spending. Clearly, all
increase or decrease in
retailers need to ensure that they’re operating
potentials.
exceptional value.
In traditional modelling, for example, data

companies
analytics will not come off as a great choice for
development. However, using ToC modelling,
it can be seen to develop a high potential in a
company, with the emphasis then shifting to
the reasons why that potential cannot be fully
utilised. This would shift attention to improving
logistics to lower product costs, as well as to accelerating new product developments suggested
by the analytics.

The industry
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In terms of the home improvement industry
itself, there is little doubt that Bunnings intends
to move very strongly to achieve greater market
share in the commercial sector, which includes
the building trades. As HNN has noted previously, it seems very possible that Bunnings will
manage to extract over $2 billion in value from
commercial sources over the next three to four
years. This will have a strong impact on independent retailers, both those associated with
IHG and other, non-corporate independents
(NCIs).
There are clear signs at the moment that independent hardware retailers are failing to fully
account for this risk. As HNN has also pointed
out in the past, we believe that Bunnings has
operated under two constraints which prevented it from fully exploring the commercial
market. One is that, given the high level of
investment in Coles, the role of Bunnings for
many years was to deliver a reliable stream
of EBIT to underwrite that expenditure. (This
is what led Woolworths to launch its Masters
Home Improvement venture.)
The second was that, we believe, Wesfarmers
was concerned about potential anti-trust/competitive action from the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission (ACCC) if it gained
too wide a market share. Thus it more or less
concentrated on the higher margin consumer
market, for most products — the exception
being power tools in particular. It left selling to
tradespeople as an area independent hardware
retailers could continue to prosper in.
The divestment of Coles will permanently
remove its obligation to be a low-risk, high
return business, and free Bunnings to take advantage of the entrepreneurial capabilities it so
evidently displayed in its defeat of Masters. As
HNN suggested at the time, the consolidation
of Mitre 10 and the Home Timber & Hardware
Group (HTH) into Metcash’s IHG could also have
relieved some concerns about potential an-

ti-trust action — the ACCC explicitly considered
competition with Bunnings when it gave its
consent to that consolidation.
Added to the development of IHG is the
ongoing entry of new competitors in the home
improvement market. While Amazon has yet
to have a great impact, it will likely begin to do
so by the last calendar quarter of 2019. There
are at least another three online retailers in the
Asia-Pacific region that could also become competitive over the next three years. For example,
it is not far-fetched to imagine Alibaba opening
up a warehouse for its AliExpress service in
Australia, which has a surprisingly deep product offering in home improvement and associated products, such as 3D printing.
The difficulty is that, with Bunnings not going
hard in the commercial sector over the past 10
years, the independents
have determined that
their success in this area is
to some degree “natural”.
That is, that the Bunnings
model of service and product delivery does not suit
the building trades, while
the independent, personal
service, personal relationship model does.
That’s unlikely to be
true. One indication of
this is that pretty much
every tradesperson in
Australia has done, and
will continue to do, some
portion of their purchasing through Bunnings. So
Bunnings is not gaining
new customers, it is
extending the proportion
of business it does with
existing customers.
Being able to do person-to-person business (or,
as Chris Moorfoot of Yarra
Junction H Hardware has
evocatively put it, “belly-to-belly” business) will
always be an advantage
to independent retailers.
Is it, however, in the long
term going to be more of
an advantage than digital
commerce?
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In-store product vignettes
continue to develop at
Bunnings (shown here:
Bunnings Collingwood,
near Melbourne CBD).
The bathroom displays
(top and middle) show
a move to the display of
more high-end products.
The Kaboodle kitchen
displays continue to
improve and to become
more complex. This is
less about design decisions, as Kaboodle and
Bunnings developing
improved logistics when
it comes to changing and
updating these displays.
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As we mentioned above, even those independent organisations that make a real effort, such
as Metcash’s IHG, to deliver some kind of digital
presence, struggle to just get to a rudimentary
level. The Bunnings website could certainly
be improved, but it is at least two generations
ahead of any other Australian competitor. As
Bunnings develops further services, and as
more tradespeople who grew up with the internet as a natural part of their lives move into
owning their own businesses, that advantage
will increase — probably exponentially.
The move by Bunnings into the commercial
market could have its most observable impact
on Metcash’s IHG. It is possible that IHG could
see its topline revenue reduced to under $2
billion from its current $2.2 billion by FY2020/21.
With Metcash relying on IHG for a steady
stream of EBIT to underwrite its increasingly
rocky food businesses, that kind of decline
could have wider consequences.

In looking at financial results, it is very easy to
get pulled into the perspective that investment
analysts bring to it. They deal with areas such
as growth, volatility and the ongoing issue as to
whether the stock is fully priced out or not.
The pure industry perspective, however is
very different from this. From that perspective,
the real message for independents out of this
results announcement is that Bunnings just
grew by an additional $1 billion in revenue. If
Bunnings is right and it is active in a $42 billion
market, that means that during FY2017/18
Bunnings gained an additional 2.4% of that total
market. In one year.

Bunnings stores around
Australia
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The demerger of Coles from Wesfarmers (which should take place
in 2018) gives rise to a couple of
questions: what does this mean for
the future of Coles, and what does
it mean for Wesfarmers? As it turns
out, the answer to the latter question
is largely bound up with how Bunnings develops over the next couple
of years.
Wesfarmers is seeking to split off
Coles largely because it no longer fits
into the general business model that
Wesfarmers follows as a conglomerate. This involves finding underpriced
assets, acquiring them, making management and strategic changes to lift
their performance, then selling them
for a substantial gain.
Coles has proven over the past three
to four years that it no longer has the
potential to produce growth. Locked
into a lowest price war with Woolworths — which has successfully
emulated the main strategies of Coles
— the only path forward to growth
would require substantial long-term
investment, as well as a good deal of
vertical market integration. Neither
of those strategies are really suited to
Wesfarmers.
Meanwhile, as Charts 1 and 2 indicate, Coles is producing nearly 60% of
the revenue for Wesfarmers, but only
33% of its earnings before interest
and taxation (EBIT) — which is equal
to the EBIT contribution of Bunnings,
even though Bunnings produces
less than 20% of overall Wesfarmers
revenue.
As importantly, Coles is now a very
different sort of investment to the
rest of Wesfarmers. This has led to
a degree of underinvestment by the
market in Wesfarmers, as most institutional investors would prefer more
“pure play” stocks, rather than ones
with mixed strategies.

It’s likely that the pattern we will
see with Coles is one of stabilisation
through its first 18 months as a standalone company, followed by capital
raising aimed at implementing more
ambitious plans to take further
marketshare from Woolworths. That
will spark capital raising from Woolworths, but it is likely the two companies will end up employing quite
different strategies for growth. It is
also quite possible that this changed
competition will put Metcash in play
as an acquisition target. On indirect
result of that could be that Metcash’s
Independent Hardware Group (IHG)
is spun out on its own by 2024.
As Charts 3 and 4 indicate, post the
demerger of Coles, Bunnings will
move to producing 46% of Wesfarmers revenue, and around half of its
EBIT. That is going to see a good deal
more attention paid to the home improvement retailer. Hence Bunnings
managing director Michael Schneider’s ambitious new plans to expand
into the commercial market, as well
as categories on the fringe of home
improvement.
Much of the commentary among
financial analysts and in the financial
press has been about potential acquisition targets for Wesfarmers. One
way of approaching this might be to
find businesses that are complementary to Bunnings, such as Fletchers
Buildings’ TradeLink. Acquiring
TradeLink could see Wesfarmers take
on the Reece Group in the high midend market of home plumbing and
bathroom fixtures.
Whatever the specific strategy that
emerges during 2019, it is certain that
future Wesfarmers changes will have
some degree of impact on the home
improvement and hardware industry.
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• Continued strong
growth across
most categories

• Extended summer makes up for
cold spring
• Increased attention on developing Pro market

• Growth into
more homewares
categories

US big-box retailer The Home Depot released executive vice president for outside sales and
is results for the first half of its FY2018/19 on 14 services, Bill Lennie, provided some details:
August 2018. While the first quarter of the year
Yes. So when we talked about this last Decemhad seen reduced demand, this was compenber [2017], we said this was a two to three year
sated by higher than average demand during
journey. It will be to build out all the tools and
the second quarter. Net sales for the half were
applications that our professional business
USD55,410 million, up by 6.57% on the previous customers needs. And we’re still in the customer
corresponding period (pcp), which was the first intercept, interview phase and we’re in testing
half of FY2017/18. Earning before interest and
mode. So we’ll probably get a couple of customtaxation (EBIT) was USD8282 million, up by
ers over on kind of a small test as we go through
6.02% on the pcp. Net earnings were
USD5910 million, up from USD4686
million in the pcp, an increase of
Results for H1 FY2018/19
26.12%.
2018/19 2017/18
Store-on-store (comp) revenue
Category
Change
growth was 6.2%, up slightly on the
H1
H1
pcp. Average ticket size increased
Sales Revenue
55,410.0
51,995.0
6.57%
by over 5%, while the number of
transactions was by one percent.
Earnings per share (diluted) came in
at USD5.12, up by nearly 31% on the
Net earnings
5,910.0
4,686.0
26.12%
pcp.
Most categories of products sold
EBIT
8,282.0
7,812.0
6.02%
well during the half, posting comparable growth over the pcp, with the
Store-on-store (comp)
6.2%
6.0%
0.20%
exception of the lighting category,
revenue growth
which was largely due to a decrease
in the price of LED lighting. In
Average ticket
$66.12
$62.74
5.39%
particular, comparable sales for the
lumber, electrical, appliances, tools,
décor, plumbing, and flooring categories came in at above the average
Customer transactions
831.2
822.6
1.05%
(millions)
increase. Lumber, indoor garden,
outdoor garden and electrical grew
at over 10%. During the second
quarter there was also a surge in
Sales per sq. foot
$458.07
$429.17
6.73%
purchases by “Pro” (building/construction/trade) customers, which
boosted sales in lumber, kitchens,
Sales per sq. metre
$42.56
$39.87
6.73%
power-tools, window fittings and
concrete.
As part of Home Depot’s push
Earnings per share
$5.12
$3.91
30.95%
further into the Pro market, it is
(diluted)
designing an online store centred
on their needs. In response to an
USD millions
analyst’s question, the company’s
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Q3. But we’ll see more activity around the space
in Q4.
The second quarter also saw an increase in
sales to consumers, in particular in categories
such as lawn mowers, home irrigation systems,
outdoor furniture and ceiling fans. The Home
Depot called out in particular sales of paint,
especially interior paint, which provided its best
performance for the half as compared to the
past five years.
The company has also been expanding into
home furnishings. In response to an analyst’s
question, Ted Decker, the executive vice president of merchandising, outlined the expansion
in this category:
We’re adding a number of SKUs in things like
tabletop, in decor, in rugs, et cetera. Very early
days, but pleased with our traction. Significant
growth, but on a low base. We’ve completed the
integration of the Company Store, and one of
our first integration moves was to list a lot of
their better sellers on the Home Depot website.
So that just went live some weeks ago and starting to see an uptick there. This is a journey for
our customers to find this product on our website and engage with the Home Depot in these
adjacent, but we think, very relevant categories.

Online
The company’s chairman, CEO and president,
Craig Menear, touched on The Home Depot’s
digital/online business in his prepared opening
remarks. He mentioned that online sales for the
second quarter of the reporting year were up
by 26% over the second quarter of the previous
financial year. He also pointed out that much
of that success was driven as much by the
company’s logistics as its online presence. He
mentioned that the company has now rolled
out small parcel express delivery via cars and
vans throughout most of its major markets. The
Home Depot’s chief financial office, Carol Tomé,
mentioned in response to an analyst’s question
that some 47% of online orders were typically
picked up on a “click and collect” basis instore.
Later, in response to an analyst’s question,
Mr Menear went into some more detail on how
online influenced the sales process.
I think there were categories that we anticipated the customer may not engage in the digital
world but that shopping experience actually
starts in the digital world, even if it finishes
in the physical world. So if you think about
things like flooring or doors, which you would

traditionally think of as a category that will be
purchased in-store. In most cases, the shopping
experience actually starts in the digital world.
So we’ve seen really nice engagement with the
customer really across categories.
Mr Menear also brought up the company’s
recent expansion into a Market Delivery Operation (MDO) during the second quarter. There
are plans for the company to open 100 of these
centres across the US. They will handle the
delivery of bulky items such as appliance and
patio furniture. Deliveries will be made to the
MDO, then a delivery agent will be used for the
final stage of the process.

Analyst presentation
In introducing the results, Mr Menear stated
that the second quarter returned the highest
quarterly sales and earnings in the history of
Home Depot. This came after nearly flat growth
results from the preceding quarter. Mr Menear
said this was an expected phenomenon, and
was dubbed by the company the “bathtub”
effect, after the graph shape it produced of a
down trend, followed by a flat trend, followed
by an upward trend.
He also pointed to a continuing trend of
growth for the company’s Pro customers trending above growth for its consumer customers.
Mr Menear saw this as having a great deal to
do with the way in which the company’s recent
Interline acquisition meshed with other outside
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A screenshot of the Pro
digital interface Home
Depot has developed.
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sales professionals in targeting its four major
end-markets: renovator/remodeler; multifamily property manager; institutional customers,
such as schools and hospitals; and the specialty
trades, such as plumbing, HVAC and electrical
contractors.
Mr Menear reminded analysts of Home Depot’s three-year store investment plan, which
began at the start of the current financial year.
This has included refreshment of over 500
stores, including the redesign of store entries
and the addition of buy online, pick up in-store
(BOPIS) lockers, for after-hours access to online
deliveries.
In response to an analyst’s question, Mr Decker went into some detail about the upgrades
being rolled out to stores:
So the greatest penetration of stores will get
our new way-finding and sign package, which
really brightens up the store and makes navigation of the store much easier. We also do what
we call a general environmental cleanup at the
stores. Spiff the floors, add lighting, paint, remodel restrooms, break rooms for the associates,
et cetera.
...
As Craig mentioned, we’re doing lockers. We’re
rolling lockers out, revamping some front ends
at the store, putting buy online, pickup in store
storage lockers into the stores. And also, very
excited to be rolling out electronic shelf labels.
We’ve not done this in the past. We’re starting
with our appliance department, and we’ll do
over half the stores this year with sort of iPad-sized electronic price signs and information
on the appliance in our appliance departments.
As the overall performance figures indicate,
the real growth in the company came from an
increase in the average size of transactions,
rather than the number of transactions. Mr
Decker said that “big ticket” sales were particularly strong. So strong that the company
has changed its metric for these as sales over
USD900 to sales over USD1000. For the half,
these big ticket sales accounted for over 20%
of all net sales. This was due to strong sales to
Pro customers, appliance sales, as well as strong
results in vinyl flooring.

ry, where Bosch enjoys a lead in terms of noise
reduction and other factors.
The company is launching a product it calls
the LifeProof Tile, which is designed to be slip
resistant, and to resist environmental factors
such as freezing. Home Depot is also expanding
its line of own-brand Husky tools, including a
new line of impact sockets and a PVC ratcheting
pipe cutter.

Analysis
There were two very interesting statements
that emerged from the Q&A session with the
analysts. The first came as a response to an analyst asking about Home Depot’s home furnishings business. After Mr Decker had responded,
Mr Menear added this answer:
If you think about the data that shows the
average number of retailers that customers
shopped in roughly the last four years has
declined from 13 to nine. And our consumer research said that the customer trusts us to bring
value. And questions why we don’t help them
fulfil the balance of their needs in their home.
This is an opportunity for us as we go forward,
largely as this business continues to shift to the
digital world. So you should think about this as
a digital strategy.
There are a couple of interesting things that
emerge from these comments. The first is
simply the interesting fact that US consumers
are reducing their shopping by nearly a third
to under 10 stores, in general. That represents
both something of a threat and an opportunity.
To get included in that vital nine stores, might
mean needing to expand beyond “standard” offerings, so as to effectively knock out an indirect
competitor — and also to be aware of similar
measures by competitors, and to be ready to
respond.
The second is that Mr Menear is very clear

Future products
The Home Depot announced that it has
entered into a partnership with Bosch to sell a
broad selection of its appliances. In particular,
the company pointed to the dishwasher catego-
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different elements of the
Home Depot ecosystem.
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that home furnishings are moving to being an
online category, but that in-store presence still
counts for something. But, clearly, Mr Menear
feels that Home Depot has an in-built advantage in this area over competitors because it can
execute digital sales and the delivery of bulky
goods so well. It’s the first real indication that
Home Depot may be increasingly thinking of
itself as less a “home improvement retailer”, and
more a platform with certain available skills
and expertise.
The other comment from Q&A that is of great
interest comes from Mr Lennie, responding to
an analyst’s question about the data available
on Pro customers. He said:
Just a quick comment on the Pro data. We’ve
— through MyView and our tools at the Pro
desk — have been able to provide insights for
our in-store Pro sales associates. And we’ve seen
growth across all of our managed accounts in
our portfolios.
But the fastest-growing segment of our Pro
business is the Pros that are in our stores
and covered by our PASA’s [Pro Account Sales
Associates]. So it just shows that as we provide
insights, we can give them some guided selling
tools. They engage more with the customers, can
provide better insights across what services and
what products we can provide. That just leads
to engagement and Pro growth. So strength has
really been outpaced in-store versus our outside
sales, which is all about execution and in-stocks
and great relationships.
What is clear here is that, despite all the great
technology at its disposal, The Home Depot is
very certain that the best way for it to build
and maintain Pro sales is through developing relationships on a person-to-person basis
with its customers. The data analytics provide
“guided selling tools”, but the implementation of
those tools comes down to the performance of
individuals.
A final development that is worth noting
is that Ms Tome spent some time dismissing
factors relating to house prices, housing stock
availability and household formation as having
any real impact on demand for goods from
Home Depot. The reality is that, during “boom”
times, finding the relevant statistics that affect
performance can be very difficult. It’s only as
the boom begins to end that it becomes clear
what has been previously driving demand.
In particular, it’s noteworthy that housing
markets — even very large markets, with strong
regional differences — can slip from undersup-

ply to oversupply very easily. That’s because
these markets are highly influenced by both
inertia and momentum. Inertia is there because
it takes time to respond to housing demand, as
houses are slow to design and build. Momentum
is present for the same reason, and because due
to their high capital cost, time-on-market is a
prime determinant of profitability for housing.
While it is a relatively recent development for
Home Depot to generalise some of its ranges
from the “home improvement” category to a
broader “home” category, customers have long
shopped at the retailer for a very broad range
of needs. It’s not surprising, given this, that the
company’s retail results no longer specifically
track spending in housing and construction.
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Craig Menear has served
as CEO and president
of The Home Depot
since November 2014,
and chairman since
February 2015. Prior to
becoming CEO, Mr Menear held roles spanning
merchandising, supply
chain, store operations,
sourcing, marketing
and online in his more
than 20 years with the
company.
Prior to joining The Home
Depot, Mr Menear served
in a variety of roles in
mass, home centre and
specialty retailing in
addition to previously
operating an independent retail business.
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• Marvin Ellison
leaves JC Penney
to become Lowe’s
new CEO

• Removes several
former key executives
• Hires in four
senior personnel
• Plans to start
improving efficiencies

• Focus on engineered activities
to measure
efficiency benchmarks
• Shift in focus
from “innovation” to operational excellence

US big-box retailer Lowe’s Companies announced its results for the first half of its
Presentation
FY2018/19 on 22 August 2018. The announcement
came just seven weeks after the replacement of
Mr Ellison began by thanking Mr Niblock
long-time CEO Robert Niblock — who retired
for his years of service, and acknowledging his
— with Marvin Ellison. Mr Ellison spent the
achievements. He then moved to outlining what
past four years as CEO of US discount fashion
he saw as a successful second quarter, which
retailer JC Penney, and before that over 12 years featured positive like-for-like (comp) sales in
at Lowe’s rival The Home Depot, where he had
all 14 of Lowe’s regions in the US, as well as 18%
a focus on improving sales to the “Pro” sector
growth in online sales.
(construction/building/trades).
However, Mr Ellison moved swiftly to taking
The leader of the Lowe’s board, Marshall O.
a hard look at the issues that confront Lowe’s,
Larsen, commented on the appointment by
as well as the opportunities that are available
saying:
to it. He began by thanking the associates and
Marvin joins Lowe’s at a critical inflection
leaders in the company for their resilience in
point as we work to enhance our competitive
the face of changes made during the second
position and capitalise on solid project demand quarter. He then noted that, after his time spent
in an evolving consumer environment. We look
in other forms of retail, that home improvement
forward to shepherding an exciting new chapter remained a lively and growing marketplace.
for Lowe’s under Marvin’s leadership.
Results for First Half 2018/19
Mr Ellison is thought to have assisted
in at least a partial turnaround in the
2018/19 2017/18
fortunes of JC Penney, and is expected
Category
Change
to perform a similar role at Lowe’s.
H1
H1

Results
Sales revenue for Lowe’s came in at
USD38,247 million, up by 5.2% on the
previous corresponding period (pcp),
which was the first half of FY2017/18.
Earnings before interest and taxation,
however, fell down by 7.94% on the pcp
to USD3628 million. However, net earnings were up by over 24% to USD2509
million. This was in part due to the
net earnings in the pcp taking into
account an over USD460 million debt.
Store-on-store (comp) revenue
growth came in at 5.8%, down by 0.7%
on the pcp. Adjusted diluted earnings
per share were USD3.26, up by over
25% on the pcp.

Sales Revenue

38,247.0

36,355.0

5.20%

EBIT

3,628.0

3,941.0

-7.94%

Net earnings

2,509.0

2,021.0

24.15%

Store-on-store
(comp) revenue
growth

5.8%

6.5%

-0.69%

Earnings per share
(diluted)

$3.05

$2.38

28.15%

Adj. earnings per
share (diluted)

$3.26

$2.60

25.38%

USD millions
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Finally, Mr Ellison noted that very clearly
Lowe’s has a lot of work to do if it is to live up to
its promise. He outlined the following areas as
needing attention:
• supply-chain strategy
• in-store technology
• improving execution by eliminating complexity
• addressing out-of-stocks in stores
• increased rigour applied to capital investment evaluation
He noted in particular the need to reduce complexity, and not to waste time on investments
which distracted the company from its core
goals. The latter is likely an acknowledgement
of the problems that led to the company closing
down its Orchard Supply operations in California, which Lowe’s acquired in mid-2013, but is
likely also a reference to its disastrous investment in Australia’s Woolworths-owned Masters
Home Improvement retailer.
As an example of where there were evident
improvements to be made in the supply-chain,
Mr Ellison noted (in his response to an analyst’s
question), an almost complete lack of engineered processes in Lowe’s.
As one specific example, we have very few, if
any engineered standards in our stores, and
what I mean by that is that typically for a retailer our size, there is very engineered processes on
things like how you unload a truck and how you
float product from receiving to the sales floor to
drive in-stock. We have no standards for that,
it’s a very random process where our stores are
kind of fending for themselves, trying to make it
happen.
That is how you destroy productivity, and so
if you simply go in and build engineered processes consistent across all types of stores and
volumes, you can drive increased productivity
without having any kind of a staff reduction
action, it’s just more about process efficiency. So
we’re going back right now to create engineered
standards for everything we do, from unloading
a truck to stocking a shelf to every other process,
and we know that that’s going to reap significant benefits.

berger and Michael McDermott respectively.
Mr Ellison mentioned several of the new leadership appointments he has made since then.
Bill Boltz is to become executive vice president
of merchandising. Joe McFarland has been
appointed as executive vice president of stores,
and Don Frieson to executive vice president of
supply chain. Shortly before the results presentation, the company announced the appointment of David Denton as the company’s chief
financial officer.
Mr Ellison concluded this summary by stating:
All of our new executive vice presidents have
strong retail pedigree and proven track records
of success. Combined, Bill [Boltz] and Joe [McFarland] bring over 50 years of home improvement
experience, and Don [Frieson] and David [Denton] will bring a deep technical knowledge from
their related fields of supply chain and finance.
All four leaders will be instrumental in helping
us to establish the necessary building blocks to
create a world class omnichannel environment,
and where you can find proven leadership with
disciplined capital allocation, great things can
happen.
We’re also working aggressively to fill our open
chief information officer position and expect to
have a leader named in short order. In addition
to implementing a new leadership structure,
simplifying the business also means that we will
shift our focus away from less effective projects.

Refocus
Mr Ellison went on to explain the three steps
he was taking immediately to refocus the
company. These were: to shut down Orchard
Supply; halt spending of USD500 million on
capex projects, and use this for share buybacks
instead; and a rationalisation of inventory, with
a focus on the top 2000 SKUs. He also outlined
an expense reduction program, which would

Personnel changes
In the period between his assuming the role
on 2 July 2018 and the results announcement,
Mr Ellison moved to eliminate two top roles in
the “C-suite”, that of chief operating officer and
chief customer officer, held by Richard Malts-
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shift the emphasis from hiring people to solve
problems, to finding technological systems.
In response to an analyst’s question, Mr Ellison was more specific on where he saw opportunities for quick improvements.
We need to generate more sales per square foot
productivity in our stores. If you look at where
we are in [the] past, we’ve been focused on our
end caps. As an example, our end caps have been
more leaning toward innovation than driving
sales productivity. It’s really not the merchants’
fault. The merchants have simply been following
the company’s strategic plan, but what we’re
going to do is shift away from innovation to
innovation and driving revenue, so we have
to drive more improved sales per square foot
productivity.
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We’re excited to bring customers more of the
top brands they trust for their next paint or
stain project. We’re also rolling out a new paint
desk experience, including an updated product selector display as well as a simplified and
streamlined service model to make it even easier
for customers to work with an associate to find
a colour, pick a paint or stain, quickly have it
mixed, and begin their project.

Analysis

Even as Mr Ellison moves through Lowe’s with
lightning speed to bring in fresh perspectives,
curtail spending on low-return investments and
find the easier wins in terms of efficiencies and
store practices, the question still has to be asked
if even this will really be enough to sharply turn
Brands
around the big-box retailer’s fortunes.
Strategically, over the past five years Lowe’s
The chief customer officer for Lowe’s, Mike
has faced a competitor in Home Depot that took
McDermott, outlined some of the moves that
what seemed at the time like a moderately exthe retailer is making to introduce more focused treme position as regards privileging the develbrands for its Pro (construction/building/
opment of its digital business over its physical
trades) customers. This included introducing
store business. That has really only now begun
Mapei, a maker of tile-setting productss, and
to pay off properly, and it looks like this could
Zoeller, which manufactures pumps.
accelerate further over the next five years.
The company is looking forward, Mr McDerWhat is unclear from Mr Ellison’s remarks is
mott said, to continuing the rollout of Craftswhether Lowe’s has fully grasped just exactly
man brand of hand tools, which he noted had
how far behind the company is in terms of crureceived a strong response in the first half.
cial areas such as online-driven logistics. While
He also noted that Lowe’s would continue its
it is expected that the company will spend the
expanded strategic partnership with paint man- next two to three quarters making efficiency
ufacturer Sherwin-Williams, which includes
gains where it can and improving its brand
stocking stain brands Minwax, Cabot, and
profile, it is going to have to consider a series of
Thompson’s WaterSeal. He noted that painting heavy investments in digital business to keep
would be something of a focus for the company: up with Home Depot.
In the second half of the year we’ll deliver a
It seems likely that the only way Lowe’s can
simplified line design that makes it easier for
make that work is to consider ways where it
customers to select the right product for their
can leapfrog past current digital practice, and
painting needs with exclusive HGTV Home by
actually invest in and implement technologies
Sherwin-Williams, and Valspar interior and
that are ahead of where Home Depot is currentexterior paints, as well as the top paintbrush
ly. In other words, it needs to find areas where it
brand, Purdy.
would have second mover advantage.
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• At the mid-way
point in a fiveyear redevelopment plan, company is tracking
to expectation

• Unifying back
office operations
across the group

• Poor performance by French
retail operations
• Average performance in the UK
• Screwfix continues to grow

UK-based home improvement retailer Kingfisher has released its results for the first half of
its FY2018/19 financial year. The results showed
a slight increase in sales from GBP6008 million to GBP6080 million. This is an increase of
1.2% over the previous corresponding period
(pcp), which was the first half of FY2017/18. On a
like-for-like (comp) store basis, sales fell by 1.1%.
Retail profit declined by 13.49% to GBP404 million over. Statutory post-tax profit was GBP208
million for the half, down by 29.49% on the pcp.

Regions

poor result was due to weaker sales, a decline in
the gross margin, and overall higher costs.
Across the rest of Europe, Kingfisher saw retail
sales increase by 4.5% in constant currency
terms, to reach GBP1178. Retail profit, however,
declined to GBP64 million from GBP78 million,
a fall of 17.8%, or 19.0% in constant currency
terms. Sales in Russia declined due to a difficult
environment, as well as store development
costs. Romanian sales increased, fuelled by the
company’s acquisition of local retailer Praktiker
Romania, but uncertainty over that change saw
profits fall. In Germany, Screwfix grew sales by
19.2% as it expanded, but still reported a loss of
GBP8 million.

Results for UK and Ireland were mildly positive, with sales at GBP2635 million, up by 1.3% on
the pcp, but with a 0.5% fall in comp sales. Retail ONE Kingfisher
profit came in at GBP218 million, up by 1.2%.
Sales at Kingfisher’s consumer-based big-box
Kingfisher is currently halfway through its
chain B&Q declined by 2.3% to GBP1833 million, ONE Kingfisher transformation process, which
with comp sales down 2.5%. However, Screwfix, it put into action 2.5 years ago. There are two
a trade-oriented online/store based retailer saw ways that this transformation program can be
total sales increase by 10.4% to GBP802 million, looked at.
with a 4.5% comp increase. It grew online sales
by 18%, with mobile
Results for H1 2018/19
sales up by 43%.
France saw a sharp
2018/19
2017/18
decline in profit. Sales
Category
Change
for the reported half
H1
H1
were GBP2267 million,
Sales Revenue
6,080.0
6,008.0
1.20%
down from GBP2273
(overall)
million in the pcp, a fall
of 0.3%. In constant
Retail profit
404.0
467.0
-13.49%
currency terms, however, the fall was 2.1%.
Statutory post-tax
208.0
295.0
-29.49%
Retail profit came in at
profit
GBP122 million, down
from GBP174 million,
Store-on-store
-1.1%
-0.2%
-0.90%
a fall of 29.8%, or 31.1%
(comp) revenue
in constant currency
growth (constant
terms. Sales at Castoracurrency)
ma were particularly
poor, while Kingfisher’s
Earnings per share
£0.10
£0.13
-27.07%
other French retailer,
Brico Depot, saw sales
GBP millions
increase by 2.7%. The
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The first way is to see that what the CEO of
Kingfisher, Véronique Laury, had to deal with
when she assumed control in January 2015 was
a highly fragmented company. It was fragmented in terms of geography, product lines,
IT systems, management systems, and future
planning.
The bold vision that Ms Laury brought to the
company was that none of this fragmentation
really served any purpose. To back up and
support that belief, she began by conducting a
wide survey of Kingfisher’s prospective customers throughout Europe, tracking how they
went about choosing which home improvement
projects they would do, how they would choose
products, and the family/community relationships they relied on to complete those projects.
One of the discoveries that came out of this
was that people from widely varying regions in
Europe, with strong cultural differences, nonetheless encountered similar problems when it
came to doing a DIY project. For example, cost
was always a strong factor, and cost related
not only to the cost of the products, but also
transportation, deployment and installation
costs as well. The vision of Kingfisher that Ms
Laury developed was one where all the “backoffice” functions — product design, manufacturing/supply, logistics, IT support, etc — would
be unified, and only the final steps, those with
direct customer contact, such as store design
and employee training, would be individuated
for different cultures and circumstances.

The map and the territory
(La carte et le territoire)

1. Why our transformation is vital
“Our transformation is the survival of this
organisation”.
The point that Ms Laury makes is that the
overall business environment, in particular as it
relates to retail, is changing sharply, with consequences already apparent. Stores are closing in
the UK, with France soon to experience a similar
deterioration. There have been very large job
losses in retail as a consequence.
On the other hand, even as these pressures
continue to increase, she states that retail has
not really changed much over the past 20 years.
This seems unlikely to continue, as she says
that:
We need to engage the right level of transformation. Does anyone in this room or outside this
room to be fair is thinking that in five years, six
years, seven years, eight years from now, I don’t
know, customers will still be pushing a big trolley in stores? I personally don’t believe so.
Ms Laury went on to say that a number of
issues that seem to dominate retail business
today will be of less importance in the future.
These include: the number of SKUs available,
the number of promotions that are active, and
the number of stores in a retailer’s network.
With Kingfisher moving to make major changes ahead of its competition — and other retailers in general — she sees the company gaining a
significant long-term advantage:
So of course, some companies are adapting,
but very [few] are mobilising the entire supply

The framework of the results was outlined in
Ms Laury’s opening comments:
Good morning, everyone. Welcome to all of you
this morning. Today is an important moment
in our transformation. We almost are halfway
through. Today, I’m going to talk about 4 things.
The first one is, why our transformation is vital,
probably even more than when we started this
journey. The second one is, why our transformation is going to deliver the expected benefit. The
third one is, why our transformation is tough
and what are the issues we are currently facing
because we are facing issues. And the fourth one
is, what are the decisions that we are taking to
deliver this plan and to create long-term value.
To go through each point in this framework:
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chain. What does that mean? Is that the first
movers will win, and they will win big.
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driven by our Goods Not For Resale initiative.
Today, we have delivered GBP72 million of
benefit, GBP14 million was achieved in the first
2. Why our transformation is going to half of this year. GBP8 million came from GNFR
deliver the expected benefit
benefits, the savings achieved in areas of professional services.
Reason 1: “We are doing what we said
In terms of how the digital strategy continues
we would”
to deliver, Ms Laury stated:
When initially setting out the details of her
We are starting to deliver our plan. We are
five-year plan, Ms Laury sought to allay the
implementing that IT platform that is the base.
fears of the investment community by setting
We are creating a new website. We’ve been
out a pattern of developments and milestones
launching the new B&Q app, and we are doing it
through which the company’s progress could
in France as we go along. And our digital sectors
be judged (see Illustration 1). As Ms Laury
are growing.
pointed out in this results announcement,
While the other two are important, the real
Kingfisher has pretty much kept up with the
core strategy has always been the offer Kingexpected progress, and in some cases delivered fisher can deliver to the customer. In its plans,
on key milestones early. In particular it has
this accounts directly and indirectly for GBP350
succeeded in delivering 42% of its cost of goods million of the overall GBP500 million in EBIT
sold (COGS) plans, which is all about unifying
uplift that Kingfisher says this five-year plan
its supplychain and reducing the number of
will deliver. In describing how the offer is imSKUs in the store. That action results in larger, proving, Ms Laury referred to one of the presenconsolidated orders of surviving SKUs, reductation slides, which is shown in Illustration 2.
ing price through the economies of scale (and
What does [this slide] tell us? First of all, it is
negotiation leverage). It also results in reduced the final piece of evidence, if any needed, that we
supplychain costs, as fewer SKUs are easier to
can scale, we can sell the same, sorry, as I’m used
handle logistically.
to say, across different geographies. So please
The second major delivery has been the overall don’t ask me at the end of this session, can you
digital transformation program. Kingfisher has sell the [indiscernible] yes, we can. Yes, it works.
managed to roll out its IT program across nine
Our Unique & Unified Offer is growing. In fact,
different countries in under three years. As Ms it is growing much more, as you can see, than
Laury commented:
our old ranges. Again the other thing that you
Digital is even more than when we started
can see on this slide is the second category. I’ve
the new way to shop, and we are building the
been accused a little bit to do some cherry-pickengine to be a reference for the customer, and
ing in the numbers. This is not cherry-picking
our business [is] becoming more efficient. We
guys. Those seven categories are representing
are delivering on that front, and there is more
the whole business. The business as a whole and
efficiency to come.
we are getting strong positive growth in most
Reason 2: “Strategic pillars are now
categories, as you can see.
proven”
The other element that is on this slide is that
The three pillars of the strategy are: imin first category out of seven, even if we are
provements in operational efficiencies, such as
reducing expenditure on goods not for resale
(GNFR); the development of the digital sales
and operational platforms; and improving the
offer to the customer. Ms Laury explained:
You know the GNFR and operational efficiency. It will be GBP90 million by the end of this
year. What I can tell you is that the benefit from
digital and from the new offer are considerably
greater on top of those operational efficiencies.
Kingfisher chief financial officer, Karen Witts
added to this by pointing out:
As you know, we’re targeting GBP100 million
of operational efficiency benefits by 2021, largely
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not generating growth, we are getting profit
increase, profit growth. And this profit growth
is a combination of sales growth and CPR [cost
price reduction]. But you may notice that in one
category, we don’t get any sales growth, and
we get profitability, which means that the CPR
is there. What it tells you, as well being very
honest, is we haven’t got it right everywhere. So
three categories are not growing, but we know
how to do this, and we are going to get this right
everywhere.

traffic. As we deliver profit uplift, this cost will
be more proportional to our benefit and equally,
it will be both. We will look at efficiency as we
always look, and we will scale those costs to our
volumes. So what does that mean? That means
that the overall result is that we generated
significant financial benefits, but the absorbable
profit of the transformation is small just as we
had planned from the start.

3. Why our transformation is tough
and what are the issues we are curGiven the relatively poor results performance rently facing

Reason 3: barriers to profitability
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of Kingfisher, despite these advantages, there
must be considerable negatives holding back
the company. Ms Laury identified three of these:
Clearance sales, price investment, and costs to
provide the scale for future requirements.
The need to change many of the product lines
has meant that Kingfisher has had to dispose
of old product lines, which results in discounts
and displacement of sales in the new products.
As you know, by the end of the plan, we would
have changed 90% of our offer. This means that
we are managing an unprecedented amount of
clearance. Let’s be honest. We’ve been incredibly
diligent in this exercise really. We’ve managed
bigger clearance, customer impact and P&L
impact. You have to juggle a little bit with all
those things, but still, it has a cost. Once the
transformation is finished this profit drag will
normalise.
Kingfisher has adopted a strategy to move
towards full everyday low pricing (EDLP).
The transition to EDLP usually requires some
investment in price (reduced margins). As she
stated:
Pricing is a core element of our strategy. We
want to make home improvement accessible for
everyone. This is key. In fact, we’ve applied little
new investment into price. What we’ve done,
we’ve achieved our price position improvement
because we have improved massively by reducing promotion.... So unless market worsen, we
have no plan for price investment to increase
significantly. We won’t need to.
Kingfisher is also making sure it is set for the
future by building extra capacity into its infrastructure. As Ms Laury explains:
The costs in OSC [offer/supplychain] and digital are bigger than they need to be at this stage
because we build capability for much higher
volume. Part of this is intentional. When you
build a motorway, you don’t build one lane. Even
though at the beginning, you don’t have much

Ms Laury introduced this point by commenting:
Even if we are delivering our milestones, we are
facing some issues and there are areas we need
to improve. So let me cover those areas.
The two main areas where Kingfisher continues to encounter difficulties have to do with
margin and the situation of its retail operations
in France. In terms of margins, Ms Witts provided a deeper commentary on this subject:
And now let’s look at the margin. Our reported
net margin rates at the group level was down 40
basis points and that’s not where we wanted it
to be. We have plans in place to improve on this
in the second half of the year. However, I wanted
to use this waterfall chart to show what actually
happened in the first half of the year when progress on our unified offer was offset by higher
logistic costs, particularly in France.
You’ll see from this chart [slides 22 and 23] that
margin progression on our unique and unified
ranges continued and generated 30 basis points
of improvement after absorbing cost inflations
and after we had some price investments. We
have experienced input cost inflations, partly
price increases and some continued foreign
exchange headwinds. Our unified approach
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has been critical, managing the impacts of this
input cost inflation, helping us to continue to improve our price positioning, whilst growing the
unified product margin. We continue to improve
our price index and are now at just below 100
across the group, further progress being made in
France in Castorama prices going from 108 when
we started to 104 at the end of last year and now
are 101. And with our EDLP work, communications already launched in B&Q and planned for
France.
Like others, we’re operating against challenging backdrop, so we have remained true to our
pricing strategy. The margin on our non-unified
offer was slightly down after absorbing similar
headwinds in unified, but without the benefit
of our unified approach. As expected, clearance
levels are similar to last year’s, so they are not
impacting the H1 reported margin.
In terms of the situation in France, Ms Laury
freely admitted that were substantial difficulties, partly related to the current retail climate
there, but also legacy systemic failures that still
needed to be overcome.
We are lagging behind in all aspects of customer satisfaction in France, and the gap is even
bigger when you look at who is the big spender?
What are the big spenders? They are the 25%
of people that are generating 80% of the spend.
This is where we are.
Price, this is not good news. I’m going to update
you on the progress but price, as you will see
that the first points are related. Of course, price
is one element of the customer perception. Digital proposition, we’ve always said that we were
lagging behind in that space.... Likewise, B&Q,
Castorama in France has been the operating
company this year that has been most affected
by the transformation. It can be the IT system,
along the new digital website, we’ve move into
the financial services, with some people impacted by all of it and, of course, like any other OpCo,
they have to change a lot of ranges.
However, Ms Laury also pointed out that
Kingfisher is making progress with its French
operatons.
We started with price index of 108. We are, as
we speak, at 101. So we’re back in the market.
We’re back in competition, and we’ve launched
our new website. We had some issues as well
when you launch something new, but we are
progressing, we are solving this issue, and we
did a research in France with customers, and
they can see that our website is faster than the
rest of the competition.

That said, there is still more for Kingfisher
to do, but Ms Laury sees that happening in
the near future, as the company now has the
backend operations in place to support more
promotional opportunities.
We need to start to say what we’ve done with
the customer. We haven’t yet because to do this
you need to be pretty prepared. We are right now.
So we are going to start [to] communicate and to
give more visibility to our action.
Ms Witts later expanded on the moves to limit
margin-based losses in France:
In the shorter term, we’ve put some actions
in place to support the second half of the year
performance. And as Véro said, these are actions
that absolutely fit with our strategy. We’re
accelerating the move towards everyday low
pricing, accompanied by more effective customer communication. As well as this, we have
improvements to make on the price architecture
of new ranges.
So this work is already underway. We’ve also
already started to deal with some of the additional logistics costs, which have been incurred
as a result of taking on expensive, short-term
space to do with the increased stock in the
system as a consequence of stock action in H2
last year and the slow sales in the first half of
this year. Where we can we’re consolidating
high-cost temporary space into better-suited
space, which lowers the cost per cubic metre
and makes more efficient use of that space and
reduces transport costs. And over and above,
our continued GNFR initiatives, we’re tackling
variable costs. For example, by flexing [work]
hours more efficiently. We did this effectively at
B&Q last year, and we’re taking the learnings
from there.
While enumerating the immediate and shortterm problems with Kingfisher’s French operations, Ms Laury also made the very clear point
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that in the mid-term the overall restructuring of
the company would solve these difficulties on a
structural level.
I would like to remind about France, is we have
the right plan. As we said the ONE Kingfisher
plan is addressing the France issue. Let me
update you on where we are in terms of progress
today. First of all, the unified offer is starting to
generate growth. To date more in Brico than in
Casto, but it’s progressing more in Casto than
the old ranges as well.

4. What are the decisions that we are
taking to deliver this plan and to create long-term value
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Perhaps the most unusual of the points Ms
Laury chose to make was that her team at
Kingfisher was willing to take whatever tough
decisions were necessary to make sure the fiveyear plan succeeds. She pointed out that the
company is now moving to the second phase of
this five-year plan. In that phase, the emphasis
will change from concentrating on unified ordering (fewer SKUs, fewer suppliers, better CPR
through efficiencies of scale and more leverage
on suppliers), to creating a unique offer, largely
through own-brand products. As she said:
Let me remind you what I mean by [unique].
It’s really creating a differentiated offer based
on customer needs. It’s about designing product
care solution for the customer at an affordable
price and having from end to end.
The other element Kingfisher will look at is
how to eliminate some of the losses in the current system.
We are going to look at [the losses]. Again,
what does that mean.... Please don’t ask a question about what it is, I’m not going to answer,
but we are going to look at it. And what we are
going to look at ... is to try to bring more efficiency. We are delivering, I guess, our efficiency plan.
We are going to look at with the teams saying
that, can we do more. Why? Because we are committed to delivering this plan [so] we are going to
look at everything we can do to deliver.
Her final statement was really to testify to the
difficulty of the task, and that while Kingfisher
had not always executed perfectly, it had executed well enough.
So in summary, we always knew it was going to
be bloody difficult. It is. No question about this.
You will be with me that the backdoor doesn’t
open, but it is what it is. Let’s be honest, we
scored on those as well. We [didn’t] get it all right

at the first time. We’ve always said we would
make mistakes. We do big things, we don’t have
a lot of benchmarks, but we are learning as we
go. But our transformation is the right thing
to do even more than when we started. We are
delivering it at pace.

Analysis
One of Ms Laury’s final remarks at the results
presentation was this:
To power this transformation, the image I get
is that we have been in the cave building the
engine first. So, not all of the moves have been
visible but they were the right ones and they are
making the difference. We are creating scale and
momentum.
This is a very revealing statement. Most
“retailer revolutions” we have seen in the past
have been driven by setting specific goals, which
the retailer then works to achieve. In the case
of Kingfisher, that revolution has to do with the
entire process of retail itself.
What is being put in place is not a response to
the need to make one specific systemic change,
but rather a system that is being built for the
purpose of responding to changes. The goal of
the Kingfisher team is a retailer that is suited
not just to the next 10 years of retail commerce,
but rather a system that can adapt to a wide
range of changes, as they become necessary, by
responding to the needs of its customers. It’s a
foundation for the next 15 to 20 years.
Or, to put this all in a slightly simpler form,
one way of looking at what Kingfisher is doing,
is that its actions are almost the equivalent
of what Australia’s Wesfarmers-owned home
improvement retailer
Bunnings attempted to
do in entering the UK
market. Only the “new
country” that Kingfisher is attempting to
enter into successfully
is actually the future.
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Veronique Laury, CEO of
Kingfisher

DISRUPTION 2020
If we had to place a label on the next five to
six years of development for big-box retailers in the global home improvement sector, it
would most likely read “the era of self-disruption”.
The four big-box home improvement retailers whose recent results HNN has profiled in
this issue — Bunnings, The Home Depot, Kingfisher and Lowe’s Companies — are all companies currently undergoing a form of self-disruption. All four of them, we believe, have
arrived at disruption after undergoing quite
similar experiences, though at different times
and under different circumstances.
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While the increasing role of the internet in commerce plays
a key role for most of these transformations, the almost
unseen “hero” is really the supply-chain, and the language it
speaks, logistics. When it comes to self-disruption, one of the
first lessons companies learn is that in a sense ecommerce is
a means of delivering the power of the supply-chain directly
to customers.
While there are similar patterns at each of these companies, each also has a unique form of disruption underway.
This is partly due to the time when they began their disruption. Those which underwent the transition more than six
years ago have a comparatively mild form of disruption in
place. As the inception date of the disruption moves closer to
the present, it can take on more extreme and advanced forms.
Discussing this kind of disruption is important not just
because these are major companies, and their decisions,
successes and failures will shape the future of hundreds of
suppliers, not to mention tens of thousands of employees and
households. It is also true their actions will ultimately define
the home improvement markets of the future in Australia,
Britain, the EU, and the US. One consequence of this will
be what happens to smaller, independent retailers in these
markets.
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Before we can get to the specifics of these companies, it’s
necessary first to consider some of the theory around disruption itself.

Disruption
“Disruption”, of course, has become something of a difficult
word when it comes to business strategy and analysis. Harvard professor Clayton Christensen in his seminal work The
Innovator’s Dilemma used the phrase “disruptive innovation”
as a meaningful way of naming one very specific situation.
That situation is best defined in his own words:
As companies tend to innovate faster than their customers’
needs evolve, most organisations eventually end up producing products or services that are actually too sophisticated, too
expensive, and too complicated for
many customers in their market.
Companies pursue these “sustaining innovations” at the higher tiers
of their markets because this is
what has historically helped them
succeed: by charging the highest
prices to their most demanding
and sophisticated customers at the
top of the market, companies will
achieve the greatest profitability.
However, by doing so, companies
unwittingly open the door to “disruptive innovations” at the bottom
of the market. An innovation that
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Sustaining innovations eventually
produce products/services that are better
than required by the majority of the
market. Disruptive innovations produces
more limited products, with lower costs,
and a broader appeal.
Diagram from The Relativity of Disruption, bit.ly/2R8RUnw

is disruptive allows a whole new population of consumers at
the bottom of a market access to a product or service that was
historically only accessible to consumers with a lot of money
or a lot of skill.

The general theory of disruption
One way of expanding on this is to treat this kind of creative disruption as a special case for a more general theorem
of market disruption. That more general theory is about how
prime markets inevitably, as a function of their development,
generate secondary markets, which tend to increase in size as
the prime market becomes more specialised.
That specialisation tends to be in response to feedback in
the form of profitability. For example, the Ford Motor Company has recently announced it may cease to produce standard
“full-size” four-door sedans, due to the growth in demand for
SUVs. Ford makes more profit per unit on SUVs, so shifting
from sedans to SUVs makes sense.
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Yet, arguably, SUVs are a step backwards in the development of the automobile, providing abilities — off-road driving — seldom used by most
owners, while increasing
the use of materials and returning poor fuel efficiency
— both of which contribute
to the growing problem of
pollution, and thus global
warming. SUVs really represent a form of contra-innovation. Ford’s move also
opens up a further market
for others in sedans, while
making the company more
vulnerable to shifts in
demand.
Closer examination of
the market shows there is a
larger pattern at work here.
The idea of the “car” company is gradually fading, to be
replaced by notions of “mobility”, and the enablement
of point-to-point transportation. At the same time
manufacturers are grinding
out two-tonne pickup truck
with pushrod V8 engines
and peculiarly inaccurate
power-steering, they are
also spending most of their
research and development
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Vehicle evolution. Top, Ford Lincoln Continental Coupe Mark IV, 1978. Middle, its
replacement, the Ford Expedition 2018.
Bottom, The Mercedes F015, a concept
car for fully autonomous transportation.

budgets on developing vehicles with multiple electric engines, while searching for ways to make fully-autonomous
driving safe enough for public roads.

Disruption as channel-based
A third possibility for disruption happens when markets
effectively disrupt themselves. We see markets, typically, as
being formed and developed by the interactions between
buyers and sellers. For example, physical retail takes care of
two linked concerns that buyers and sellers both have: logistics and aggregation. In terms of logistics, goods are shipped
in bulk to a single destination by the sellers, and then the
buyers take care of the final leg of distribution (to their
homes and businesses), which is the most expensive because
it is low volume and multi-address, and can involve long distances. It is this promotion of such forms of “efficiency” that
make markets attractive.
Aggregation is both trickier and more interesting. From
the seller’s perspective, creating interest to attract buyers
is important. Single products may struggle to do this, but
by aggregating many products, the chance of reaching an
interest threshold high enough to attract a volume of buyers
is higher.
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Aggregation tends to take one of three forms. The first
is where a range of sellers gather in a single forum (e.g., a
farmers’ market). The second is where a single seller gathers a
range of goods from multiple sellers (e.g., a department store).
The third is where a controlling organisation establishes a
selling forum, but that selling forum then attracts a range of
sellers (e.g., a shopping mall).
However, if we look at advanced markets created on the
internet, these characteristics appear in a very different
sense. The logistics advantage plays a far lesser role, which
has some importance. But the real focus is that these markets
utilise all these forms of aggregation. Amazon, for example,
sells its own home-brand products and products it sources
from others, but much of its growth has come from providing
a platform for others to
sell their products. Even
more, it has taken the
tools it uses to provide
these services to itself
and others, and sells
those as well, through
Amazon Web Services.
This pattern of development occurs because
the internet is not really
a market, it is a channel,
and channels work very
differently to markets.
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The internet of the 15th Century, spice
routes around Africa’s Cape of Good
Hope.

For example, the sea-based “Spice Routes” were developed
during the 15th Century. One of the most famous of these
was the Cape Route from Europe to the Indian Ocean via
South Africa’s Cape of Good Hope. This route was pioneered
by the Portuguese explorer/navigator Vasco da Gama in 1498.
While this was developed specifically for trade in the spice
pepper, it soon generalised to a range of products, going both
ways.
A vital part of most channels is that they rely heavily on
systems of arbitrage. Pepper was very cheap to obtain in one
place because it was plentiful, and very expensive in another,
as general climactic conditions made it rare. Moving the pepper from one place to the other was an act of arbitrage.
When people sought to develop this trade, to improve its
profitability and reliability, they didn’t do that by developing a better kind of pepper. They developed better ships and
navigational techniques instead. The most effective part of
the market was not the goods that were transported, but the
technique of long-distance sea transportation itself.
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Markets can become transformed into systems of arbitrage
— or near arbitrage — simply because of the extent of information that becomes available. In internet commerce, buyers
not only have access to a wide range of sellers, and thus a
variety of price/margin propositions, but they have supporting information that is beyond that offered by the suppliers
and retailers. This includes star reviews, postings on products, networked groups of information, owner guidance, and
so forth.
Conversely, markets where suppliers and retailers “own”
the balance of information do not develop into arbitrage
systems. They rely instead on margins produced through
scarcity, which can be the product of natural forces (seasonality of produce), artificial limits on production (diamonds),
or manipulation of buyers so as to create demand (high-low
pricing, some marketing).
One of Australia’s greatest retail strategists,
the former managing director of Bunnings,
John Gillam, provided something of a guide
to this territory where sales/scarcity merges into arbitrage. His pithy saying that “the
margin is the outcome” is a marker along that
path. (See box on the following page for more
on this.)
When markets evolve from systems of
scarcity to systems of arbitrage, the role of
the retailer changes to focus far more on
service delivery. The question that needs to
be asked is what services can be offered that
deliver the maximum benefit to both the
seller and the buyer.
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Amazon makes it revenue by aligning its
business activities as close as possible to
the internet as channel.

As an example, Amazon Prime is not a discount-based
loyalty membership. It is a services bundle that includes twoday delivery and access to Amazon Prime Video. The discount
on delivery enhances its role in the channel of the internet.

The home improvement situation
As it is today, the home improvement market is affected
by all three forms of disruption. In fact, what makes home
improvement retail so difficult is that the three combine and
interconnect in unexpected ways that make strategy formulation difficult.
Curiously, the very first form of disruption, as defined by
Dr Christensen, is one home improvement retailers have long
been familiar with. In terms of products, these retailers are
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HNN has written often in the past
about the pricing strategy employed
by Bunnings, and the cryptic guide
to this offered by its former managing director, John Gillam, that “the
margin is the outcome”.
To explain this in more detail,
the diagram at right shows a price/
demand curve that matches many
items sold in a home improvement
store. The vertical, y-axis represents
price, and the horizontal, x-axis represents the number sold, with the
two axes intersecting at zero.
There are four points on this curve
that are interesting. Pu (represented
by the circle in the green shading)
represents an “efficiency point”
where margin per unit and number of units sold are maximised. Pl
(represented by a triangle in blue
shading) represents the point where
price begins to have a strong effect
on the quantity sold.
The space on the line between
those two points is, as is marked on
the diagram, an ”insensitive area”
were changes to price produce only
marginal increases in demand.
The red section of the line at the
top marks a region where, typically,
retailers operating on a “high-low”
pricing strategy move their prices.
As part of that strategy, they may
also rely on “loss-leaders”, and the
pricing for these would be about
where the third point, the yellow
dot, is on the line. This is where
demand has started to turn exponential in response to pricing.
The final, fourth point on the line,
marked with a red dot and as Ps,
is where Bunnings sets its pricing.
This is the point where decreases

in pricing will generate maximum
demand.
To work with indicative, rough
numbers to see how this comes
out, let’s say the supply price of a
certain unit for quantities under
500 a year is $90, and the recommended retail price (RRP) is $200.
In terms of the red section of the
line, independent retailers might set
the price between $179 and $200. Pl
could then be at about $139, and this
would indicate that pricing variance
between $139 and $179 did not really
increase volume by all that much.
The yellow, loss-leader point would
probably be at $99, at which point
demand begins to increase exponentially.
But Bunnings, further down the
curve, sells the product for $79. In
part, that’s because it is selling (say)
10,000 a year, and its supply price is
$50 per unit.
This is crucial. The price point has
to be $79. The margin, then, is the
outcome of getting the supply price
to $50.
What tends to confuse most retailers outside of the big-box compa-
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nies is that they understand that
with some of the goods Bunnings
sells, it could improve its profits by
increasing its prices slightly, and
sell fewer items. If Bunnings is so
efficient, they ask, why does it make
mistakes like that?
There are a couple of reasons why
this isn’t a mistake. Bunnings (like
all the big-box retailers) is set up
to be most efficient when handling
high volumes of goods for sale. So
selling in bulk is crucial to keeping
per-unit handling costs as low as
possible. This contrasts with smaller retailers, which see their efficiency actually decrease as volumes
climb, because they are designed to
be efficient at smaller volumes.
Additionally, whatever Bunnings
might seem to sometimes lose in
profit, it more than makes up in
simply being more competitive than
other home improvement retailers.
It is overtly taking market share,
driving foot traffic, and preserving
its reputation as the low price retailer against which other retailers are
compared.

constantly seeking out disruptive, lower-priced products that
will better match the needs of consumers.
They also extend this to their own services, and how these
are presented to customers. Bunnings, for example, is based
on a model of minimal but effective service from its staff.
Other retailers work hard to make the store itself and the internal displays do as much of the selling and the advice-provision as possible.

Split markets
One factor accelerating the split in some categories is simply the gradual shift in demographics. Home improvement
retailers have spent several decades with a large proportion
of their marketing efforts concentrated on the baby-boomer
demographic. The succeeding generation, Generation X, was
treated by marketing as something along the lines of “baby-boomers, with differences”.
Today, with the addition of Generation Y (Millennials),
baby-boomers make up less than half the available market
in terms of expenditure. And it turns out that Generation X
often has more in common with Generation Y than they do
with the baby-boomers.
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This situation can be seen to play out in the marketing of
certain new categories of tools. Take, for example, cordless
electric lawnmowers. One pattern of marketing these is to
compare them to internal combustion, petrol-powered mowers, emphasising their convenience and ease of use.
That works well for baby-boomers, but for younger generations it seems actually a bit odd. Cordless lawnmowers
are appealing to them due to a low environmental footprint,
in terms both of air pollution and noise pollution, combined
with the need for almost no maintenance over the mower’s
lifetime. Baby-boomers see the choice in terms of displacement, while younger generations see it in terms of highly
differentiated products.
While the situation of the market for a single product splitting up into different markets is bad enough, there is another
development which takes this one step further. Categories
that previously were quite cohesive are starting to break
apart, not into segments, but into distinct, separate, individual smaller markets, where the net outcome — the meeting of
a specific need — is the same, but the means of getting there
are completely different.
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Ryobi TV commercial has a petrol-powered
mower facing off against Ryobi’s 36-volt
alternative. Will Millennials relate?
(Really, Ryobi, you had to go with the
two-stroke? Does anyone outside of pro
landscapers really remember that?)
youtu.be/ukuGCBFIQdI

Let’s take as an example a simple project, such as making
soap dishes for a shower stall. There are a number of ways to
achieve this kind of simple DIY/craft project. You can make
a kind of “soap pallet” out of thin strips of pine assembled as
a crate, you can take a solid piece of wood, and scallop out
the form that will hold a bar of soap. If you prefer working
in metal, there are even more solutions — beating out a dish
from plate, constructing a welded box, or a minimalist grid.
Or, you know, you could just 3D print it out of ABS or NylonX.
It is certainly true that technology can directly create this
kind of market disjuncture. However, it would be wrong to
think that this is only about technology. For example, one
meaning of 3D printing, on a societal level in Australia, is that
a culture based on manufacturing from the 1960s through to
the 1990s, is being replaced by one with a stronger focus on
design and development. Carving, welding, glueing reflect
the former culture. 3D printing is really a means of connecting to an industrial approach to product formation (injection-moulded plastics, for example) in a highly personalised
way.
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There are also practical considerations at play. Where it
has long been thought, again in Australia, that men have
their “shed” (usually a corner of a two-car garage) for doing
handiwork, and women have a sewing/craft room, that is not
the case if you live in a semi-urban two-bedroom apartment.
Setting up any kind of a workshop, except for occasional use,
is almost impossible — and welding, for example, is not exactly encouraged in apartment blocks. But a 3D printer can sit
on a shelf or a bench, takes up less than 0.8 square metres, is
nearly silent, and can produce designs that are more reflective of modern trends than wood and metal objects.
Of course, home improvement stores can simply sell 3D
printers — as Home Depot does. But then Home Depot also
sells the Dash Pancakebot Pancake Printer Griddle for “printing” custom pancakes. 3D printing, and other technological
developments, will need a degree of in-store support. How is
that going to be supplied, how will these new developments
be represented in-store, and how will new products be developed?
Then multiply that by between
10 and 15 other new technology
products that will develop significant markets over the next
six years: computer numerically
controlled (CNC) router/saws, laser
cutting, video-integrated power
tools (VIPT), laminate concrete
panels ... and so on.
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The Ultimaker 2 3D printer is able to
print at acceptable speeds in a variety of
different filament, including inexpensive
FPA and durable ABS and Nylon.
At the moment, the cost of these printers
is around $3600. However, within three
years, it’s likely that cost will come down
to less than $2000, well within reach of
active hobbyists.

Internet as channel
As HNN has noted recently, the term “omnichannel” —
though it does have its defenders — is increasingly falling
out of favour as a word to describe an approach that blends
online ecommerce with physical stores. One reason for this
is that the word seems to suggest (rather comfortingly) that
the “product” will remain at the centre, and retail consist of
providing the consumer with several pathways — channels
— to obtaining it, all of which are seemingly equal.
The formal debut of the word was in an article entitled
“The Future of Shopping”, written by Darrell K. Rigby of Bain
& Co., and published in the December 2011 edition of the Harvard Business Review:
As it evolves, digital retailing is quickly morphing into something so different that it requires a new name: omnichannel
retailing. The name reflects the fact that retailers will be able to
interact with customers through countless channels—websites,
physical stores, kiosks, direct mail and catalogs, call centres,
social media, mobile devices, gaming consoles, televisions,
networked appliances, home services, and more. Unless conventional merchants adopt an entirely new perspective—one
that allows them to integrate disparate channels into a single
seamless omnichannel experience—they are likely to be swept
away.
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The truth is somewhat less comforting — at least to those
who would prefer less radical change in retail. What is happening is not simply that internet ecommerce has become
another channel, but that the internet has become a dominant channel that inflects and influences just about every
other channel. Or, rather, it should be influencing every other
channel, and the refusal to acknowledge this is one of the
factors holding back the further development of retail.
For example, as HNN described in some detail in our
previous issue, there is considerable room for development
of in-store, internet-based interaction with customers. The
key to this is to understand that
creating the “SmartStore” is not
about equipping the store with
processing power, but rather
equipping it with sensors, which
feedback through the customer’s
smartphone to cloud-based assets
to trigger actions, which also are
communicated through the smartphone.
In-store Bluetooth beacons,
interacting with the customer’s
smartphone, effectively play the
same role as cookies on a website,
tracking customers, and helping to
record their actions. The absolute
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Miguel Valenzuela is a husband, father,
inventor, and artist who daylights as a
civil engineer. Currently living in Norway,
he spends his time teaching kids about
the maker movement, designing and
building robots, and working with his
daughters on new ideas.
One day, Miguel was reading a Make
magazine article about a pancake
stamping machine made out of LEGO.
His 3-year-old daughter, Lily, was
understandably fascinated by the idea
and wanted her father to make a pancake
invention of his own. Thus, PancakeBot™
was born.
Miguel worked on developing and
improving various LEGO designs and
printed his first successful pancakes
after 6 months. The PancakeBot™ was
first revealed to the public at the World
Maker Faire in New York. The response
and interest from the public was so great
that Miguel decided to build a more
advanced version.
You can now buy your own Pancake Bot
from the Home Depot for USD240.

requirement for this to work, as HNN previously described,
is that customers must have loaded on their smartphone a
store-linked app at the time — it really won’t, as numerous
web pages suggest, “just happen”.

Data analytics
One reason for this type of in-store system is that they will
help to enable the kind of rich data that can be effectively
used by data analytics. Customer loyalty programs, such as
Australia’s FlyBuys, record only successful visits and transactions. Online stores can record items viewed, items abandoned in a “shopping trolley”, recommendations, reviews, and
a high level of feedback information. One goal for in-store
systems would be to begin to equal the data collection capabilities of online stores.
That said, it is a good idea for big-box retailers, with their
long planning horizons, to be aware of changes that may be
coming to how most types of online information are gathered. A team at the US-based Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) has developed a means for internet users to
maintain a high level of privacy as regards their interactions.
This is done through the use of a “pod” system of identification, which contains private information, and requires individuals to opt-in to any and all sharing of that information.
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Named “Solid”, this system will likely develop a form of
data collection for ecommerce interactions. Rather than a
website or any commercial entity “automatically” gaining
access to any personal or behavioural information, that information will instead belong directly to the user.
While that does have the possibility of totally locking out
websites which either do not support the system or have not
been granted access by individuals, it also carries the potential of supplying even richer information for analytics. If all
transactions are recorded, retailers who purchase from or
otherwise incentivise access to this
data will see a total view of consumer
behaviour, including purchases from
competitors, and possibly general web
behaviour as well.
While this might seem an unlikely
project to succeed, there is one factor
which is likely to give it more “grip” in
the virtual world: the team leader of
the project is Tim Berners-Lee. You
might have heard of his other little
project, the development of html and
http servers, which led to the World
Wide Web. Given that history, there’s
every possibility that Solid will continue to grow and evolve.
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This diagram shows the system that customer loyalty programs use. Customers
vouch their personal details to loyalty
programs in exchange for low-value
rewards. This data is collated by the
customer loyalty program, then onsold
multiple times for use by third parties.

Interruption, and the quest for growth
Looking at the history of the four big-box home improvement retailers we are considering — Home Depot, Kingfisher,
Bunnings and Lowe’s — it’s possible to see some similarities
in the patterns of their development. One constant is that
all four have encountered an event, or a series of events, that
have frustrated their plans for expansion, and led them to
rethink their growth strategies.
The general pattern is that these companies find themselves close to maturity in certain markets under existing
business models. Typically they are not in contraction, but
growth rates have slowed, or they have become sensitive to
certain fluctuations.
To grow and expand, they seek out additional markets.
This could mean exporting their business model to new geographical markets, or applying the familiar model to additional areas in home markets.
These efforts fail, typically, because they are usually an
attempt at a type of evasion. The existing business model is
well-known, comforting, familiar, and not only has proven to
be a good success in the past, it isn’t really in trouble, yet. It’s
still producing revenue and EBIT, just not enough to justify
ongoing capex investment.
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It takes the rough shock of a real failure in new markets
for these companies to fully understand that their only alternative to a slow drift downwards is to self-disrupt, change existing business models, and discover new sources of growth.
Often the shock, and the need for sharp change is so strong
that this move is accompanied by a change of senior management as well.

Forecasting growth
All this brings up an interesting question: what are the
sources of growth in home improvement today, and how can
they be forecast?
Just seven or eight years ago, many analysts would point
to measures such as expansion in the construction/housing industry, increasing house prices, and increased rates of
household formation as being the main drivers of growth in
home improvement retail.
More recently, however, there
has been a move away from such
measures. That is mostly in reaction to the responses investment
analysts repeatedly get from
senior home improvement executives. If house prices are falling
forecast statistics for building are
declining, these executives will tell
you that they don’t expect revenue
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This diagram shows what could be possible with MIT’s Pod system. Data is not retained by either the retailer or a customer
loyalty program. Instead, it is collated in
the customer’s Pod, over which he or she
has complete control.
Brokers can offer deals to customers,
granting access to anonymous details to
known third parties.

to decrease, because renovations will pick up. When house
prices rise, and construction statistics are strongly positive,
they say this points to an upturn in the market.
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Perhaps the most striking recent discussion of this sort
was provided by the chief financial officer for Home Depot,
Carol Tome. She replied to a question by an investment analyst regarding forecasting at the company’s recent presentation of its FY2018/19 half-year results:
We’ve expanded our thinking in this regard. We look at all
housing metrics: housing turnover, home price appreciation,
new household formation, the age of the housing stock, and of
course, housing starts. Although that isn’t as directly impacted
to our business as the others. And what we’ve learned is that
you can’t to look at any housing or home improvement driver in isolation because they all play off each other. Let’s take
housing turnover as an example. Housing turnover now stands
at about 4% of units. And that is in part because we have a
housing shortage in our country.
We only have 4.1 months of supply against a normal month
of supply more like 6 months of supply. And with the housing
shortage, home prices have appreciated. With home price
appreciation, homeowners have more equity in their homes. In
fact, home equity values have increased 100 and... over 120%
since 2011, about $73,000 per homeowner in terms of equity.
So as homeowners view their home as an investment and not
an expense, they spend more. If we did look at correlating our
comp sales against housing turnover going back to that number, to your point, we’ve disconnected. And we think that really
has to do with this housing shortage. In a normal housing environment where there’s adequate supply, you see a pretty tight
correlation between our comp sales and housing turnover.
But now because we got this housing shortage, it’s disconnected. And I could go on and on about the macro because I
know there are number of other things we could talk about.
...
I think it’s so very important that when you think about the
Affordability Index, and we’ve talked to you about this in the
past. Right now, the Affordability Index for the country is 144.
And if you look at the historical average, it’s 127. So in the
past, we said, “Well, if it
gets to 127, that could be
a watch out for us.”
But as we thought about
[this], we thought really
you need to think about
it on the margin because
the only 4% of housing
units are turning in a year,
that means 96% of homeowners are staying in their
home. And they don’t
care about rising interest
rates. And in fact, they
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From a presentation by Home Depot
CFO Carol Tome to analysts, GDP forecast
for the US.

love rising home prices because their equity is worth more.

So really, when you think about affordability, it’s the 96% of
the housing units that are in place that are driving the home
spend and not so much the marginal turnover that the media
tends to pay attention to.

So, if most housing statistics don’t really provide a good
indicator of forecast growth, what can analysts and the
industry itself rely on? One answer has actually been quietly provided to us for many years by both Ms Tome, and the
managing director of Australia’s DuluxGroup (which has
the rights to manufacture and market paint with the Dulux
brand for the Australian and New Zealand markets), Patrick
Houlihan. Mr Houlihan has suggested for the past four years
and more that the best predictor of growth — in the paint
sector, at least — was simply the national gross domestic
product (GDP).
To put that in other terms, expenditure on home improvement has become a steady and reliable part of the consumer
budget. It varies less from periodic stimuli, and more with the
overall health of the economy, especially family earnings.

Sources of growth
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Accepting this does give rise to another question. Growth
in home improvement spending has increased at a far higher rate since 2010 than growth in most economies. If that is
not directly due to robust housing markets, then what is its
source?
One obvious candidate is just that, frankly, home improvement retailers, and especially big-box retailers, have been
doing a very good job. If we compare the kinds of overall
shopping experiences that have been developed by these
retailers, versus “standard” big retail companies, there is an
ever-increasing gap.
Yet underlying this is another story, and it is one which,
curiously, doesn’t get told all that often. Retailers have done a
good job at making home improvement current and contemporary, but they have been given a great big boost by one element of the industry: suppliers. In fact, HNN would suggest
that the suppliers have
been something like the
“unsung heroes” of the development of the modern
home improvement retail
industry.
Cordless power-tools
are one of the areas
where this is seen most
prominently. Just 12 years
ago, Lithium-ion batteries
were making their way
onto construction sites.
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From a presentation by Home Depot
CFO Carol Tome to analysts, graphis
indicating a shortfall in housing supply
and increasing affordability, which
should drive future demand for home
improvement retailers.

Nickel-Cadmium batteries were still more popular for home
use 10 years ago. Today, Li-ion dominates the category, and we
now see cordless tools that offer the same power and capability as corded tools.
While power-tools tend to get a lot of attention, many other
categories have been revolutionised as well. Paints continue
to get better, easier for consumers to apply and longer lasting,
with features that make surfaces simple to clean. Virtually
anything which is mechanical, electrical or chemical has improved dramatically over the past 10 years.
Added to that has been suppliers’ growing mastery of
working with low-wage manufacturing sources, which has
meant developing extended supply-chains, ensuring quality,
and dealing with copyright infringement. So, not only has
better technology made most products better, global sourcing
has also reduced the price for the consumer.
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Milwaukee Tool’s One-Key system
enables owners to track tools, monitor
usage and performance, and adjust
settings. If a tool is lost or stolen, it can be
set to deactivate itself whenever it comes
in range of anyone using the One-Key
smartphone app.

DISRUPTION 2020
INTRODUCTION

Four of the world’s top big-box home improvement retailers have entered
various stages of disruption over the past 10 years. Why? What has caused
these companies, in our industry, to reformulate the way they do business,
in the search for growth and development? We examine what disruption
really is, the role that channels such as the internet have to play in this, and
ask where does growth really come from?

THE HOME DEPOT

KINGFISHER

When Frank Blake took over The Home
Depot in 2007, he wasn’t sure he wanted to do the job. The first thing he
did was to undo much of what he had
already done as head of acquisitions.
Then he developed a company that was
capable of making discoveries — and
what it discovered was this value triangle: static store growth, enhanced supply chain, and interconnected (mobile
powered)
retail.

When Veronique Laury was handed
control of Kingfisher by the previous
CEO, Ian Cheshire, in 2015, she knew
what she had to do. She understood
what she had on her hands was a
sprawling, pan-European retailer. While
the methods of commerce were radically different from one country to another,
she intuited — and research backed her
up — that fundamentally the customers
had many similarities. From
unity of approach, Kingfisher could
establish a kind
of “customer
liberty”.

BUNNINGS

LOWE’S

With its UK expansion of Bunnings
crashing, Wesfarmers has refocused on
the Australian operations of Bunnings,
ditching Coles to free up capital. The
managing director of Bunnings, Michael Schneider faces the challenge of
further accelerating growth.
One way forward is to refocus the company from solving a specific problem —
how to make home improvement retail
stores better — to more far-reaching
problems. How do you make building
better?
How do
you make
kitchens
better?

Lowe’s has been failing when compared
to the performance of the Home Depot.
The company has hired a new CEO,
Marvin Ellison, who had been CEO of
J.C. Penney’s after a career at Home
Depot. While he is just getting started,
ditching several C-suite executives, the
challenge ahead is integrating digital
into the in-store experience, and restoring the customer’s faith in the retailer
as representing
something
more than
a general
promise of
“innovation”.

Home Depot
In the letter to shareholders at the front of Home Depot’s
annual report for 2010, the words penned by then-CEO Frank
Blake would come as something of a shock to many shareholders today:
In 2010, we achieved our first year of positive sales growth
since fiscal year 2006. Our comp sales increased by 2.9 percent, with total sales up 2.8 percent. Earnings per share from
continuing operations were up 29.7 percent from last year,
reflecting positive sales growth, continuing benefits from our
merchandising transformation efforts and effective expense
control.
Net sales for 2007 had been USD77.3 billion, for 2008
USD71.3 billion, for 2009 USD66.2 billion, and for 2010, USD68
billion.
As grim as that looks, it turned out that Mr Blake’s restrained optimism in 2010 was well-placed. By 2012, Home
Depot had increased sales by USD4.2 billion, and EBIT by
USD2.0 billion.
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Looking at the charts for revenue, EBIT and the company’s share price, it’s pretty clear that its recent history can be
divided into three sections: The time before Mr Blake became
CEO, his period as CEO from 2007, and the very able work of
his successor, Craig Menear, who had worked closely with Mr
Blake.
The strategies of Mr Blake’s predecessor, Robert Nardelli,
initially helped to lift the results of the company, but rival
Lowe’s constantly outshone it in terms of performance and
share price. His management style, which has been described
as “autocratic”, was not popular with many who worked with
him. His strategy of replacing more experienced floor sales
people with less experienced ones to save on costs was one
with which many senior Home Depot executives disagreed.
Mr Nardelli also pursued a strategy of attempting to expand
in the wholesale hardware business, through a subsidiary
named HD Supply, as he saw Lowe’s as having an unbeatable
grip on the consumer retail market.
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Home Depot Store Support Center &
Corporate HQ in Vinings, Georgia, USA

Mr Blake, who had worked with Mr Nardelli at General
Electric, joined Home Depot in 2002 as executive vice president for business development and corporate operations,
as well as vice chairman on the board of directors. He was a
popular choice to take over as CEO in January 2007. Mr Blake
was known to favour consensus in planning, and is said to
have disagreed with many of his predecessor’s strategies.
It’s important to note that the difficulties at Home Depot
really pre-dated the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007/08.
EBIT in 2006 had already declined sharply, and this served as
the main trigger for appointing Mr Blake. It did put the company in a very difficult position, however, going into the GFC
as the crisis developed.
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Mr Blake did not come into his new position with a desire
to change everything straight away. In fact, the fundamentals of what would become the modern Home Depot strategy
really evolved over his first three years as CEO, from 2007 to
2009 inclusive. For example, he wrote in his letter to shareholders for the 2007 Annual Report:
While discussing progress in 2007, I’d like to give special
recognition to our international businesses in Mexico, Canada and China. Our stores in Mexico had double digit positive
comps for the year. Our stores in Canada posted positive
comps. In China, once we launched our Home Depot brand
in August 2007, our stores posted positive comps. Our inter-

Frank Blake:
The Accidental CEO
ness, calling it at
the time Home Depot Supply. When
the events with
Bob and the Board
were unfolding, I
got a call from the
Board at the end
of December 2006,
saying that Bob
and the Board were parting ways,
and that the Board wanted me to be
I was brought into Home Depot by the CEO of Home Depot.
Bob Nardelli, I had worked for Bob
I said, that is not a good idea. You
at GE, I spent 10 years at GE. Actuought to think about that. You need
ally 11 years at GE. I am a lawyer
to hire someone with retail experiby training as you could tell by the ence. Home Depot at the time, was
introduction.
the number three retailer in the
...
country, you have got to have a reSo, I go to Home Depot, and I’m
tailer, I’m not a retailer, I have been
doing the same activity, effectively, buying companies. Think about it
that I did at GE. I’m buying compa- for a day. So they said, fine, we will
nies. There is a company down the think about it for a day, I said, fine, I
road HD Supply, that was the result will think about it for a day.
of all those acquisitions. We built
They nonetheless came back and
up the country’s largest commercial said, yep, we want you to be the
and industrial distribution busiCEO, and I said OK.

In December 2017 Frank Blake
agreed to address a group of
business students at the Terry
College of Business at the University of Georgia, in a talk he titled
“The Accidental CEO”. Mr Blake
concentrated on the issue of
leadership, but he began with
a description of what it was like
when the Home Depot board
asked him to become CEO.
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It is hard to really explain in retrospect why they offered me the job. I
will tell you in complete truth, that
there was not a moment prior to
that that I every thought about being the CEO of Home Depot. Never
occurred to me.
...
Never occurred to me. So you need
to keep that a little bit as the background for this discussion, because
as a result of that I actually thought
more intensely about leadership
and what it means, frankly because
I hadn’t thought about it before, so I
had to make up time.
In addition to my own personal
continues next page

national stores contributed almost 10 percent of sales and 12
percent of operating profit in 2007. These results demonstrate
how well our format translates and the sizeable opportunity to
us in 2007. As part of our investment plan, we have aggressive
plans to build out our U.S. supply chain, to put more associates on the selling floor through a major “aprons on the floor”
initiative, and to take the first step in transforming our information technology infrastructure by converting our Canadian
business to an Enterprise Resource Planning platform focused
on enhancing our merchandising and customer facing activities. As our market improves and as the benefits of these
investments in our business take hold, we look forward over
the next four years to returning to a double digit operating
margin.

Although Home Depot would continue to waste resources on its investment in China for some years, Mr Blake had
correctly identified expansion into North America as being
a positive move. He is also clearly outlining plans to improve
the treatment and quality of sales associates at Home Depot
stores.
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In other areas, however, Mr Blake was more direct right
from the start. As is noted later in the 2007 Annual Report:
We have clearly defined The Home Depot as a retail business.
The sale of HD Supply in August of 2007 was the critical step
in achieving that clarity and focus.
...
from previous page
backdrop on this. Home Depot at
the time, as the people who are here
that were there at Home Depot
[would know], was going through
its own internal crisis of trying
to resolve this GE culture [from
Mr Nardelli] versus Home Depot
culture, and what was happening,
and we were losing [market] share
to our main competitor Lowe’s, and
there were a lot of morale issues.
On top of all of that, the housing
market was just about to collapse.
....
In the back half of 2006, the
market hit its high, and it was just
about to go down.... It dropped
dramatically....
So what to do? You know, housing
crisis, a lot of drama within the
company, new CEO, and by the way,
and this can be attested from the
people here, no one knew who the
hell I was. So they said, Bob Nardelli
is gone, Frank Blake is your new
CEO, everybody goes “Frank who?”
And then when they find out, the
two things that they find out are, I
was at GE. Well that’s not reassuring, because that’s where Bob was

from, and I am a lawyer by training,
and I can tell you that that was
singularly unreassuring.
The first thing, my first view was
that we needed to sell all of the
businesses that I had been buying
over the last five years. So, you
can use your imagination to paint
the picture of my very first board
meeting, coming in, and saying, you
know all those pitches that you
have been agreeing to over the last
five years?
That was a contentious and
interesting meeting, but we decided
to sell HD Supply. That, too, had its
drama, as we were selling it right as
the banking crisis was starting to
hit. I won’t go through all the details
of that, but we had to take several
billions of dollars in price off the
initial selling agreement. We had to
guarantee debt to get rid of it.
We also stopped building new
stores. We shut Expo, for those of
you who remember the old Expo
store. Home Depot at the time in
a search for growth, we had every
new format you could imagine. We
had small hardware stores, we had
landscape supply stores, we had
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lighting stores, flooring stores, we
had a bank, we had everything you
can imagine, and I shut it all.
More importantly we stopped
building new stores. So, if you think
about the business model of Home
Depot was that we built roughly
200 new stores a year, that’s what
generated sales growth for the next
year, that is where we allocated our
capital, we decided we already had
too many stores. Again this was several years ago, they could probably
use some more stores now.
...
I’m a little proud of this, because
we were ahead of everybody else,
we not only stopped building new
stores, we took a $500 million writeoff to entirely clean out the pipeline
of new stores. So it was a dead stop.

To view the complete video,
please go to:
youtu.be/qG-HKhYq8uI

Our strategy: focus on our retail business, invest in our people,
improve our stores, bring great products at great value to our
customers, drive a high return on invested capital, and return
excess cash to our shareholders.

In 2008, as the US construction economy seriously tanked,
the focus of the company had been refined still further, with
the Annual Report noting:
In the first quarter, we closed 15 underperforming stores and
reduced our pipeline of new stores by 50. In the third quarter,
we renegotiated our private label credit card agreement, capping our cost of private label credit. In the fourth quarter, we
announced our decision to exit EXPO and related businesses.
These actions will make the Company stronger.
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To sum up, in this initial period Mr Blake wanted to achieve
two things, it would seem: stop the negative practices of the
past, and start building the culture of a stronger company. To
achieve that, he did four things: ditch HD Supply (and a little
later a number of other enterprises that were also not really
contributing); freeze the number
of Home Depot stores in the US;
ramp up investment in the supply-chain; and reinvest in sales associates, rewarding them for their
experience, longevity of service,
while finding projects to increase
their sense of engagement, both
with the company, and with the
customers.

The new Home Depot
It was not until 2010 that the
outlines of a “new” Home Depot
began to emerge. The Annual Report for that year is one of the first
times that Home Depot begins to
articulate its position on what it
calls “interconnected” retailing —
though the annual results presentation never mentions it for that
year.
Interconnected retailing appears
much more prominently in the
2011 Annual Report. It is outlined
in some detail:
Interconnected Retail. As customers increasingly expect to be able
to buy how, when and where they
want, we believe that providing
a seamless shopping experience
across multiple channels will be
a key enabler for future success.
The interconnected retail initiative
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is woven throughout our business and connects our other
three key initiatives. In fiscal 2011, we focused in particular on
enhancements to our online presence and other customerfacing technology, leveraging multiple channels to expand
product assortment and simultaneously simplifying the process of locating and ordering products.

The term also makes its first appearance in the presentation of annual results to investors for 2011, in Mr Blake’s
prepared remarks, where he states:
On the merchandising front, Craig and his team continued
to develop our merchandising tools. The most significant
recent activity was the upgrade of our dot-com platform. This
upgrade enhances the layout, visual appeal and responsiveness of our site and gives us a best-in-class platform for future
interconnected retail development.
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It is really only in 2013, however, that it began to be clear
that interconnected retail — and everything that went with
that — was to become central to the development of Home
Detail. The Annual Report for that year went into some
depth in its description of how the company would proceed:
As customers increasingly expect to be able to buy how, when
and where they want, we believe that providing a seamless
shopping experience across multiple channels, with an expanded array of merchandise, will be a key enabler for future
success. The interconnected retail initiative is woven throughout our business and connects our other three key initiatives.
At the core of this initiative is using our almost 2,000 U.S.
stores as a network of convenient locations for our customers
who shop online. In fiscal 2013, we completed our rollout of
Buy Online, Ship to Store (“BOSS”) and Buy Online, Return
In Store (“BORIS”), which complement Buy Online, Pick-up In
Store (“BOPIS”), introduced in fiscal 2011. We also began the
groundwork for Buy Online, Deliver From Store (“BODFS”),
which will give us the capability to deliver orders placed online
from our stores to the customer’s home or job site. We expect
to launch BODFS in fiscal 2014.
To further support direct-to-customer delivery, in February 2014,
we opened a new direct fulfilment
centre in Georgia, with two additional facilities expected to be built
by the end of 2015. For our user
experience online, we continued
to enhance our website and mobile sites by improving our search
functionality, making our product
content more visual and engaging
and simplifying the check-out process. For fiscal 2013, sales from our
online channels increased over 50%
compared to fiscal 2012. We also
enhanced our online experience by
acquiring Blinds.com, the market
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leader in online sales of window coverings, in January 2014.
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The presentation of results for 2013 also picked up on this
theme, with a solid hint as to one element that was really
driving interest, both by Home Depot customers and company itself:
On the opportunity side our customers shift to mobile technology has been much faster than we anticipated. We’re having
to play catch up in this area and it will be a major focus of our
investment in 2014. We planned to rollout a new solution for
buy online deliver from store in 2014. As Mark Holifield will
describe we know last mile delivery is an important confidence
for us to have. We deliver from store now but it is not connected to our online presence and it’s not optimised for our customers or associates. Improving this delivery process has taken
longer and involved more complex issues within the store than
we anticipated, but we feel confident about our ability to bring
this to life next year. We’ll see benefits not only in customer
service but also in the efficiency of our supply chain.
We will also continue to experiment on the bridge the interconnection between our stores and our online presence.
Some of this is a matter of technology and formal function in
the real and virtual world. We’re experimenting with kiosk with
Skype type virtual services in store and with new functionalities on our apps and mobile website. Our focus is on making
our physical assets and associates a comparative advantage.
So far the bridges that we have built like buy online return in
store, buy online pickup in store, buy online ship to store and
appliance kiosks has been successful. But we are only at the
start of this process. We will continue and actually increase
the pace of our experiments will be objective of making the
customer experience online and in our stores more engaging
and simple.
“Mobile” is the key word in this quote which indicates one
reason why interest in interconnected retail began to accelerate. In fact the word “mobile” gets used 40 times in the
results announcement. (Just to place 2013 in terms of smartphones, that was the year that Apple launched its iPhone 5s,
Google brought out the LG Nexus 5, and Samsung marketed
the Galaxy S4.)
Craig Menear, in his role of head of US merchandising,
expanded further on just how important mobile was becoming:
We must provide simple solutions with the products that we
put our shelves. And in terms of technology, mobile is here
to stay. The customer has access to more information than
ever before from anywhere including the [aisles] of our store.
This information is around product specs, pricing, ratings and
reviews. And we must adjust our communication and be more
customised and more visual.
The company’s head of technology, Matt Carey, took things
one step further, introducing the company’s future efforts
with technology:
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2015

2018

Colour

Pro

Over the past few years, we’ve successfully built out the capabilities of an advanced retailer, including store mobility, price
management, auto-replenishment, global sourcing and many
others. Going forward, we have to have a holistic view of our
business information and our selling channel, so that we can
keep pace with the technology that will support our rapidly
adapting business.

As we look ahead, there are four trends I’d like to talk to you
about today that will influence our future technology direction.
First, leveraging Big Data: we have to efficiently utilise the vast
amount of data our company produces to simplify and automate decisions. Second, pricing transparency and analytics:
pricing transparency has changed the competitive landscape
and we must use advanced analytics to constantly fine tune
our portfolio strategy.
Third, supply chain efficiency: our investments in technology
for a supply chain will be a driver of efficient seamless customer experience. And finally, creating a seamless customer
experience: customers expect a seamless experience across
all selling platforms even at a home improvement store.
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For a full description of what Home Depot has become
under this self-disruption, the company’s 2015 analyst conference provides a good reference. For example, Ted Decker, executive vice-president, merchandising, provided this
example of using data analytics, and how this gets integrated
into the retail planning process. It all begins with BlackLocus,
an Austin, Texas-based data analytics company that Home
Depot acquired in 2012.
Let’s take water heaters as an example to demonstrate the
capabilities we are developing. The work started with the
basic blocking and tackling of attributing SKUs with the right
product information and features, think gas or electric, size or
quality. We then overlaid demographic insights and analysed
sales performance, including demand signals from online.
Our BlackLocus subsidiary of data scientists then developed
clusters of stores that sell similar penetrations of various water
heaters. Once the clusters were defined, we built assortments
for each cluster with our new, proprietary assortment planning
tool to develop the appropriate line structure.
We also looked at macro
space considerations to
see if we should increase
or decrease the number
of bays in each store,
while considering channel
profitability to determine
if we should shift certain
products online.
Next we built Plan-OGrams with an emphasis
on micro space productivity to ensure we had
the correct facings of
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From a presentation by Home Depot. The
importance of data analytics.

each SKU. This ensures the right quantities on the shelf and
also drives labor productivity in the store. Finally, we activated
replenishment and launched a MET project to reset the store.

After following this process we grew the water heater category
by double-digits. But, there is always opportunity to improve,
so we refreshed the work a year after the initial reset and
accelerated growth yet again. We want to make these types of
improvements an ongoing process rather than an outcome of
formal business reviews.

The strategy
In the above we’ve outlined the three basic components
of what built Home Depot’s new strategy: slowing down the
pace of growth in its US store fleet to close to zero; implementing advanced logistics systems; and encouraging the
implementation of interconnected retail (sometimes called
“omnichannel”).
What needs to be made clear is how all three of these
worked together to create a strong, disruptive strategy that
saw Home Depot become a very successful retailer. We can
start by taking the first, core decision, to not increase the US
store fleet, and see how that relates to the other two components.
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To begin with logistics, while not building new stores could
limit a certain kind of growth, it does have one outstanding
positive characteristic: it makes logistical development much
easier. Without having to work out new delivery patterns
and methods, logistics at Home Depot would have been able
to concentrate on making the existing network of stores as
efficient as possible. This would introduce both cost savings,
and pure capability.
There is also an obvious relationship between limited
growth in new stores, and the development of interconnected retail. With physical geographic expansion limited,
ecommerce provided a way for
Home Depot to expand its reach in
virtual markets. It also expanded
the utility of each individual store,
making it a valuable resource not
only for browsing and finding
items, but also for picking up needed items without having to wait
for a delivery.
As positive as those two sets of
linking are, it is really the third
link out of the three components
that shows how brilliant this strategy is: the link between interconnected retail and logistics.
Home Depot had already implemented strong logistics capability
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before it began to promote interconnected retail. That benefitted its customers in an indirect manner, as it made sure
that products were kept in-stock, and it reduced the price
drag that would have been introduced by less efficient logistics.
With interconnected retail, however, customers began to
benefit directly from good logistics, to such an extent, that
we could think of this kind of online retail as being a kind
of “force multiplier” for the market effect of logistics. That’s
because they obtained the product directly from the supply-chain, rather than through the intermediary of a physical
store.
Online commerce stressed logistics, but the expanded logistics capability that resulted ultimately benefitted in-store
retail by introducing more flexible systems of home delivery,
while ensuring that fewer stock-outs occur.
It’s not just that these disruptions gave Home Depot a
solution to its development problems, it’s also that, five years
after they were put in place, its competitors not only have not
matched this capability, its doubtful that many of them even
understand how this triangle of forces have delivered such a
significant advantage.
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Kingfisher
Where Home Depot began its self-disruption because EBIT
had fallen, and the strategies of its CEO would likely not have
solved its problems, leading to his replacement, quite the
reverse situation occurred with Kingfisher.
Kingfisher as we know it today really came to be in August
2001, when the company demerged several retail operations,
and gained control of the French home improvement retailer
Castorama. This has been combined with three other home
improvement retail operations — B&Q, Screwfix, and Brico
Depot — to form Europe’s largest home improvement retailer.
Gerry Murphy was CEO of Kingfisher from 2002 to 2007.
Ian Cheshire, formerly head of B&Q, took over in 2008. In the
seven years that Sir Ian ran the company, he introduced two
three-year change programs, both of which produced positive results. Near the end of his tenure, he realised that Kingfisher really needed a more substantial, self-disrupting set of
changes, brought about as a five-year program. As he didn’t
see himself continuing to lead
Kingfisher for another five years,
he handed over his position to the
company’s current CEO, Veronique
Laury in February 2015.
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Ms Laury spent the first year in
her position researching, and working out what direction the company should take. She then presented
her plan for the company — called
“ONE Kingfisher” — at a Capital
Markets Day on 25 January 2016.

The Kingfisher situation
Perhaps the best way to describe
Kingfisher in 2016 would be as
something like a rambling English
country estate, which had, over the
decades, accumulated a number of
extensions and partial renovations,
to the point where, while it all
still worked — somehow — it was
unwieldy and prone to frequent
localised failures.
While it is dominated by two
main fields of operation, the UK
and France, it also has operations
in Ireland, Poland, Russia, Turkey,
Romania, Germany, Spain and Portugal. It’s a netwok of 1302 stores,
with close to 80,000 employees.
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While Kingfisher is far from a failure — in 2017 it had sales of
GBP11.7 billion and retail profit of GBP849 million — it appears to have been swept up in the European trend of underperforming retail operations.
Structurally, the home improvement market across much
of Europe is over-serviced, with local firms — such as Hornbach and Bauhaus in Germany — providing stiff competition
to Kingfisher. Most of Europe also trails the UK in terms of
use of ecommerce, and there is frequently a regional lack of
the kind of next-day delivery infrastructure that online services need in order to thrive.
In terms of current circumstances, Brexit has not helped
the performance of B&Q, as this has exerted a downwards
drag on the UK economy. The French housing market remains unstable. Across Europe there is also concern about
possible tariff restrictions on trade between the US and other
nations exerting a negative influence in 2019.
From the perspective of investors, all this has contributed
to speculation about whether the best value that can be obtained from Kingfisher is from continuing its transformation,
or breaking the business up into its constituent parts.

The culture of home improvement
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It’s not really possible to discuss the ONE Kingfisher plan
that Ms Laury and her team developed without dipping,
briefly, into the background against which this was built.
That background begins with something innate to Kingfisher
itself, and the way in which it has become constructed over
the past couple of decades: a real sense of what is sometimes
called “pan-Europeanism”, the notion that Europeans do
have something of a shared sense of identity. While this has
deep roots, its modern version originated in the aftermath of
World War I.
What Ms Laury and her team have added is a sense of what
continental Europeans would refer to as “liberty”, which has
a different meaning to the one common to North Americans.
It is perhaps best described by the early 19th Century French
political scientist and historian
Alexis de Tocqueville in the introduction to his examination of the
French Revolution, its precedents
and aftermath, The Old Regime
and the Revolution:
Liberty alone can free them from
money-worship, and divert them
from their petty, every-day business
cares, to teach them and make
them feel that there is a country
above and beside them. It alone
awakens more energetic and higher passions than the love of ease,
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With wide-ranging operations throughout Europe, Kingfisher is the most
dispersed of all the major big-box home
improvement retailers.

provides ambition with nobler aims than the acquisition of
wealth, and yields the light which reveals, in clear outline, the
virtues and the vices of mankind.

Liberty in this sense is about people living in a community, rather than a polity. It is about enabling people to go
about their lives concerned with more than just their direct
economic benefit. To the confusion of many non-Europeans,
it is this sensibility that stands behind European values as
regards healthcare, and the “safety net” for the unemployed,
not socialistic principles (hence the support for social programs by politicians of both the “left” and the “right”).
Importantly, as well, just as de Tocqueville was concerned
that unchecked democracy could infringe on the liberties of
its polity (what today we would call “minority rights”), so Ms
Laury had an insight that the commercial markets as they
existed might not reflect the real needs of all Kingfisher’s
potential customers.
The myth of 20th Century markets was that customers
effectively “voted” with their purchases for the goods that
retailers would sell: the more they bought, the more the retailer would specialise in a particular product or service. The
reality, as commentators such as US economist John Kenneth
Galbraith described, was that the commercial sector did
whatever they could to “de-democratise” the market.
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This could be because, as technology advanced, it would
take two to three years for a model of car (for example) to go
from conception to production. Manufacturers simply could
not afford for that car to “flop”, and so developed techniques
of marketing and cultural manipulation to lessen the chances
of this.
Equally, though, retailers themselves
manipulate the market, usually to create
more margin. This takes us into the area of
scarcity, high-low pricing, loss-leaders and
promotions.
There are two ways in which this is
important to Kingfisher. Firstly, as with
all retailers, the increasing influence of
internet ecommerce has meant that there
has been a “re-democratising” of the markets. With global access to a wide range
of goods, consumers are more free to find
solutions that fit them, rather than the
profit requirements of merchants. Though
this seems basic, it remains the case that
most retailers today continue to do their
traditional marketing dance for consumers,
while not realising that the music playing
is now entirely different.
Secondly, one of Ms Laury’s insights
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The team that leads Kingfisher, from the
company’s most recent annual report.

was to recognise that the different countries and regions of
Europe were more separated by their different commercial
approaches to markets, rather than by the nature of actual consumer demand. Home improvement markets have
evolved in Germany, France and the UK — not to mention
Russia — in radically different ways, and with widely varying
outcomes. Yet the situations of the consumers, the problems
they needed to solve with the places where they lived, the difficulty of achieving improvements, the barriers and obstacles
they faced, are remarkably similar.
Where and how you buy makes you French, English, German, Russian. How you live in your home makes you European.
The significance of this for Kingfisher was that, while it
was impossible to unify the commercial approach of the company, as this needed to fit the existing approach of individual
countries, it could consider unifying its product offerings. It
could do this by going past assumptions about what its customers wanted, finding out instead what they really needed
to help them more easily improve their living situations.
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The result of implementing these ideas would be, according to Ms Laury, something a bit more than just another
commercial enterprise. In her remarks at the launch of the
project she said:
We have a purpose. Because, again, and I said then I’ve anticipated probably some of the questions that people will ask me
about synergy. [They] will ask me about people head-counts.
This strategy is not about that. This strategy is about building a
purposeful company. And we believe, at Kingfisher, we believe
that everybody should be able to have the home they feel
good about, and that’s what we will be doing.
“A home they feel good about” is precisely the kind of liberty which de Tocqueville was referencing.

ONE Kingfisher: the launch
The ONE Kingfisher five-year project was officially
launched at a Kingfisher Capital Markets day
on 25 January 2016. With over 100 supporting
slides, and running for over two hours, it was a
comprehensive introduction both to Kingfisher’s ambitions for the future, the background
to the decisions it had made, and the pathway
it intended to follow.
The “deal” which Ms Laury and her team offered to investors on that day was this: a fiveyear plan, which would, on its conclusion, offer
an additional, annual profit uplift of GBP500
million. GBP350 million would come from creating a “unique and unified offer”, GBP50 million would come from increased ecommerce/
digital revenues, and GBP100 million would
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The road-map for the five-year ONE
Kingfisher project. This breakdown of how
it takes place was in part formulated so
as to communicate progress to investor
analysts.

come from operational efficiencies.
While that was what investors were keen to hear, it was
not where the presentation began. Instead, the first 22 slides
were about the company’s customers, and the research Kingfisher had done into their needs, with the next eight slides
about what Kingfisher would do to improve the situation of
the customers.

Customers: the ecosystem
Ms Laury began by indicating just how extensive its customer survey had been. It relied on 20,000 customer surveys,
and 3000 visits to the homes of customers. The end result of
that work, as Ms Laury explained it, was that Kingfisher had
concluded that rather than viewing the market as a set of
segments, it could be better seen as a network, an interconnected ecosystem.
To illustrate that ecosystem, Ms Laury introduced a diagram that would become central to the entire ONE Kingfisher project (see Illustration K1). This shows the inner circle of
the improvers themselves, then their dwellings, the people
who assist with the “doing” part, and finally the tools and
influencers.
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The presentation then moved on to describe that ecosystem. One of the predominating factors, for the market Kingfisher is seeking, is limited resources: According to Ms Laury:
People have a limited amount of resource to do home improvement. This is average in Europe, we will do more work
going forward on how much money people have to do really
that.
And what is important is 60% to 75% of people are doing DIY,
not home improvement, to save money because they are short
of resources, and sometimes it takes them months and years
to complete their home improvement project.
Illustration K2 shows the graph of the
incomes for Kingfisher customers across
its regional areas.
It’s not just lack of financial resources
that limits their customers, it is also other
physical resources.
And let’s go add the structure of the
homes. And again, let’s talk about our
potential; look at the average age of the
home in Europe. It’s between 50 and
60-years old. Which means, can you imagine how much things needs to be done in
those homes, which are quite old?
And then, if you go inside the home, what
we have been learning through our survey
is the fact that the structure of the home
are almost the same, and again, there are
things floating in the air. In Russia, the
bathrooms are much more smaller. In the
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Illustration K1. The ecosystem of
home improvement involves an entire
community of people and a network of
information services.

UK, actually, this is not true; in all, the average bathrooms in
the UK and in Russia is four square meters.

The next, seminal slide that Ms Laury presented was a
breakdown of the individual 29 steps renovators need to go
through in order to renovate the average bathroom — even
ones that are just 2.5 metres by 1.6 metres (Illustration K3).
Less than 40% of renovators make it al the way through that
journey.
Finally, Ms Laury indicates why it is that segmentation is
unlikely to yield good results:
So, this is — our customer is a couple between those millions
of homes and those millions of home improvements, which
means that it’s billions of combinations and billions of different
home improvement projects. And that’s why traditional segmentation doesn’t work.
What is common to all of those billion of home improvement
projects is the fact that it is always a challenge. And when I say
a challenge, it’s almost a nice word....
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This entire part of the presentation
takes just over nine minutes. Yet it lays
out an entirely new approach to home
improvement, not just for Kingfisher,
but for the industry as a whole. The
target market is not upscale, experienced
DIYers, or people who can afford tradespeople. It is low income, inexperienced,
over-worked individuals living in small
dwellings that are older and in need of
work.
The way to reach those people is by
actively finding ways to solve these
problems, or at least make the renovation
journey much less daunting. One way in
which the customers are already doing
that is through digital interaction, which
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Top, Illustration K2. Incomes for Kingfisher’s customers across Europe.
Bottom of page, Illustration K3, the steps
customers have to go through in renovating a bathroom.

helps to guide choices, and also provides advice about techniques.
Home improvement stores also play a part:
The second is what they call ‘tools’ is our stores. It’s quite
shocking for us as having 1,000 stores, that when people are
drawing the resources of their home improvement project, the
store is not seen as being an outstanding help, in a way, which
is not what we would like to hear, but that’s what they say. And
of course, it’s not just Kingfisher’s store. It’s all home improvement stores. And there are bad comments everywhere in every
country.

Transformation
The three “Strategic Pillars” laid out by Kingfisher are to
develop a unified and unique offer, enhance digital tools, and
bring operational efficiencies. Those are useful for investment analysts. In looking at disruption from a retail level,
however, the three most important would likely be: developing a unified offer, developing a unique offer, and enabling
those through supply-chain/offer (SCO) developments.
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While this seems somewhat different from the strategy
that Home Depot put in place, there are similarities. Home
Depot made something of a radical change in effectively
freezing the number of US stores. In Kingfisher’s situation, its
slightly radical decision was not to contract its store numbers
and market penetration.
The reason for that was very clearly stated by Ms Laury at
the beginning of her presentation:
[A]t Kingfisher we are lucky, we are lucky for two reasons. The
first reason is our market is a big potential. We will talk about
that, but here are millions of customers out there who want to
improve their homes, but they have
a problem, they have a problem to
solve.
And like many of the very leading
company of that work, whatever
you call about Amazon, Google
AirBnB, will have been focusing
on solving the real problem for the
customer, we will do the same.
And the second reason why we
are lucky at Kingfisher is we have
a competitive advantage. And that
competitive advantage is about our
scale. And that competitive advantage has never been leveraged
properly.
So, what I wanted to share with
you as an introduction, and we will
come back at the conclusion, is that
to decisive action, if we leverage
the scale of Kingfisher, and if we
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have a new, broader international view about our industry,
our market, we can create huge value for our shareholders in
the long run, as well as a far much better proposition for our
customers.

This recognition of market size and potential is really
what is behind the three disruptors of Unify, Unique and
SCO. Each of these are about how Kingfisher can take better
advantage of a very large potential market and very large
international scale.
Unify refers to taking Kingfisher’s large range of SKUs, and
reducing these to as few as possible. Unique refers to Kingfisher investigating what customers really need, then developing its own-brand products that can match those needs.
SCO is what enables Kingfisher to deliver the end products at
a quality and price point that will suit the needs of customers.
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It fell to Arja Taaveniku, Kingfisher’s chief offer and supply chain officer, to explain at the presentation some of the
details of this work. She began by describing the complexity
of the problem:
Just briefly to remind you, what was also said last year, we
have today a range of predominantly local. It is locally bought
in each operating company. They offer, and we have very few
products that are common, meaning the same products that
are shared at least between two operating companies.
The offer is today largely steered by our suppliers; meaning,
also, that we are not particularly different. We are looking the
same as other retailers. Our exclusive own-brands, because we
do have exclusive own-brands, they stand for approximately
20% of the sales. But they sit within each operating company,
and it’s even like that, that if, for example, a Diall paint brush in
customer hands is not the same as a Diall paint brush in B&Q.
We have thousands of suppliers supplying Kingfisher, with
relatively small volumes and we haven’t created the conditions
for those priors to set up highly efficient production times.
This means that our buying scale of roughly GBP7 billion is
largely untapped.
As she confirmed, there was actually less regional variation
than people might think across Europe:
We know that customers in Poland, customers in UK, customers in France and in Russia, they have
broadly the same needs. We have
also learned from unifying these 20
categories that we have been working
on that a toilet seat is a toilet seat, a
paint brush is a paint brush, and a sink
is a sink, no matter if it is in the UK or if
it is in Russia.
In terms of developing unique
products, the company began with
research. According to Ms Taaveniku:
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We have also done a deep dive in customer insights on specifically our two ranges; bath and outdoor. And we have a very
firm knowledge platform now on how bathrooms looks like,
how outdoor environments in people’s homes look like.
We have also done that on those 20 categories, and for example, the investigation of the ergonomics of paint brushes and
really understanding the customer needs.
These knowledge platforms, they enable us to own our intellectual property; the design and the quality and the specifications.

And that allows us to control our value chain. We will control
the end-to-end process, all the way from customer needs on
the drawing table, contracting the products, through the factories, through the distribution network, all the way to customers.
And when you control that, and when you have full visibility
into that value chain, you can together, with the suppliers,
reduce all unnecessary costs that shouldn’t be there.
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In terms of SCO, Ms Taaveniku said the company would
control costs so as to meet customer needs:
We will design to cost, meaning that going forward, we are going to have a target retail price on every new product we stock.
And then we will design that value chain that I talked about
before accordingly to hit that target retail price, and that target
retail price will always be based on customer affordability.
We have already started to recruit teams for production excellence in our buying offices, and this is to secure the delivery on
quality and sustainability, the levels that we want to have. And
also, to further reduce cost, because the one who understand
the production conditions can also, again, design the product
so it fits into the production that is highly efficient.
Here is, again, something of the triangular relation we saw
with Home Depot. Unique and unified go together because
each enables better supply-chain control for the other. Fewer
SKUs being made by fewer suppliers means that it is possible to get better deals on own-brand product supply. At the
same time, going through the processes of own-brand supply
means the company has a better understanding of real costs
and techniques when it is ordering other brands.

Conclusion
The ONE Kingfisher project is just over the half-way mark
now, and it shows signs of delivering much of what has been
promised in the past. As our profile of its current half-year
results in this issue indicates, the company continues to
struggle, especially with weak markets in France.
However, the revenue returns from this project have
always been back-loaded. What we are likely to see over the
next 18 months is these very deep changes in the company
starting to take effect, and delivering some of the promised
results.
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Bunnings
To many, the reasons why Bunnings has started a process
of self-disruption are fairly clear. After losing what looks like
$1.3 billion on a failed attempt to enter the UK and Irish market with Bunnings UK and Ireland (BUKI), this would seem a
natural option.
However, it really is not that straightforward. In fact, while
this failure has had its effects, that analysis is not altogether
true.
Even before it launched its acquisition of the UK home
improvement retailer Homebase in a bid for expansion, there
were already considerable pressures on the parent company
of Bunnings, Wesfarmers, to commit to some form of self-disruption. The real difficulty that it faced in doing so was
simply that the company, in its present form, has been enduringly successful.
In fact, there is little doubt that the kind of disruption
that Wesfarmers and Bunnings have to do is the single most
difficult kind there is: the company has to disrupt something
even though it is currently successful.
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That success includes managing to snare Coles, Kmart,
Target and Officeworks as acquisitions in late 2007. At that
time both Coles and Kmart were deeply troubled retailers,
and Target had previously had years of losses. Wesfarmers
managed to turn every one of those acquisitions, except for
Target, into market-leading retail operations.
With Bunnings, of course, the success story was even more
pronounced. Unusually for Wesfarmers, Bunnings was a
retail concept created entirely in-house, based on an examination of the Home Depot business model of the late 1990s,
then tested, honed and developed to work in the Australian
marketplace, until finally it was expanded through a series of
canny acquisitions.
This was followed by a deliberate effort by rival Woolworths to seriously damage
the Bunnings business with
Masters Home Improvement,
launched in September 2011.
The company responded, not
by reducing risk, but through
a strategy put together by
Mr Gillam and the current
Bunnings managing director,
Michael Schneider, which
was based on a risky, rapid
expansion of the Bunnings
store network. That worked
so well, that Masters was
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smashed down, and the Woolworths CEO who had “masterminded” the strategy, Grant O’Brien, resigned.
It was on the heels of that victory that Wesfarmers chose
to attempt to enter the UK market with Bunnings. One
reason why the move into the UK seemed attractive is that it
was an expansion of the current Bunnings business model,
rather than an evolution of it. It turned out, however, that
it was simply impossible for the company to do what it had
promised — to enter the UK market slowly, test, and adapt
to what was required. Instead, while it carefully trialled the
Bunnings concept itself, it rushed to alter most of its Homebase stores to the familiar Bunnings model, which then completely crashed (and has continued to do so).
While that failure was significant in itself, it helped to
clearly pinpoint what was going wrong, not just with Bunnings, but with the overall situation at Wesfarmers as well.
Where Home Depot, Lowe’s and Kingfisher all faced situations of fading returns or outright losses, which triggered
self-disruption, with Wesfarmers it was the realisation that
however good the past returns might seem, there are indications the company is not operating at full capacity.
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What makes this kind of self-disruption so difficult is
that it frequently means that a company, in order to secure
its future, and begin to live up to its capacity, has to start by
breaking some things that are working fine. Often in order
to work out what to disrupt and how, it means getting back
to the basics of what the company does best, what its true
capabilities are.
The demerger of Coles from Wesfarmers is one result of
that kind of analysis. It’s not just that Coles has ceased to be
a high growth opportunity, it’s that the best strategies for the
supermarket operation no longer directly mesh with Wesfarmers’ best capabilities.

Capabilities
Which brings us to the question:
what are the true capabilities of
Bunnings?
Not a few commentators and actual employees of Bunnings would
likely point to the company’s
stores, and their popularity with
a wide range of customers. Yet the
stores really are not the company’s
capabilities, they are just the expression of those capabilities, one
form that they have taken that has
worked very well.
Why have the stores worked so
well? What have they delivered to
customers?
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In the past, Bunnings’ Trade stores
were usually located near new housing
developments, and enabled builders to
conveniently access bulk goods.
These have now evolved into extensions
to existing warehouses that provide
trade-oriented goods and services. The
map below shows the locations of these
Trade outlets.

What they have really done is to make doing DIY much
more possible for a broad range of Australians. They’ve
done that principally through two different capabilities: the
delivery of high-value products (such as power tools) at low
prices; and by making available products that make it easier
for people with more limited skills to complete more complex
projects.
The capabilities that Bunnings brought to this achievement are a mixture of “hard” and “soft” skills. On the soft side,
Bunnings has been very good at working out what the goals
of its customers are. Those goals typically relate to very finite
projects that need to be achieved within the scope of tight
budgets in terms of both financing and time available. The
motivation is commonly not “how do I make the best xyz?”,
but rather, “how do I improve on the existing situation by
building/repairing the xyz?”
On the hard side those skills relate to negotiating for the
required products at a price point that will bring them into
reach for people who previously were sure they could not
afford them. Price at Bunnings isn’t just about savings, it is
also about surprise.
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Added to that product value proposition is Bunnings’
ability to create effective, simple supplychains, which
ensured availability while keeping operational expenses
low.
As a “thought experiment”, let’s think about how
those capabilities might be applied to business models outside of the stores. For example, as we discuss in
our review of Bunnings’ company results in this issue,
the retailer is making a move into the trade side of the
business.
(We do need to remember, of course, that very few
people outside of Bunnings really know what the company’s strategies are; Wesfarmers is “transparent” — to
a degree — about what it has done, and is doing right
now, but the view of its future plans has always been
kept opaque to analysts.)
The trade business today can really be broken down
into parts based on logistics. There are three of these
parts: pick-up, self-delivery and logistical delivery.
Bunnings has long excelled at the pick-up part of that
market, “blokes in utes” out to do a job, who drop by to
pick up a couple of 20-litre tins of paint and a dropcloth.
Many of the Bunnings stores (such as at Alexandria
outside Sydney, New South Wales) also do a good trade
in self-delivery, with larger utes and trailers driven by
tradespeople stopping by at 6:30am to get what they
need, lining up in the loading bays of the store’s trade
section.
The real growth area, however, is in the logistical
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The Bunnings Trade website provides
a different way of navigating the main
trade products, by clicking on interactive
visuals.

delivery part. That comes down to getting a three-tonne
flatbed truck to show up on a building site with the building
materials that have been ordered within a couple of hours of
a specified time.
There doesn’t need to be a store involved. Orders could be
placed online, over a mobile phone, and the goods dispatched
from a set of strategically located actual warehouses built on
the fringe of urban areas.
It’s not just that this is a growth area for builders in general, but properly marketed it could come to all but replace
the self-delivery market as well — tradespeople really do not
want to waste valuable work hours in the morning picking
up timber and other supplies.
This business could also open up a range of additional
expansions. For example, pre-fabricated construction remains very underdeveloped in most of Australia. Having a
captive-brand type arrangement with a pre-fab factory that
could deliver bathroom units custom-created for multi-dwelling buildings would be one obvious use.

The questions
You could condense the direction of the kind of development described above into one simple question: how do we
make building better?
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What is interesting is that it seems unlikely that Bunnings,
as an organisation, has asked this type of question at any
prior time. It has asked, repeatedly, and with great effect, how
do we make Bunnings better? How do we make the stores
better? How do we handle our people better? These are questions about its performance, how it performs specific tasks,
but not really about the tasks themselves.
It is possible to imagine the effect of asking the series of
questions this brings up: how do we make kitchens better,
how do we make bathrooms better, how do we make painting
better, how do we make home security better?
If we think about the kitchen question (how do we make
kitchens better?), this opens up a range of possibilities. Kaboodle, which designs and manufactures flatpack kitchens
for Bunnings, has been a great asset. Its kitchens, however,
are about taking what is essentially a conventional kitchen
design — cupboards supporting a benchtop which includes
plumbing fixtures and cooking appliances, with additional storage in a shallower set of
cupboards positioned above the
benchtop — and finding a way to
design and produce these which
radically lowers the cost of a finished kitchen for customers.
If we apply the question to what
Kaboodle does, the result could
be a very different idea of what a
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Though only available at three locations,
the “Solutions Studio” offers an opportunity for trades to see products in place.
According to the website:
“Bunnings Building Solution Studios are
dedicated spaces for Bunnings Commercial customers, Architects and Designers.
They offer the chance to explore new
product ranges and innovative wholeof-build and fit-out solutions across all
market segments and specification levels.
“The studios showcase leading brands
with in situ, working and static displays
where all categories are supported with
data screens for technical and extended
product information to make selections
easier for you and your customers.”

DIY kitchen might look like. For example, the German kitchen maker Bulthaup manufactures a series b2 kitchen which
essentially deconstructs the kitchen into three components:
a cabinet that contains utensils, including pots, pans, plates
and dishes; a second cabinet that houses appliances, such as
a refrigerator and an oven; and a work/eating surface, that
includes a sink, an electric cooktop and a space for preparation and dining.
From the Bunnings perspective, there is much that could
be said about this type of kitchen. As it is not necessarily
“built-in”, installation becomes a matter of assembly. It suits
a very wide range of living situations, consumes little shop
floor display space, is essentially self-explanatory, and it
also tags into the kitchen trend HNN believes is common to
Millennials of “kitchen light”. Younger generations are more
inclined, when they have several other couples over for dinner, not to trot out great Aunt Myrtle’s chicken casserole recipe, but rather to order a half-dozen extra large pizzas from
that great little pizzeria down the road. They don’t need the
cupboard of special serving dishes that get used only twice a
year, the double boiler, nor a 15-litre stockpot.
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This question and its potential answers also point to one
of the reasons why BUKI failed.
Kitchens were a key part of that
failure, and the Bunnings approach to that market was, essentially, we have self-assembly
Kaboodle kitchens, these worked
great in Australia, they should
work great here, because they
make sense to us, so buy them.
There seems to have been little
thought given to finding the intersection point between the great
capabilities both Kaboodle and
Bunnings brought to the situation, and the local, deeply historic
culture with which they were
interacting.
The pre-disruption illusion is
that by continuing past practices
risk is being avoided, as the business model is to repeat processes
and practices that have been
successful for some time, and they
are known to always work. It’s
an illusion because what is really
happening is a balance between
the risk of innovating, and the risk
of not innovating.
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Below, German kitchen manufacturer
Bulthaup offers a set of kitchen components that simplify what a kitchen is.
As standalone items, there is very little
installation required beyond hooking up
electricity, gas and plumbing.
While these are “non-traditional”, the
kitchen market itself is evolving into
being more segmented.

Lowe’s Companies
The charts that show the performance of Lowe’s relative to
Home Depot in terms of sales, EBIT and share price tell much
of the story of why Lowe’s has changed CEO and is embarking on self-disruption.
The other two datapoints to look at that give a good indication of what was happening at Lowe’s are some remarks from
the company’s December 2016 Analyst and Investor Conference, and the company’s website itself.
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Summing up what Lowe’s had to say to investors at that
conference, then-CEO Robert Niblock offered these comments:
We’re focused on three strategic pillars. First, we are dedicated to expanding the reach of home improvement to drive
profitable share gains. We are working to serve more customers — DIY, DIFM, and pro — more effectively. And we are
differentiating ourselves by establishing market leadership for
home improvement project solutions.
Second, we are further adapting to an evolving customer,
developing capabilities to anticipate and support their needs.
We are empowering customers across the most relevant
moments of their project journey, and we were advancing our
customer experience capabilities through our omnichannel
assets.
And finally, we are committed to generating long-term profitable growth and substantial returns for shareholders. By enhancing our operating discipline and focus, we’re
making productivity a core strength for Lowe’s.
This commitment will drive focus and prioritisation, allowing for investment in future capabilities
to grow the business, maintain our leadership
position, and drive value for shareholders.
While these are all valuable principles for a
corporation to espouse, it’s evident they are a
very far cry from Home Depot’s emphasis on
constant store fleet size, great logistics, and interconnected retail, or Kingfisher’s unify, unique,
SCO principles.
In fact, the only real operational thought in
the 2016 presentation seemed to be about identifying customer projects. For example, Lowe’s
chief customer officer Mike McDermott commented:
We are bringing together terabytes of customer data across multiple channels to connect
the many different interactions and purchases
throughout our omnichannel platform. We have
built advanced analytic models to bring together
individual product purchases at a customer level
and classify those purchases as a project. We then
examine the way our customers navigate that
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project.

You can imagine how powerful these insights can be. We can
actually determine how we move customers through their
projects faster.

We will apply these insights to design solutions that make
projects easier for the customer — removing pain points from
the process, empowering the customer, and building trust and
loyalty in Lowe’s. This leads to incremental sales growth as the
customer builds a bigger basket and, based on their success,
starts their next project with Lowe’s.

Having successfully tested these tools with select project
paths, we will now be applying them across numerous projects
to make us the industry’s true expert on project navigation. We
will also use these analytic models to help us understand how
to influence project decisions. For example, we know the time
period between the point at which a customer begins browsing and considering a refrigerator and when they typically
purchase.
And we know that consideration period for buying a refrigerator is actually one-tenth the consideration period for a kitchen
remodel. These valuable insights will now inform our customer
and project acquisition strategy. We are refining our marketing messages to get compelling content in front of the right
customer at the right time, driving improved engagement and
increased sales.
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It is simply very difficult to understand why a company
would present as a prime customer insight the fact that the
time taken by a couple to buy a refrigerator is 10% of the time
they would spend buying a kitchen. How does that change
engagement? Would it be altered very much if the figure
were 5% or 20% instead?
Finally, looking at the Lowe’s home page and the Home Depot home page, it is evident that the former lacks the spark
and interest of the latter. For a company that is proposing
growth in digital and omnichannel commerce as a path to
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The Home Depot website (left) is more
engaging than Lowe’s (right).

profitability, this doesn’t seem like a good start.

The disruption
As Lowe’s move to disrupt itself is only four months old,
details of what it intends to do are lacking. What we do know
(as our article on its most recent half results indicates) is that
the new CEO, Marvin Ellison, is moving swiftly. He’s cut out
the failing Orchard Supply stores in California, reduced plans
for further store rollouts, and fired a number of key executives. What Mr Ellison proposes is radically different from
past proposals:
To summarize, our short-term priorities at Lowe’s are the
following. We’ll simplify our organisational structure, recruit
outstanding leaders, improve our reset execution, rationalise
store inventory while improving our in-stock position, invest in
high velocity SKUs for our pro and DIY customers, implement
more rigour into our capital allocation process, intensify our
customer engagement, and develop a true expense reduction
curve. This is what I define as sharpening our focus on retail
fundamentals.
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Mr Ellison has also focused on what even a casual glance
at the website makes quite evident: the company’s need for
better brands, especially for builders and tradespeople. In
response to an analyst’s question about the Pro market, he
replied:
The next thing that we have to do, and this Bill Boltz, our new
EVP of Merchandising is already working on this, is we need
the brands. Pros resonate to certain brands, and so we’re
working to look at our assortment in our pro building materials
area and asking the question, what brand gaps do we have
in the assortment that we need to attack, and that is already
underway to try to make sure that we are responding to the
feedback we received on certain and specific brands that we
need to add to the assortment.
Speaking at the Goldman Sachs retail conference on 6
September 2018, Mr Ellison identified two areas the company
would be concentrating on:
At our upcoming Investor and Analyst Meeting in December,
we have got to lay out our strategy to revitalise our supply
chain, we will lay out our strategy to improve and modernise
components by IT infrastructure and we are confident that we
can lay out something that will be very fundamentally basic to
what we need to do.
Importantly, Mr Ellison and his team are not looking for an
“aha” moment, or heading off in a predetermined direction.
Instead, just as Home Depot found in the years between 2007
and 2010, Lowe’s expects to make discoveries about its business:
Our improvement will only make us more efficient, will only allow us to provide greater satisfaction and drive what I think will
be greater differentiation. So, it’s an ongoing process, but we
don’t see it as one big initiative. We see it as a series of small
things that we will do over the course of the next 2 to 5 years.
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The road ahead

Probably the most cutting but also the most interesting
thing Mr Ellison had to say at the Goldman Sachs conference
was this remark about Lowe’s attempts to be an innovation
leader in the past:
What we are looking at [is] every end cap, every bay, every
swing area, every drop zone. We are asking the question:
what’s the productivity that’s currently being generated, and
what should it be and what changes do we need to make, so
that we can deliver on our productivity?
And I am here to tell you that when you focus on something
like innovation, and you create a mantra that we are going
to be a retailer focused on innovation, and that’s kind of our
calling card — I think that’s appropriate, but you can’t do that
at the expense of driving productivity. You can’t do that at the
expense of being focused on sales per square foot.
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So, disruption and innovation are not the same thing. To
go back to the definitions of Dr Christensen with which we
began this article, disruption occurs when standard markets
become sub-optimal due to secondary, more optimal markets developing. One of the clear points that Dr Christensen
makes is that the development of that secondary market can
be due to the primary market over-innovating, and adding
complexity.
The act of self-disruption is switching from the less optimal to the more optimal market, or at the very least becoming more accommodating to the more optimal market. That
act of switching can, itself, be an innovative move, but it is
not necessarily based on an actual innovation in the market
itself.

Cycles
It’s interesting that Home Depot is already, to all intents,
embarking on a second round of self-disruption. Interestingly it is calling this disruption “One Home Depot” — which
may or may not be an homage to ONE Kingfisher. Describing
its outline at the Home Depot Investor & Analyst Conference
in December 2017, Mr Menear had this to say:
The customer views us as One Home Depot, as I previously
mentioned, that’s just not how we were built. We were built in
silos, with stores serving as our original platform and then adding the online component over the years but still in a siloed
capacity. In order to continue the journey to create the One
Home Depot experience, we have to de-silo ourselves, leverage our scale and invest in growth in the future. We will invest
in our physical stores, our associates, product and innovation,
our professional customers, our services business and our
supply chain. And underlying all of these investments is our
continued investment in IT to create the seamless One Home
Depot interconnected experience.
When a customer comes to our physical store, it needs to be
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a great environment. Our stores must be completely interconnected for us to be able to leverage the scale that we have
in our total asset base. So we will invest in the physical experience and capabilities necessary to provide the great One
Home Depot interconnected shopping experience.

The insight that there is a disconnect between the customer view of Home Depot and the actual systems that are
in place is certainly a very worthy one — as is the impulse to
merge the two through operational development. But a more
interesting issue to address might be, how did this situation
arise? The persistence of a historical legacy, with a more
developed overlay, is one potential answer, but why did that
legacy persist?
This highlights that while there is much to be applauded
about any retailer realising it needs to self-disrupt, and then
setting about that process, it also indicates that the retailer
has, for some time, been operating in a non-optimal manner
— why else the need for disruption?
The question then becomes, how do home improvement
retailers discover a useful process of continuous improvement? Or, to put that differently, how do you take something
like disruption and make it a part of all strategic, process and
product development?
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It is useful when considering this to reference the work of
one person who was concerned with these issues from the
1960s through to the 1990s. Douglas Engelbart did most of his
work at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI), in Palo Alto,
California. Dr Engelbart is best known for about a dozen discoveries that shaped the personal computer revolution, and
are still in use every day — including the computer mouse
(he and his colleague literally carved the first version out of
a block of wood), multimedia, windowing, and providing the
second node for the first version of the internet, through
which the first data packets were sent.
However, Dr Engelbart was not really interested in developing computer systems at all. His area of interest was what
he called “augmenting the human
intellect”. For him this meant
developing systems that would
enable collaborative workgroups
to come together and collectively
solve problems that were too difficult for individuals acting alone to
solve.
One of the useful concepts he
developed on this quest was the
notion of what he termed A, B and
C activities. A activities were the
actual application of tools to solving problems, for example, using
a word processor to write a doc-
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Douglas Engelbart divided activities into
different layers of “doing”, “enbablement” and “enablement of enablement”.
This makes it more clear where efforts
need to be concentrated.
To play off the well-worn expression: you
can give a person a fish, or teach them
how to fish — or you can teach yourself
how to teach. All three are vital, but the
last one will accelerate the other two
activities.

ument that described a store layout. B activities were those
that applied to developing those tools, such as a word-processor that could incorporate diagrams.
C activities, however, are those that create the tools with
which to build the B activity tools.
Dr Engelbart’s insight was that, if you wanted to advance
such a system, you needed to invest as much as possible into
C activities, and as little as possible into A and B activities.
Because, if you improved C activities, you automatically improved B activities, and thus also improved A activities.
That may seem abstract. But if you look at the outstandingly successful global companies today — Amazon, Facebook, Alphabet (Google), Apple and Microsoft, all of those
grew based on “over-investing” in C activities.
If we look at the four companies profiled in this article, the
one that stands out as being on the path to properly investing in A activities is Wesfarmers, the parent of Bunnings. The
company’s new managing director, Rob Scott, has set out to
establish a separate institute to study data analytics. That
opens the possibility of building the kinds of tools needed to
map the information flows that represent the development
of markets themselves.
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For example, could that research work lead to the development of a system where the Wesfarmers’ part-owned
customer loyalty scheme FlyBuys became the safe repository
of the personal transactional information of individuals,
and then act as an “honest broker”, by ensuring individuals
received appropriate value for any use of that information?
It is through developments like these, working on, if you
like, the meta supply-chain of information itself, that the
next generation of highly successful, high-growth companies
will be formed. And it won’t be too surprising if some of those
do emerge from the once humble home improvement retail
industry.
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DIGITAL
IS THE FUTURE
OF MARKETING
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YOU NEED TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR BUSINESS.

Still relying on print? Consider this: how much time do your customers spend
using their mobile phone and computer? And how much time do they spend
reading magazines? Which matters more to them?
DIGITAL is all about performance and engagement. DIGITAL readers opt-in
to receive your message — they’re not just another address on a mailing list.
DIGITAL doesn’t just earn attention, it measures it as well. No other media
has the equivalent of downloads, which directly show reader engagement.
And DIGITAL is also less expensive, simpler and more flexible.
To make the move to DIGITAL, just call HI News on 0411 431 832, or email
Betty Tanddo on betty@hnn.bz. The future looks great, believe us.
hnn.bz
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TTI RESULTS 2018 H1
Hong Kong-based power tool and floor care
company Techtronic Industries (TTI) released
its first half results for 2018 in August 2018.
The company reported revenues of USD3431
million, up by 19.1% on the previous corresponding period (pcp), which was the first
half of 2017. Earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT) were USD281 million, up by 20.7%
on the pcp. Net profit was USD255 million, up
by 24.6% on the pcp.
The power tools segment grew both sales
and profit by over 20% on the pcp. TTI’s previously struggling floor care and appliance
segment reported a 12.9% increase in sales to
USD469 million.
hnn.bz

Joe Galli, CEO of Techtronic Industries, the cordless
power-tool and floor
care company founded
by Horst Pudwill, faces
questioning on CNBC over
the company’s 2018 H1
results.
To view the entire interview, please go to:
cnb.cx/2ESfG60

Regionally, North American sales grew by over 18%, European sales by over 24%, and Rest of World sales (including
Australia) were up by close to 18%.
In looking to the second half of the year, TTI announced
that:
Milwaukee will be launching the most powerful line of M18
FUEL products ever introduced. These new products are a testament to our dedication of delivering productivity-enhancing
solutions that provide the right blend of power, run-time and
performance. True to all M18 FUEL solutions, each of these
tools combine three exclusive innovations — the PowerState
brushless motor, RedLithium battery pack, and RedLink Plus
intelligence — all specifically re-designed to increase power
and performance. With the further improvement in our battery,
electronics, motor, and charging technologies, we are witnessing a transformational shift in our DIY segment, particularly in
the lawn and garden category with the revolution of ultra-high
powered, extra-long runtime Lithium battery powered products, while the same holds true for our floor care segment.

Analysis
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On the following pages we present the transcript of the
first two-thirds of the results presentation delivered by TTI’s
CEO Joseph (Joe) Galli, who, together with TTI’s founder and
chairman, Horst Pudwill, has been responsible for the strategies that have driven the firm’s ongoing growth.
HNN is presenting only the first two-thirds at this time as
we believe this is a special results presentation, and we did
not want to dilute its strategic message with the impressive
array of new tool releases that makes up the rest of Mr Galli’s
presentation. (We’ll be covering that and other tool releases in
the next issue of HI News.)
In our article in this issue on the self-disruption of major
big-box home improvement retailers around the world, one
of the remarks that we make is that a large part of the high
rates of growth that the industry has seen, even after the
shock of the global financial crisis (GFC), is down to good
retail operational execution, of course, but also very much to
the fantastic level of technological development in tools.
This latter factor is starting, we would suggest, to become
the dominant one in the market at this time. The kind of
growth that is possible and likely to come is accelerative and
near-exponential. The lesson from this is that retailers who
seek to grow their businesses need to consider more closely
aligning them with these areas of growth.
Of all of those companies delivering these technological advantages, HNN is of the opinion that Milwaukee is the most
significant. While Makita produces mechanically beautiful
and balanced tools, and Bosch has vast development resources to draw on in advancing its designs, it is only Milwaukee
that has organised itself around this shift in the paradigm of
power tools as a particular kind of industry empowerment.
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The competition
One way of clearly seeing why Milwaukee is so different is
to compare it with its rival company, Stanley Black & Decker (SBD), and especially SBD’s industrial division, DeWalt.
DeWalt made quite a splash a couple of years ago with the
launch of its FLEXVolt system, which enabled batteries
designed for a new range of 54-volt tools to also be used on
its standard 18-volt tools. This was a matter of intelligently
switching the battery cells to work in series on the 54-volt,
and in parallel on the 18-volt tools.
It is certainly a considerable technological achievement to
do this safely and reliably with Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries.
However, it is something of a worthwhile question to ask
“why?” What does the “flex” in “FLEXVolt” really deliver?
The answer to that is one very simple thing: FLEXVolt
enables you to use the 54-volt batteries on tools designed for
18-volt batteries. That’s it. It doesn’t mean you can use regular
18-volt batteries on 54-volt tools. So, for companies running
fleets of tools, it boils down to having to manage two kinds
of batteries — and associated chargers — which are sort of
half-compatible and half-incompatible.
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In fact, it would likely not be going too far to suggest that
while FLEXVolt will deliver some advantages to companies
and cordless power-tool users, it has been just as much about
marketing. Instead of launching a new, incompatible range of
54-volt tools alongside its 18-volt tools, DeWalt has managed
to concentrate the attention of its customers on the power of
the 54-volt tools, and shuffled away concerns about incompatibility by offering partial compatibility. (Which is not to
say they are not great tools, they are.)
If you do have some understanding of how voltage relates
to power delivered by brushless electric motors, you will
know that there are no physics-related obstacles to getting
the same power form 18-volts as from 54-volts. There are,
however, many practical considerations that make it very
difficult. It’s not only a matter of advanced electronics, it is a
matter of paying a great deal of attention to every detail of
the brushless electric motor as well, such as the characteristics of the coil windings, and so forth.
That’s exactly what TTI has done with its latest line of Milwaukee tools. As Mr Galli described it in the results presentation:
You know people said “well, why don’t you have a flexible voltage system that goes goes up from from 18 to 60?” Because
that is primitive technology. We have an 18-volt system and if
you design it right with the right software you can over-engineer and deliver a better performance than the competition.
To put this in slightly different terms, what has happened
is that SBD has shifted the burden of running high-power
cordless tools from the manufacturer to the user. It’s much
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easier to develop high-power tools by increasing the voltage,
and the user is left to deal with the problems of managing
two different battery types.
Milwaukee, in contrast, has assumed the full burden of delivering high-power tools, with little if any negative effect on
the user. This is evident in the five high-power tools detailed
in the results presentation, including a circular saw and a
large angle grinder, which deliver, according to Milwaukee,
performance that equals or exceeds that of competing tools.
All this makes for a significant point, but in the end it is
most useful as an indicator to something of more significance. What it points to is a wide difference in underlying
strategies, not just between TTI and SBD, but also between
TTI and the other power-tool companies as well. TTI is using
technology to create and then develop new markets. The other companies are using technology to service and maintain
existing markets.
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Mr Galli makes constant reference to Apple’s iPhone in his
efforts to describe what TTI is doing — with good reason.
If we go back to the origins of the iPhone, at the time of its
launch in 2007 by far the most dominant smartphone on the
market was the Blackberry series developed and manufactured by Canadian company Research in Motion (RIM). RIM
was the most valuable Canadian company at the time. By
2011, stock in RIM had fallen from a 2008 high of CAD137.41 to
CAD14.80 on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
The primary reason for the failure of RIM was that it failed
to understand that the market it had uncovered — basically
businesspeople with a need to stay constantly in contact
through email and messages — was a sub-market of a much
larger market. RIM had developed a niche device, but surrounding that niche was a very broad and deep market that,
for example, instead of sending messages about that afternoon’s marketing meeting, wanted to send messages home to
check if the family needed another litre of milk.
That is not unlike the situation with cordless power-tools
today. For example, the niche that FLEXVolt and the new
Milwaukee high-power tools appeal to is an important one
— perhaps even a key niche, as it could be a “must have” for
many tool fleets — but it is not necessarily the most profitable one. That is something Mr Galli pointed to when explaining that TTI’s power-tool segment revenues were not tied to
the construction industry:
New home construction is important to us. It’s about 7% of our
company’s future. But the big areas, the big verticals are the
other 26 verticals like power utility companies and the whole
commercial plumbing arena and datacom installation, and
there are so many areas that are so much more exciting with
so much more potential than home building. But if the Wall
Street Journal publishes that homebuilding starts are down,
all of a sudden our stock gets hit and we have analysts that
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actually think that affects our results. Hopefully you’ll see that
we have to look past that.

It’s likely, for example, that TTI’s development of technologies such as One-Key, its tool-based Bluetooth connectivity
service and app, was as much about the construction industry as it was about those companies which simply use large
fleets of tools, such as utility companies and the growing list
of services that maintain infrastructure such as railways,
bridges and airports.
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Just as with the (ever more expensive) iPhone, this kind of
growth is not based on taking existing marketshare by doing
better on price. Instead, it’s about creating new markets based
on additional and unexpected capabilities. Speaking about
the utility companies that TTI managed to convert to Milwaukee, Mr Galli said:
By the way, we’re not doing these conversions on price. We’re
doing it because we enhance productivity. We increase job
site safety and we have the bold vision of expanding cordless
tenfold over the next decade probably more.
The end users [they think] wow, these guys are really committed. They’re not putting their toe in the water in cordless while
they’re still watching pneumatic and corded and petrol. We
have competitors that are actually still rolling out broad lines
of corded tools, gas powered, petrol tools, pneumatic tools,
hydraulic tools. And people don’t even realise that’s like rolling
out a new line of payphones. It’s preposterous.
But you know it looks good in the announcement and short
term you load the channel. We are hyper-focused on cordless
and it’s a major part of our success.
How will this develop into the future? To take up the RIM
analogy again, while many users hung onto their Blackberrys
through to 2010, what convinced many of them to switch to
iPhones or Android phones wasn’t just the devices themselves, but the ecosystems of services that grew up around
them. It turns out that narrow niche uses of devices tend not
to develop these ecosystems, while very broad usage markets
do.
It’s something of common knowledge that the building
and construction industry, and many tradespeople, tend to
be somewhat conservative in their approach to achieving
tasks. That is less true of users of powertool companies at
large companies involved in utilities, oil and gas exploration,
and large building maintenance. As the market expands, TTI
will continue to gather feedback and intelligence that could
enable it deliver new productivity enhancements to all users.
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TTI RESULTS TRANSCRIPT
Transcript of results presentation by Techtronic Industries on 16 August 2018. Speaker is Joe Galli, CEO of TTI.

Well Frank I’m sorry the slide is stuck here.
I’m not going to be able to move past the 19.1%
growth. And by the way Frank we didn’t mention that is 100% organic growth. No acquisitions where we have restructuring charges
which we bury below the line which the sellside analysts often overlook. Our competitors
do this. This is pure organic growth which we
think is the most powerful way to build the
company. And it’s working like crazy.
Yes floor care was up 12.9%. It’s a small start.
The base is low. We’re not celebrating the
floor care success yet although it’s certainly
progress. We will next year share floor care
strategies that we think will allow us to win
in this market and it will be abundantly clear
that we care about this category and we have
a good strategy.
hnn.bz

Milwaukee’s 12 amphour, 18-volt battery is a
breakthrough in battery
capacity.

Now power equipment. This growth rate is so high people
think we’re exaggerating and I’m glad that we are actually
able to show the numbers. We’ve had questions about the second half. People say well okay first half was great. Does that
mean the second half is going to be below expectations?
So listen: our guidance has not changed in the last five
years Stefan and it won’t change in the next five. We will
guide strong single digit growth on the top line. Milwaukee
will grow 20% a year on the topline. Even though the base is
huge now, and our gross margin will continue to go up and I’ll
explain tariff and commodity in a moment.
So we had many questions about the second half — is the
growth in the first half, did that did come at the expense of
the second half? The answer is no. We’re not going to guide
19%. We guide strong single digit but believe me our team is
not satisfied with strong single digits. As you saw in the first
half, our team over-delivered. I am incredibly proud of the
performance of the organisation. These are amazing numbers.
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I want to talk to you about the SG&A (Selling, General &
Administrative) investment we made for a moment because
it’s another area where we need to help the sell-side analysts
understand that we don’t have an issue of escalating costs.
We have a strategic decision to invest aggressively in those
elements of SG&A stuff to drive our future. And it’s something I’m extremely proud that we have had the discipline to
do and our competitors just don’t do it.
Okay. Gross margin up 50 basis points (BPS or bips) to
37.1%. This trend will not stop. I know that we have competitors that are announcing dramatic drops in their gross margin as a percent of sales. You won’t hear that from us. I actually believe and I’m very confident that over the next five years
— it’s a long time, but I believe the gross margin will continue
to go up year after year, half after half. Might be 30 bips might
be 68 bips. But it won’t go down. And in fact, I think history is
the best indicator of the future. And after 10 years of consecutive performance I think we have some credibility here
when we talk about gross margin. I
would challenge you to find a competitor that can pull up that chart.
There are no excuses. We don’t
blame other issues beyond our
control. Our team just goes out
and makes it happen and we build
a company that’s quite capable of
being nimble and reacting to whatever policy that might come about
that might be scaring the financial
markets. But for us we view these
things as an opportunity.
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In fact, let’s just talk for a moment about the tariff situation. You know people need to understand tariffs don’t discriminate. All of our competitors manufacture in China, we
manufacture in China. All of our competitors manufacture
there too. So the issue is not what impact tariffs will have
on TTI. The issue is which competitor is best able and best
positioned to be nimble and flexible and respond to whatever
tariffs come about. And things are certainly not finalised. But
who can manage it best?
I can tell you right now that we are not making an excuse
in advance in telling you that tariffs are going to affect our
gross margin or our EBIT margins. They will not. We have a
very thoughtful plan that leverages the decades of flexibility
we’ve built into our system. We have six factories in the US.
In fact we’re the only major floor care manufacturer that
kept the factory in the US, when we bought a company called
Orek, we were criticised for not closing the factory because
our competitors are restructuring experts. We decided to
maintain that US manufacturing facility not because we
anticipated tariffs but because we don’t want all the eggs in
one basket.
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We feel like having a global manufacturing supply chain
network is smart. That’s why we have opened up a Vietnamese manufacturing operation which is new, and you know
Vietnam has a wonderful relationship with the US today. We
have two manufacturing facilities in Europe. We have six in
the US and we’re quite confident, whatever tariffs end up being finalised, that we will offset the impact with our incredibly flexible manufacturing network.
In addition our productivity programs are flourishing. We
believe that we are global leaders in taking cost out of our
manufacturing and the supply chain network. And I have
to admit that volume is our friend. When you grow 19% and
it’s not via acquisition, can you imagine how the profit just
comes out of the walls through leverage? And that is why we
didn’t announce and make an excuse that commodities are
going to hurt our first half. We have competitors that have
announced in excruciating detail
how commodities are going to
affect their results.
We buy the same copper our
competitors do. The difference is
we will offset those issues — plus.
We will continue to march ahead
and improve our gross margin.
So, again, I believe that our future
has never been more exciting and
to be honest I really think that all
this noise about tariff and trade
war is going to be a tremendous
advantage for TTI because of the
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flexibility that our chairman has built into this company
and that I’ve tried to perpetuate. I think this is going to show
how speed and decisiveness and planning for the future is a
massive advantage.
So I used to believe that flexibility was our our major
advantage in new product development. That’s certainly true.
In fact our product development program is on fire. We have
so much new cordless innovative product coming that I could
tie you up for the next day and I still wouldn’t cover all the
products we have. I’ll do my best to skim the surface today,
but the fact is there is no company that’s remotely close to
TTI in generating high impact, demonstrably superior technologically advanced products. And it’s a major part of why
we’re winning worldwide.
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Okay let’s talk about SG&A. I know that there are a number of sell-side analysts who say, “Oh my goodness, yes the
growth is up and gross margins up, but there they go again
expenses are up too”. So we have stratified for you SG&A into
two general buckets: non-strategic, which is basically administrative overhead (which, by the way is down 30 bips in the
first half, not up). And then we have strategic SG&A, which
was up 60 bips. And to be honest I would have spent more
money if I could have hired the engineers we were after in
the first half. Although we’re hiring five times the number of
engineers than any competitor is hiring in the same period of
time.
I wish we could have hired more. These MIT engineers
are incredibly helpful. And the other 10 top schools where
we hire technical Gen Zers right David, Gen Zers. And I am
incredibly proud that we have had the discipline and Horst
[Pudwill, chairman of TTI) has had the vision to not back off
on the build out of our engineering system while our competitors are buying up second rate companies and and actually
laying off engineers so they can make some kind of an SG&A
target which is what many sell-side analysts are looking for.
OK so what are the six areas where we invest?

1/ R&D
R&D. You know we’re hiring
not just the old manufacturing
engineer and electrical engineer,
we’re hiring software development
engineers. Our cordless tools are
flourishing and are in a leadership
position because of the software
and the firmware in the electronics
that we build on.
We’re so far ahead in the technical arena here that I believe that
we are on the way to building an
unassailable competitive leader-
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ship position in cordless. And that’s in Ryobi, that’s in outdoor, and that’s in Milwaukee. We also have a vaunted product management system. It’s the best I’ve ever seen, and I’ve
seen some good ones.

2/ Product Managment
So the product manager, which is an individual that we
recruit off the college campus in our LDP (leadership program), she or he leads the product development of a category
of products. We have hundreds of product managers in the
company. We haven’t cut back. And I think there’s nobody in
our space that has anywhere near the talent that we have in
something called Product Management.

3/ End user conversion
Then we have something that’s misunderstood called “end
user conversion”. Yes, we’re investing a lot of money in end
user conversion. No we don’t buy billboards in Fenway Park
in Boston, so that are our executives can have free tickets to
baseball games. No we don’t do that.
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One thing is so misunderstood by many people in the
room. And it’s just — I’m really going to try to help you understand it. New home construction is important to us. It’s
about 7% of our company’s future. But the big areas, the big
verticals are the other 26 verticals like power utility companies and the whole commercial plumbing arena and datacom
installation. There are so many areas that are so much more
exciting with so much more potential than home building.
But if the Wall Street Journal publishes that homebuilding
starts are down, all of a sudden our stock gets hit and we
have analysts that actually think that affects our results.
Hopefully you’ll see that we have to look past that.

4/ Sales coverage
So end user conversion I’ll get to more in a minute. Sales
coverage means more sales people in existing geographies.
So when we have a dominating position and we’ve achieved
global leadership, for example in Ryobi cordless. The Ryobi
brand is a number one brand in
the world for DIY tools and by
far number one in DIY cordless.
Milwaukee professional cordless is
now number one in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and on
the way to being number one in a
lot of countries that will surprise
you. Why is that? Because when
we go into a market and we get
traction, we don’t back off to save
the SG&A. We will continue to hire
the amazing talent that we have
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so that we can show growth rates that are well above market
and 20% guidance on Milwaukee without an acquisition for
the next five years is pretty darn good growth guidance, I
would think. You won’t hear that from a competitor.

5/ Geographic expansion
Okay. Geographic expansion. This is quite different. We
are moving into new markets we’ve never been in before and
I would like our analysts to also recognise that. I think some
of the things I’m most proud of are things we didn’t do. For
example, you know what’s in the headline today, stuff on
Turkey. We decided not to go into Turkey six years ago when
every competitor went in, and we were criticised for that.
We pulled out of Brazil long before the Olympics. We haven’t
had a bad debt write-off for so long that you know it’s almost
tedious and boring for our auditors. You know every company has a bad debt reserve and why don’t we use it? Because
if you’re not in Turkey you don’t have to deal with writing
off the accounts that don’t pay their bills right. Now where
we do go are markets where we study the market, and we
decide, OK, this is a good investment. That’s why our South
Korean business is exploding, it’s growing so fast, and I was in
Malaysia two weeks ago with David Butts and our Malaysian
company has gone from zero to a significant market share
position in four years. It’s incredible.
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And I can name about 20 countries, some Eastern European markets, some Latin markets, some Asian markets where
we’ve gone in and it takes SG&A. When you go into a new
country, you don’t make money the first year. That is why
other companies are afraid to do this. You make money third
or fourth year out, then you make a lot of money once you
build the market share. That’s exactly what we’re doing. By
the way that’s what we’ve done in Australia, New Zealand,
that’s what we’ve done in Canada. And we know how to do
this. And I can assure you that the geographic expansion is
paying off like crazy.

6/ Leadership Development Program
One of the reasons why we have
so much ability versus our competitors to grow at a faster rate is
because of something called Leadership Development [Program]—
LDP. This year we will hire 530
graduates off the college campuses
around the world, 100 of them now
outside the US and Canada. This
doesn’t include the engineers we
hired this year, the target is 100
engineers and these are blue chip
software development specialists
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that will allow us to continue to revolutionise the industry.
But for 12 years David we have hired off the college campuses and you noticed during the financial crisis we didn’t we
didn’t cut this to look good for short term sell-side analysts.
We stuck to our guns here. Horst and I feel very strongly that
this youth movement that we began to recruit into the company, this represents the future leadership of the company.
And you know we’re 12 years in so we have kids that we hired
off the campus that are now running significant parts of our
company. This is such a massive advantage. And you will see
that if you visit our operations. I believe that all of our competitors combined don’t have a fraction of this kind of campus recruiting going on. It’s the first thing they cut because
you get no benefit from this for the first three years.
So again, we have a disciplined, long term strategy and we
stick to it. We don’t respond to headlines. We’re not managing
this company for next quarter, next half. We’re managing it —
I’m giving guidance for five years without acquisition benefit.
And I think that’s pretty special.

Productivity
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OK first productivity. So we have a basic productivity
measurement: sales up 19%, headcount up 6%. So, yeah, we’re
investing in highly skilled college graduates but we’re reducing the headcount because our productivity programs and
our automation programs are going extremely well. And even
with all the volume we’ve been able to manage, this headcount growth is at a level that I think is pretty impressive.

Gross margin
This is a number you won’t see often for a business that
was classified as a GNT grower linked to housing starts. This
is a number you see in Silicon Valley by some very famous
tech companies. And what I love about it is while we’re growing Milwaukee 29.8%, the gross margin continues to go up
year after year. We don’t cut our prices at the end of a quarter
to make a number. We don’t discount Milwaukee to sell. In
fact we feel strongly about that reverse price elasticity here.
In other words, pricing knows
quality. These contractors buy
these tools. They read the menu
from the right hand side. The price
guides them and tells them that
there must be something going on
with our product.
And thankfully when you turn
one of our products on, our cordless Milwaukee products, we so
outperform our competition that
it becomes very clear that you
should make the switch to Mil-
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waukee. We are growing this at this rate for two big reasons.
One is Milwaukee is basically on the vanguard of leading a
once-in-a-generation revolution in labour saving devices in
power tools specifically from corded, from pneumatic, from
hydraulic, to cordless. We are also developing so many power-assisted hand tools that we’re revolutionising the way
mechanics and handtool users perform their function.
This is the first reason. We won’t have all the business in
cordless, just the best part of it, the high end of the market,
and that’s okay with me. Secondly we are we are growing at
this rate because we have an end user conversion program
that has caught fire around the world. So let’s look at the
globality of this Milwaukee success story for a second. Yes,
North America was up 27% and Frank I’ve never seen you
make a mistake, but you mentioned the US was up a lot and
actually it is not the US, people forget. Canada is not one of
the 50 states. Trudeau will make that clear to you. So the fact
is our Canadian company is the crown jewel of TTI. There’s
no tariffs in Canada. We’ve become number one in the market
and you know that tends to increase the ratio that we link to
North America. But the US is growing too.

Regional growth
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OK but not as fast as Europe. Look at the star of the company in the first half. The European theatre of operations at
TTI for Milwaukee grew 43%. This is in Europe where you
read one bad article after another. And we’re up 43%. Rest of
World is Asia, Australia, New Zealand and Latin America. And
that’s up a cool 29.8%. These are growth numbers that you
won’t see from our competition. It’s obvious we’re outgrowing
the market and taking market share at rates that nobody’s
ever seen in this industry.
This all reflects what I said earlier, which, I know, it sounds
like I’m exaggerating. We are leading a global stampede, a
revolution from other power sources that are archaic and
pollute and are inherently dangerous, and we’re leading the
stampede to high performance cordless.

End user conversion examples
Now let me give you a couple
examples of end user conversion.
You’re going to notice there’s not
one housing housebuilder in this
in this discussion so I hope that
our sell-side friends will recognise
that homebuilding is a very small
fraction of what we’re doing at TTI
Milwaukee. So here’s a cell phone
company you may have heard of
called Verizon. We converted their
existing legacy brand of tools to
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our Milwaukee 100%. This is all cordless. It’s a major deal. And
the the future — once you convert a company like this to
your cordless platform, they have the batteries and chargers.
There’s a loyalty that goes beyond relationship. The loyalty
is common sense because you have an installed base, and it
becomes very difficult to change.
Another example is San Diego Gas and Electric. We converted their entire tool fleet from our enemy to Milwaukee.
Here’s Hydro-Quebec, a power utility company outside of
Montreal. We converted their entire to fleet from our enemy to Milwaukee. Here is a large utility company in France.
Again, 100% conversion from existing brands to a high performance Milwaukee cordless. And then we have this windmill
company in Denmark that decided to convert — again 100%
from the enemy to all Milwaukee cordless.
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By the way, we’re not doing these conversions on price.
We’re doing it because we enhance productivity. We increase
job site safety and we have the bold vision of expanding
cordless tenfold over the next decade probably more. The
end users [they think] wow, these guys are really committed.
They’re not putting their toe in the water in cordless while
they’re still watching pneumatic and corded and petrol. We
have competitors that are actually still rolling out broad lines
of corded tools, gas powered, petrol tools, pneumatic tools,
hydraulic tools. And people don’t even realize that’s like rolling out a new line of payphones. It’s preposterous. But you
know it looks good in the announcement and short term, you
load the channel. We are hyper-focused on cordless and it’s a
major part of our success. Anyhow, here’s a big big company
in Australia, another power utility company converted from
another enemy to 100% Milwaukee.
This is interesting. We had a distributor in Australia that
carried none of our products five years ago. Now they came
to us and said we want to build a Milwaukee showcase inside
of our store and this is what we came up with to help them.
And once one distributor in the world does something like
this, believe me, there’s a lot of “showcase envy” that happens
and I think that this will suddenly become much more prevalent
around the world.

New products
OK so two reasons why Milwaukee’s outgrowing the market
without any acquisition benefit
and an increase in gross margin at
a rate that’s never been seen in the
industry. Two reasons. One was
the end user conversion program
and I just showed you a small sample but when you ask me about
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SG&A remember we’re hiring these Millennials and now Gen
Zers. We go to the job site and we convert the user. It’s a very
special skill and our people are highly trained and know
when it’s about putting the kind of money into that process.
The second thing is new product. We launched this year
the three most important new cordless introductions ever.
Now we have competitors that are brilliant with propaganda and with Wall Street management and they actually
announced a program a couple of years ago that hurt our
stock and people misperceived to be important. And I tried
to assure everybody that we don’t copy our competitors and
we certainly don’t copy mistakes. And I believe that the three
things I will highlight for you now are not only the most
important developments ever in power tool cordless technology history, but our catalyst for growth for a long, long time
beyond the five years that I’ve talked about.

Impact drivers
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The first is we just rolled out our third generation of
brushless motor FUEL driver impact drivers. Now, our second
generation was so incredibly successful that it outgrew our
competitor’s entire new system that so many of you wrote
about a couple of years ago, and now we already have our
third generation. And this third generation, these are 18-volt
products that are smaller, lighter, faster, run with less heat,
are more powerful, with longer life, faster charge times and
more features including connectivity etc.
There is no competitor that’s even remotely in the neighbourhood of our third generation. Our second generation is
still considered to be by the experts, the best products in the
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world. And this new generation is 40% better David all the
way around. So there’s two products in this next gen: the dual
driver and the impact driver. We have a mandate inside the
company, an R&D mandate, that every two years we expect
to launch another generation. Now it may take two years
and four months. But like Apple launches new iPhones, we
will not launch a generation and then rest on our laurels and
milk it like a cow so that we can we can have a short term
benefit. We will continue to invest in the next generation and
the one after that. In fact we have three generations out over
the next six years where we already have laid out exactly
what we plan to do. Now we have to do a lot of invention to
achieve that, and it’s not the old kind of mechanical engineering invention. This is all about the software, this is all about
software development engineering, and that’s why it’s so hard
to hire these kids, because they want to go work in Silicon
Valley and work on apps for your iPhone. But we are fortunately in the Midwest and if a brilliant graduate goes to the
University of Michigan or Cornell or MIT or Clemson. We’ve
been very successful in recruiting these people, and the key
to the future of tools is all about the software.

Cordless replaces corded tools
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So anyhow that’s what the next gen does. The second
major breakthrough we’re launching — and this one blew our
competition and our customers away. We rolled this out last
month. We’ve launched five new tools and for the first time
we can replace continuous runtime corded tools — or for that
matter petrol or hydraulic or pneumatic. We can replace it
with a cordless alternative because the battery that we developed is so powerful. These tools are so well engineered. The
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end user picks these things up and literally they are blown
away with the performance. You know people said, “Well,
why don’t you have a flexible voltage system that goes goes
up from from 18 to 60?” Because that is primitive technology.
We have an 18-volt system and if you design it right with the
right software, you can over-engineer and deliver a better
performance than the competition.
And you just think about it for a second. Your iPhone if
you hold it up, your iPhone does more things, performs better
than the pay phone or landline than those of you and maybe my generation grew up with. Why is that? Because the
iPhone is smaller, lighter, is more expensive — because it’s all
about the software and the engineering. People think we’re a
power tool company, but we’ve become a technology company that happens to sell power tools and floor care. And when
you realize that, you will look at the multiple, and you roll
your eyes like we do and say someday somebody’s going to be
very smart and recognize the opportunity.
So anyhow, let’s look at these five tools. I know I’m enthusiastic and proud of what we’ve done because our team is
amazing and I’m trying to represent the outstanding performance and the talent we have in this company. So this is the
battery.
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This battery is better than our competition not only because it’s the first-ever 12 amp battery but also because if you
open that thing up and look at the software and electronics
inside, you’ll think you just opened up your iPad. It is a very
sophisticated device. That’s why our batteries are safer in
hazardous conditions. That’s why our batteries last longer,
they charge faster, and that’s what we harness, and harvest
more of the inherent power in our batteries than our competition does.
With that battery, we’ve ruled out five continuous runtime
tools. The first, here’s a cordless reciprocating saw, 18-volt 12
amp. And this actually not only outperforms every cordless
recip saw on the planet, but it actually outperforms our15
amp corded recip saw, which is amazing. So we have been
global leaders in recip saws forever with Milwaukee and we
have a cordless product that’s lighter than corded and outperforms corded. It’s the very best corded recip saw that we’ve
sold for years. It’s an amazing product.
Next, we have a circ [circular] saw. This is a circ saw, again,
it’s 12 amp 18-volt and one of the things our competition did a
good job of is demonstrate that in their flexible system, their
circ saw would cut faster than the size than we had before.
And so we stunned the market by launching an 18-volt circ
saw, not 60, that actually cuts faster than the 60-volt competitor. Also, the battery lasts longer. It’s got more features. It’s
more organised and easier to use and and we believe people
who are using circ saws for a living will flock to this product.
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Next, we have a table saw. This is a cordless table saw that
outperforms the other cordless table saws in the market. It’s
selling like crazy and it allows the user who is accustomed
to stationary equipment to remove the cord and take these
tools wherever the work takes them.
Here is an angle grinder. This is not a small grinder, this is
what we call a “LAG”, a large angle grinder. These products
are used on the Alaskan Pipeline, on the Malaysian Pipeline
on all sorts of offshore drilling rigs etc. This is a tool that you
use for two shifts. It’s an all-day tool, and that’s why it’s been
very difficult to get any of these users, these pipeline wildcatters, we call them, to switch to cordless. Until now.
Because you can use that product continuously in hazardous, frigid or humid and/or hot condition and it will it will
outperform corded. You don’t have the danger of electrocution. You’re not tethered to some generator which burns
petrol which makes all sorts of noise and is bad for the environment. It’s another example of how we’re pioneering this
cordless revolution.
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The most successful, and the most surprising to me,
among these five new high-performance, continuous runtime products is the chainsaw. This is a chainsaw. Of course,
it outperforms our competitor’s cordless chainsaws. That’s
kids stuff now, but with this chainsaw we will cut faster than
the world’s best-selling petrol chainsaw. This is an amazing
development.
So you don’t need to go to the Exxon station and get the
petrol, you don’t have the fumes. You don’t have the heat.
You don’t have to pull the cord [to start it]. You just push the
button and it will cut faster than the best selling gas powered
chainsaws in the world. And I think when people tried it, they
can’t believe it. If you were a naysayer, a reluctant participant
in cordless before, that product will get people to say, okay, I
give up I’m going cordless because it just blows people away.
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

WORKSHOP 2018
HBT has long had a tradition of staging events outside
of its major national conference. In its earlier days, these
were designed to be more regional events, often held
outside of major cities, so that HBT members could meet
directly with management and discuss their concerns.
As the group has grown, however, the viability of those
smaller conferences became harder to sustain. There were
so many members that it was not possible to hold enough
regional conferences to satisfy them all.
In 2016 HBT moved towards providing a single, second
event, that would include a smaller tradeshow, and access
to speakers and other information.
For 2018, HBT has advanced this concept one step
further, combining the best of the two previous minor
event formats, with a dash of inspiration from the major
event. Held over two days, instead of just one, the event
starts out with a “state of the group” talk by its CEO, Greg
Benstead. This was followed up by a series of afternoon
sessions held in several rooms on a rotating basis, so that
members could access the content that was most important to them.
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The first day then concluded with a second group meeting, where key suppliers could present, and management
could discuss important operational concerns, such as the
steering committees, and — in this case — the introduction of electronic data interchange (EDI) services. That
was followed by a pleasant social evening event on the
tennis courts of the Royal Pine Resort.
The following day was the tradeshow. Given the smaller size of that show, HBT tried out a “speed-dating” style
system where HBT members moved on a scheduled basis
between the exhibitors. The goal was to give everyone as
much exposure as possible, inviting a process of discovery.

From top: Greg Benstead opens the event;
a workshop gets started; members of the HBT
team at the social event; trade show; and Haymes new paint range at its stand.

It ended up being a very intense couple of days. If members had any regrets, it’s that not many got to make much
use of the resort facilities. No doubt HBT will continue to
evolve the format, and deliver even more value to its members through these secondary events in the years to come.
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HBT SOCIAL

It was a “racket” of an entirely different sort that HBT members and suppliers served up on
the Royal Pines tennis courts at the end of the first day sessions.

HBT SOCIAL
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HBT SOCIAL
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Good.
Safe.
Klingspor.

Klingspor
Abrasive Technology
www.klingspor.com.au

HBT BUSINESS WORKSHOP
Being in charge of a hardware buying group
as 2019 rolls around is a bit like drawing the
number for an especially large bull to ride at
the rodeo. Pretty much all you can do is smile
and look relaxed, but the truth is before too
long things are going to get interesting.
At the Hardware and Building Traders
(HBT) Business Conference on the Gold Coast
in late September 2018, HBT CEO Greg Benstead and general manager, member services
Mike LoRicco found themselves in that kind
of position. 2019 is set to be a very interesting
year for independent buying groups, as the
ongoing effects of Home Timber and Hardware Group (HTH) merging with Mitre 10
to create Metcash’s Independent Hardware
Group (IHG) continue to develop.
hnn.bz

General manager, member services Mike LoRicco
(left) and CEO Greg
Benstead standing on the
floor of the tradeshow at
HBT’s Business Workshop
event at the RACV Royal
Pines resort on the Gold
Coast, Queensland. HBT’s
leaders used the event
to define its competitive
stance, and explain its
new, expanded infrastructure. Break-out sessions
gave participants the
chance to drill-down on
specifics in their areas of
interest.

On top of that, as Bunnings crashed out of its attempt to
expand into the UK and Ireland, its parent, Wesfarmers, has
gone on an active growth path, demerging its Coles supermarket operations, and setting Bunnings on a path towards
even higher growth.
Meanwhile, the economy is undergoing a slightly delayed
shift from its previous basis in mining, agriculture and
manufacturing, to a reliance more on services and technology. While the Reserve Bank of Australia has done a great job
keeping things together up until this phase, there is little it
can do to boost the economy through the first half of 2019.
Given all that as a background, HBT has proven itself capable of finding a way to steer through this period of change
and turmoil. The path that Mr Benstead and Mr LoRicco have
chosen to follow involves combining a strong dose of strategy
and tactics, along with a determined push to strengthen the
fundamentals of HBT. This combination will help it better
survive 2019, and ready it for growth opportunities set to
arise in 2020.

Core strategy
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If you wanted to find a subtitle for the strategic content
that Mr Benstead delivered at the conference, it might well
be “How to avoid becoming collateral damage”. What he has
clearly understood — and this knowledge is surprising rare
in the leadership of independent hardware retail groups — is
that Bunnings (and other companies) are not, in any sense,
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Though not as big as the annual HBT
National Conference, the event was
well-attended by HBT members. RACV
Royal Pines is situated inland from the
coast in Queensland’s Gold Coast, and
offers a 27-hole golf course, and plentiful
amenities for families.

out to “get” independents. All that Bunnings cares about, in
a strategic sense, is continuing and increasing growth, by
finding new markets, and improving prices and efficiencies in
existing markets. In the process of doing that, it can certainly
harm independent retailers — but they are, to use a modern
term, “collateral damage”, not targeted victims.
As a consequence, what Mr Benstead understands and conveyed to HBT members in his opening address, was that what
you need to do to survive one of Bunnings’ periodic growth
surges, is to make sure that you are, strategically and in your
market orientation, not in “the wrong place at the wrong
time”.
Once you are clear that this is a good strategic goal, it’s not
really all that hard to do, as Mr Benstead showed by many of
his comments about the market. You just have to get one of
those conditions right — where you are at strategically, or the
timing — to stay on the safe side of the market.
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Probably the most laudatory part of what Mr Benstead
and Mr LoRicco had to present is that they deftly avoided the
trap that many small business groups fall into: they didn’t
press the “greed” button. It’s always tempting to promise
growth, to talk about profits, highlight canny deals and so on.
The reality, though, for the solid, professional small retailers
that make up most of HBT’s membership, is that “security”
will win out over “greed” anytime.
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HBT CEO Greg Benstead delivered a
compact, information-dense address at
the opening of the event.

The business conference
Over the past eight or nine months what we’ve seen develop at HBT is a sense of constant experimentation, as the
group tries out new things and tests some new ideas. There
have been two, really three, contributors to that. As we are all
aware, the change of leadership at HBT was in part triggered
by the sad loss of its former group manager, Tim Starkey, at
the end of 2016. However, Mr Starkey had intended to retire
early in 2017, in part due to personal circumstances, and
partly because he knew that, having shepherded the group
through years of outstanding growth, it was at a point where
it would have to enter the next stage of development and
management.
What the group realised during 2017 was that the transition would need to be slightly more than that envisioned by
Mr Starkey. HBT seems set to gain more than 1000 members
by 2022, and the way you need to manage an organisation of
that size is quite different from that needed for five or six
hundred members.
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Choosing Mr Benstead was an acknowledgement of the
need for that change. His background proved a near-ideal
mix of solid corporate experience at Woolworths, combined
with cutting edge retail experience at airports, overseas in
the Middle East, and with multinationals growing their businesses in Australia and New Zealand.
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Inside the room at one of the break-out
sessions for members. In the more initimate rooms, members were encouraged
to ask questions and raise issues, to
which HBT steering commitees could
respond directly.

The third factor that the wise heads at HBT probably detected was that the Australian home improvement industry
was about to move into a period of being shaken up. With
the failed Woolworths venture Masters Home Improvement
imploding, and Metcash scooping up HTH, things were bound
to get interesting. Add in Bunnings’ failure in the UK, and
something close to market mayhem could take place.
As Mr Benstead no doubt knows from his years of working
for a large corporation, if you want to change things as a new
CEO, the time to do that is right away, after you assume the
position. While the temptation is just to stick with the expected practice of the past, and make changes in the second
and third years, that just about never works.
As a result we’ve seen Mr Benstead moving to shake things
up right from the beginning. One reason he’s been able to
move so fast is because Mr LoRicco has been his co-manager
on many projects, acting like a personal database of the history of the past 25 years of the home improvement industry.
For those of you have not chatted with Mr LoRicco, conversations are apt to go from what is happening today, to how
the same thing was tried out eight years ago, in response to
something that happened 10 years before that. If you want
to change things, understanding that kind of history can be
vital.
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The past HBT National Conference tried out some new
ideas, and this event, its business conference, continued
the changes. Up until 2015 the “second” conference for HBT
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The Royal Pines venue provided lightfilled areas for when members needed
to take a break from the business on the
tradeshow floor.

consisted of a string of regional events, but, with growing
membership, even doing that could not really provide a “local” event for the majority of the membership. In 2016, HBT
shifted to a single, unified event, a “mini-conference”, with a
small tradeshow and a range of interesting speakers.
For 2018, Mr Benstead and Mr LoRicco changed the format up again. They returned to some of what had made the
regional conferences interesting, offering members a forum
where they could ask questions, raise issues, and both be
heard and listen to direct responses from HBT management.
This was combined with presentations about new developments in the different business areas of HBT. To deal with
the numbers attending, HBT ran a series of sessions in three
rooms, rotating the content, and giving interested members a
chance to catch up on everything that caught their attention.

The Bunnings situation
In his opening remarks, Mr Benstead devoted considerable time to discussing Bunnings, how changes at the home
improvement behemoth would affect the market, and how
HBT would position itself to avoid harm and take advantage
of any opportunities that would arise.
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He began by mentioning the category expansion at Bunnings:
At Bunnings at the moment, what they are doing, they are
adding categories, particularly in homewares, and if you go to
most Bunnings stores, they are looking like a Big W these days,
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Mike LoRicco, right, help to introduce
members of the steering committees.

or a Kmart. They’ve gone into a lot of categories that are not
traditional hardware, but growing their business is what they
are about.

Later on, Mr Benstead returned to this issue with an interesting comment:
For example, we can grow sales in categories that [Bunnings]
pioneer, so if they pioneer a category, we can jump onto it.
That seems like a small thing to say, but this is quite unusual to hear from the management of any buying group.
It has the makings of a commonsensical, highly effective
competitive strategy.
In business management terms, this is often referred to as
using the “second-mover advantage”. Some markets have a
strong “first-mover advantage”, where whoever first breaks
into a market “owns” it for some time to come. Others, however, are markets where the first-mover has to spend big to
develop the market space, and then other companies can
move into the (now established) market with considerably
less effort and expense.
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In terms of Bunnings today, one of the more obvious markets of this sort is commercial cleaning. Bunnings has worked
hard to establish itself as an outlet where commercial cleaners can purchase the products they use — which are quite
different from consumer products. For many smaller home
improvement retailers, this is a worthwhile add-on market,
as many “traditional” suppliers to this market enjoy considerable margins.
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Behind the scenes, the women of HBT
make sure that everything is working.

Mr Benstead moved on to describe other expansion effort
by Bunnings:
They continue to grow their store numbers. The most concerning aspect of that is that this includes smaller concept stores
as well, trying to get into locations that they have not traditionally been in. That is a concern to independent retailers.
He added that this kind of variation could create problems
for Bunnings in terms of administering what were really two
divergent groups of stores. Additionally, handling customer
expectations could result in some negatives for the brand, as
Bunnings is to a large extent identified with offering a wide
range of products.
One of the most important points for retailers, of course, is
Bunnings obtaining exclusivity over certain brands, or even
ranges of products within brands. The news that has highlighted this issue currently is the exclusivity arrangement
between Stanley Black & Decker and Bunnings regarding the
Irwin brand.
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Mr Benstead, however, is hopeful that most suppliers will
be open to a broader set of exclusivities:
The opportunity there, of course, is for suppliers to separate
their brands. So what they do to say, yes, this is a Bunnings
brand, but this brand is exclusive to everyone but Bunnings.
And so there is opportunities that we can get in hardware. In
every problem there is often opportunities.
As he also pointed out, there are some real examples that
do support that hope:
We lost Milwaukee [Tool], last year, but the door is now open
for Milwaukee. So we could be getting that back. What I’m
saying is that this is constantly evolving, we’re working on it.
A number of suppliers are not in Bunnings, so that is another
advantage. You find that a number of suppliers just don’t get
in the door with Bunnings, so they are more than happy to
come and talk to us. So if they want to grow their business, we
become an opportunity for them.
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As at all HBT events, the casual atmosphere encourages members to stop and
chat to each other.

The final point about Bunnings that Mr Benstead covered
was its move further into the building/construction/trade
part of the market. As he reported, according to sources that
HBT has, Bunnings is not doing well in this area, and he suggested that it could amount to more of an additional expense
than a success.

Independent Hardware Group
In commenting on IHG, Mr Benstead noted that they are
also ramping up their presence in the trade area. The real
point with IHG he made, however, was that while their specific business model is capable of generating good returns, it is
a complex and relatively expensive model (in terms of fixed
costs) to implement.
One element of that model is the use of core ranging, with
those ranges being supplied through Metcash’s own distribution channels, including warehouses. While this can deliver
some significant cost savings, due to volume guarantees, it
also creates a set of suppliers that now are non-core range —
which opens up opportunities for HBT.
Mr Benstead also noted that HBT intelligence indicates
many stores in IHG are operating under contract terms that
are set to end in early 2019. He believes this could see a number of IHG stores move over to HBT.
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Mr Benstead also pointed out that HBT really exists within
a system that consists of customers, retailers and suppliers.
Paying attention to suppliers, and delivering what they need
as well, opens up new pathways to growth:
Our suppliers generally are our best advocates. We often get
future members calling us up because the suppliers have
gone in and said “have you spoken to HBT?” That is because
we are the cheapest way to get to market for those guys, and
we will make sure we keep it that way.
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The atrium next to reception at the Royal
Pines. Though it is a little isolated unless
you have a car, the resort offers a wide
range of services, and a golf course with a
good reputation.

While that seems like a comparatively mild statement, it
has deep roots. There have been repeated complaints echoing
around the industry about the treatment some suppliers are
receiving from IHG. Again, this is a consequence of the business model. Where IHG sees supplier profits as diminishing
their own profitability, HBT believes profit should be shared.

HBT infrastructure
Outside of the competitive situation, Mr Benstead also
had much to say about how HBT is reforming itself both to
cope with its existing size, and to build the infrastructure for
future expansion.
Central to this is the formation of three business steering
groups, and one internal steering group. The three business
groups are for timber, hardware/building supplies and industrial/tools. The internal steering group deals directly with
members.
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Talking about the opportunities these groups would be
concerned with, Mr Benstead said:
[The steering group members] are all independent owners like
yourselves. So there are good opportunities to find the right
person, and work out who you should talk to about various
topics.
We want to discuss some key categories and opportunities
within that. So we will have discussions about that. We are,
obviously, going to present some ideas on how to grow, and
Mike [LoRicco] has got some things to talk about there.

Buying
One of the key areas that HBT has been
developing is in buying. This is at the forefront of the objectives the buying group
has over the coming year, according to Mr
Benstead.
What are the objectives of the next 12
months? One of the things we want to do at
HBT is to take a more professional approach
to our buying. That doesn’t mean that we
are corporatising in any way whatsoever, it
means we are just at a point where we realise
that we [need to find] new suppliers.
I think we have something like 706 members
as of yesterday. That is a lot of people to be
looking after, so as we weren’t getting into
the things we needed to be getting into, we
upgraded our buying team. We’ve put on
some new people.
With three new buyers coming on board
(though HBT lost one of its key buying
managers, Steve Fatileh, in the wake of
these changes), this is a considerable
change to the way HBT will be doing its
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With spring just around the corner,
after a long winter for most members,
the light and warmth of the Gold Coast
was welcome. Royal Pines plays to that
constantly, with walls of glass that face
out across its hectares of golf courses.

buying in the future. At the top of the list of these changes is
the appointment of Jody Vella as general manager buying.

Growing membership
With new staff coming through in the buying groups, and
the timber steering committee safely underway, HBT has
more resources freed up for increasing contact with members. As Mr Benstead stated:
We’ve got Mike [LoRicco] and Gavin [Keane] focusing more on
our member area. Steve Sanders will be working with them.
So that is an important part of meeting you guys at the store,
talking about the opportunities we’ve got.
We are also finding that, out of the woodwork, a whole lot of
paint stores are thinking about coming over to HBT, that’s an
opportunity to get more paint stores onboard.

Promotional
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One point that Mr Benstead wanted to emphasise was that
it was a good thing for members to take advantage of the
promotional opportunities that become available at certain
times. He said:
Rebates is what we are about. Rebates for members, more
sales for suppliers, because more sales for suppliers means
more sales for you guys. But ultimately one of the things we
need to do in order to improve deals is for some of you to
take advantage of the promotional opportunities that are out
there and present them to you. Then you can take advantage
of them, or not take advantage of them. So we are upgrading
at the moment, we have come up with a promotional program
across the year, so you can open up November and say “Hey,
look at what I can do in November.”
These resources are set to be provided online, where HBT
members can more easily stay up to date with what is often a
constantly changing situation.
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Talk about water traps! Whether you are
a golf fanatic, or agree with Mark Twain
that it is “a good walk wasted”, Royal
Pines offers a great space to decompress
and enjoy the sunshine.

The tools brand
Perhaps the most exciting news to come out of the HBT
Business Conference is that the ITT sub-brand of the buying
group could be launching its own range of tools, with its own
brand. While HBT is not sharing any details on this, we can
say that there was one session for ITT members that went on
for a suspiciously very long time.
All we really know is what Mr Benstead had to say in his
opening remarks:
Just as we launched H brands many years ago, it has been
very successful rolling out, we also see an opportunity for the
ITT Group to develop a tools brand as well, so we are going to
show the look of that as well to the relevant members. We will
be doing that a little later on today.
If they can bring this off, it will be not only significant for
HBT, but also for hardware industry buying groups in Australia. Own-brand tools are one of the advantages that IHG
enjoys, and is also a technique that Bunnings uses very effectively. This kind of partnership and sourcing for HBT could
have very wide significance to the overall industry.

Analysis
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What we saw emerging at this event was a clear sense of
what HBT is to become over the next four to five years of its
growth. The move to add buyers is always a risky one at any
buying group, as even experienced executives can take close
to a year to really get a good sense of the market. However,
this is an ideal time for HBT to make this move, as the industry is likely to go through something of a significant down
cycle over the next eight to ten months.
While these and other infrastructure changes are a good
sign at HBT, the best sign is that the group is taking a very
well thought-out view of its position in the market. Where
in the past there was some consideration given to trying
to equal some of the tactics of IHG in terms of driving for
ever-lower prices, the market has changed to the extent that
this is now less viable.
One major factor in this is the stronger entry of Bunnings
into the trade market. As noted above, HBT has intelligence
that Bunnings is not doing well in expanding into this sector.
HNN’s intelligence comes from different sources, and indicates that results from the Bunnings trade centres are “spiky”,
with some areas doing well and others less so. That is the pattern you would expect when Bunnings is in its “trial and test”
mode. It’s important to remember that the trade strategy was
only established in March/April 2018 at the earliest. It will not
be possible to tell how well it is doing until the results come
in for the first half of FY 2019/20 in February 2020.
One misconception about this that needs to be addressed
is about the “Trade” operations of Bunnings. Bunnings has
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two types of “Trade” operation, and they are very different.
For many years Bunnings has opened Trade warehouses near
locations such as new housing developments, which offered
builders quick access to goods in bulk. The new Trade centres are not standalone stores, but add-ons to existing stores,
which means their operating costs are much lower. (Bunnings
Hoppers Crossing, which includes a trade centre, is offering a
workshop on “Halloween Fun Night” for 31 October, for example; probably not a trade event!)
It’s also important to remember that in expanding its trade
business, Bunnings is not really seeking new customers, but
rather expanding the spend by its existing trade customers.
Conservatively, Bunnings would be responsible already for
over 50% of expenditure on poweer-tools by the trades. (No
tradie in Australia is saying “Bunnings? Never heard of it.
Maybe I should give them a go.”)
The important point, however, is that whatever effect Bunnings does have on the market, it is likely to disproportionately affect IHG stores. Figure 1 shows the price/volume curve
that HNN believes applies to a wide range of home improvement products sold through home improvement retailers.
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The top, yellow portion of the curve shows the area where
HBT typically operates, with comparatively high margins.
The blue portion shows the area where IHG operates, and the
red portion where Bunnings prices itself.
You could sum up much of the strategy at IHG by saying
the Metcash corporate division’s intent is to move as much
business as it can into the darker blue area, close to where
price begins to heavily influence volume. It still faces the significant gap between its price/volume and that of Bunnings,
but it tries to close that gap through the improved amenity
of its Sapphire store refurbishment program and expensive
promotion through outlets such as the sponsorship of “The
Block” competitive renovation TV series.
The difficulty with this strategy, of course, is that it can
actually make IHG more vulnerable to Bunnings. IHG continues to interact with the supply-chain quite far downstream,
post-design, post-manufacture,
and post delivery. This limits
its ability to do much to alter
the fundamental cost structure of its product line.
By contrast, over the past 20
years Bunnings has worked to
penetrate as far up the supply-chain as it can, including a
range of captive brands, where
it participates in the co-development and pricing of products. You need only look at the
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Figure 1: Price/demand sigmoid curve.

somewhat lacklustre efforts of IHG in kitchens, compared to
the success of the partnership between Bunnings and Kaboodle to see the difference.
HBT seems to be taking a very interesting tack in these
market conditions. It is, effectively, stepping aside, and letting
Bunnings and Mitre 10 fight it out over the price/volume area
of the market. Meanwhile it is not moving its position in the
market, but rather finding ways to make its current position
work even better.
That current position is largely about trading better margin for better service. For business customers, such as the
trades, what matters it the total cost of transaction (TCT). If
they save on cost of materials, but run into further expenses
in terms of delivery, or the performance of those materials,
then they have gained nothing.
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Mr Benstead outlined this advantage clearly, when he
suggested that working well in this area really comes down
to agility:
The impact of Bunnings is more on the less agile retailer. That
is an important point. We, as independents need to be agile.
We have to be able to find the weaknesses in our competitors,
we have to be stronger at them and service is one of them.
Every time I see a Bunnings ad, and I see some person come
in and say here is your expert in something, I look at that person serving there, and I would really prefer to have one of you
guys serving me. So that is an opportunity for us.
Building on this, one of the real insights that we saw
emerge from HBT during the conference was its clear understanding that the buying group really offers two service
groups. The first, and most important — as was reaffirmed by
Mr Benstead — is to deliver the best possible rebates it can to
its members. The second — and still a very important one —
is to help its suppliers develop efficient, reliable distribution
of products. Offering less expensive and easier market access
can be as meaningful as offering large volume orders in terms
of seeking cost concessions.
We can’t close this analysis of HBT in its current state without mentioning Mr LoRicco. Those who have been through
the process know that being the number two person during
a period of transition is one of the more difficult jobs to have.
Aside from guiding the decision making process, it is often
the number two who ends up spending the most time allocating resources in the most efficient manner possible — which
places them at the centre of not a few disputes.
It’s evident from the evolution at HBT that Mr LoRicco has
done a great job. He’s also likely to play a very important role
as industry growth picks up again through the 18 months
from August 2019 to January 2021. Pricing and margin are going to play a key part for HBT in that new market, and those
are areas of expertise for Mr LoRicco. We look forward to
seeing the new strategies he helps to formulate in the future.
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ROVER AUSTRALIA

L-to-r: Regina Reid and Martin Whitlock

Top, Pro Cut 950 Self Propelled Lawn Mower. Bottom,
the clutch brake which stops blades spinning with motor
running.

Rover Australia has just
begun its relationship with
HBT, but has already attracted a good deal of interest.
As Rover does not deal with
the other major hardware
groups, the brand offers a
real point of differentiation.
It is in particular a great
alternative for HBT retailers
to the familiar Victa brand,
which is widely available
through outlets such as
Bunnings.
Founded in the mid1950s
in Brisbane (with an office
in Melbourne as well), the
company was acquired by
US-based company MTD in
2010. It joined a number of
other well-regarded brands,
including Cub Cadet ride-on
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mowers, which are also sold
through Rover in Australia
(though mainly through its
servicing dealer network).
In addition to manufacturing a range of products for
other well-known outdoor
product brand names, MTD
acquired the Israeli company Robomow in 2017, which
makes a range of autonomous mowers.
In September 2018 Stanley
Black & Decker acquired a
20% stake in MTD, with the
option of purchasing the entire company in 2021. However, as Mr Whitlock assured
HNN on their stand, MTD
remains very much a family
company, operated with the
kind of ethics you would

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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ROVER AUSTRALIA

expect from a long-standing
association.
The range goes all the way
up to the Pro Cut 950 Self
Propelled Lawn Mower, which
features a 53cm deck, with a
196cc OHV Rover engine. It
includes a blade brake clutch
feature, which stops the cutting
blades from spinning while the
engine continues to run, making it safer to remove obstructions on the ground, or empty
the catcher.
One highlight of the company
is its well-regarded warranties,
which run to five years for all
components of the mower,
including the engine (when the
engine is also made by Rover).

With its over 60 year heritage,
Rover mowers have been designed to cope with Australian
conditions.

Zero-turn

One product Rover is very
excited about is its range of
zero-turn mowers that rely on
a steering wheel, rather than
the lap-bar arrangement used
on most competing mowers.
This provides ease of control
for operators. The mowers are
also exceptionally stable, able
to mow successfully on full 20
degree slopes.

Dealer networks

With a great new brand like
Rover, many HBT members
have been a little cautious

about introducing the product
to their stores when some of
their customers are actually
Rover service shops. As Mr
Whitlock explained to HNN,
however, while there might be
some competition over the initial sale, sales through HBT will
only help drive the repair and
parts business of existing service centres. In the end existing
dealers will greatly benefit from
an expanded fleet of Rover
mowers.

Replacing the usual lap-bars with an actual
steering wheel helps lift the Rover zero-turn
range to a new level. Rover zero-turn
mowers can cope with slopes of up to 20
degrees.
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KLINGSPOR

The team at Klingspor
HBT stalwart Gavin Keane
always has something good
to say about Klingspor. Its one
of HBT’s real success stories,
providing members with a
unique soruce of high quality
abrasive products, including
industry-leading cutting discs.
Sales are continuing to grow,
as members have embraced
the new products Klingspor has
brought to market.
Klingspor’s most recent innovation is its “diamond” range
of cutting wheels for grinders.
Klingspor constructed a factory
specifically to produce these
products.
One area where the Australian
branch of Klingspor has continued to innovate is in display
stands for retailers, which can
really help lift the profile of the
Klingspor’s most recent innovation,
the Diamond Blade

product and drive sales. In the
coming months Klingspor will
be rolling out further developments in this area. Many of the
displays are designed by Klingspor in Australia, and manufactured for them in Sydney.
The history of Klingspor’s
famous disks goes all the way
back to 1950. That is when
Klinspor produced its first highspeed, fabric bonded grinding
discs. This innovation led to a
very large increase in produc-

tivity and profitability as well
as to an effective change of
abrasive cutting technology in
the entire industry.

Klingspor offers an innovative range
of display stands for retailers.
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SIMMONDS LUMBER

Chris Hall and Matt White at the Simmonds stand

Simmonds Lumber continues
to innovate in construction materials with its SimBoard oriented strand board (OSB) product.
Overseas, especially in North
America, use of OSB has grown
over the past 20 years, rising
from 43% of the the market to
66%, displacing plywood.
Looking at the specifications for SimBoard, it’s easy
to see why. With its ability to
span joists with a 600mm gap
between centres, and for an
18mm thick sheet of flooring to
perform as well as 22mm thick
particle board, overall weight
of floor construction can drop
by 30%, with the SimBoard
itself weighing 15% less than
competing products of the
same strength. As multiple-sto-

rey buildings become more
common, it is a weight saving
that can add up to big construction costs savings.
SimBoard is also highly performant in other regards. Its
R-rating (thermal flow/insulation measure) is equal or better
than that of particle board. Its
nail retention rate is also better
than both particleboard and
MDF.
OSB is made by binding together timber “strands” using
a combination of wax and resin
(95% timber), with a press used
to solidly fuse the mixed material. SimBoard uses a non-formaldehyde-based resin, which
means that off-gassing after
construction is not a concern
(many MDF and plywood prod-

ucts continue to use formaldehyde, which is classed as a
probable carcinogen).
SimBoard is also good from
an environmental perspective. It is made of 100% fresh
pinewood from thinnings of
PEFC/FSC certified sustainable
forests, and can be purchased
with PEFC or FSC certification.
Also, where plywood requires
large-diameter trees, OSB uses
smaller trees and utilises practically the entire tree.
Simmonds has also worked
to make SimBoard as easy and
practical to use as possible,
with the material now available in the same 3600mm by
900mm sheets that particleboard is supplied in.
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SHEFFIELD GROUP

The Australian-owned, fourth
generation family business
Sheffield Group continues to
expand its products. It has
extended its Alpha brand to
multi-tool blades. These blades
use the standard open-back
fitment, which works on 95% of
the multi-tools in the market.
As you would expect from this
company, Sheffield has also
worked to improve the Alpha
product over other blades on
the market. The “nail buster”
has a tin coating to aid durability, and the “metal buster” now
has a Titanium carbide tooth,
which means it is capable of
cutting through even 8mm
threaded rod.
The sets of blades have proven to be very popular in mar-

kets such as New Zealand and
the UK, with the latter selling
16,000 per month.

Ultimax Pro
measuring tapes

Sheffield has also turned its
development skills to what
is most likely the single most
common tool for any tradie,
the tape measure. The result is
the company’s Sterling brand
Ultimax Pro measuring tapes.
The blade of the tape measure is significantly more
rigid than on most tape measures. This means the up to a
three-metre standout can be
achieved, making single-user
measuring much easier.
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LYSAGHT

L-to-r: Chris Hooper and Peter Tsambazis of Lysaght
The message from Lysaght
is that if you want to sell just
about anything steel, they are
the people to see. Lysaght is
owned by Australian steel company, BlueScope, and it is the
hardware and home improvement channel for that company.
Lysaght was the first company
to import corrugated iron to
Australis, in the 1800s, and then
commenced manufacturing in
Australia in the 1960s.
Lysaght gets rolls of steel
straight from BlueScope, and
then processes those into a
wide range of products useful to both the trades and the
home DIYer.
These products include:
roofing, gutters, fencing, wall
products, carports, pergolas,

gazebos and a range of other
helpful hardware, such as decking fixtures.
In their presentation to the
HBT workshops, Lysaght
stressed that, while some
retailers are a little reluctant to
get into steel, they’ve had great
success at the retail level, with
some stores selling high volume
of products. One
of the advantages, Lysaght says,
is that selling
steel makes a
home improvement retailers
more of a “onestop shop”, which,
as it is a comprehensive service,

can make a purchase less about
price.
Their advice for retailers is to
incorporate at least one 1.2 metre bay of Lysaght steel products in their stores. That signals
to customers they are stockists,
and can open up the conversation about what they need.

One of the main products Lysaght can help retailers with is carports.
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HAYMES PAINT
lish a big enough market presence to take
on larger paint companies, but also offering
considerable benefits
to its loyal retailers. For
independent retailers,
this means they will be
brought one step closer to being the “onestop shop” for trades
and industrial manufacturers. It also helps
them to equal some of
the paint offerings at
big-box and specialty
paint suppliers.
Among the markets
that Haymes sees these
paints opening up
for retailers are: steel
manufacturers, vehicle
body builders, trailer
makers, fencing, landscape features (pergolas and gazebos), as
well as a wide range of
“everyday” uses.
Respected independent paint company
Haymes Paints has
launched a new range
of paints for the industrial market. The
range includes quick
dry enamels, two-pack
epoxies, vinyl, acrylic
lacquers, a full range of
primers, and a complete range of accessories.
The new product
range was released
in March 2018, but it
took four full years of
careful development
before that to produce
a range of paints that
would be the equal of

the company’s better-known products in
architectural and decorative coatings.
In addition to the industrial paints, Haymes
has also launched a
range of epoxy floor
coatings. These are
are water-based, and
therefore far more environmentally friendly
than competing solvent-based products.
The aim of Haymes
is to expand its offering across the entire
spectrum of paints and
coatings. Haymes sees
this as both helping
the company to estab-
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DAYTEK AUSTRALIA

Ron van den Berg, far right, is business development and export for Daytek with colleague Richa Sharma (middle)
Daytek highlighted three of its
products at the tradeshow. Its
new and improved multifunction “Amazing Rake” is ideal for
general garden care, featuring
three modes: as a normal rake,
for scooping up mulch, and for
leaf removal during autumn. It
makes transferring leaves and
other debris from the ground
to a bag simple, as the twin
scoops grip the load. It’s constructed from polypropylene
plastic for added sturdiness,
and is hardy enough that you
can (literally) drive over it with
a vehicle without breaking it,
Daytek claim.
Daytek’s second product is
a retractable clothesline that
provides an individual retractor
for each separate drying line.

That eliminates the problems
that other, grouped line retractables have, with individual lines
stretching and becoming limp,
or tangling when they retract.
It’s a high quality clothesline
that solves a major problem for
customers at an attractive price
point, and comes with a seven-year guarantee.
The third product is a familiar one to people who know
Daytek: their very reliable
wheelbarrows. These feature
bows of galvanised steel, which
gives them fantastic longevity.
The steel provides structural
rigidity and
long-wearing
service, while
the galvanising

virtually eliminates the main
enemy of steel wheelbarrows:
rust. Added to that are durable
wooden handles, which are
stable, but flex enough to cushion jolts when a load is being
wheeled around.
They’re so tough that they’ve
proved especially popular in
locations such as Papua New
Guinea, where the hot and humid conditions can easily cause
equipment failures with less
rugged equipment.
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ITI AUSTRALIA

L-to-r: Michael Branton and Germano Tomessetti
Starting out with a team of just
three people in 1987, ITI Australia has grown to become the
largest independent wholesale
timber supplier in Australia.
The company is well-known for
developing innovative products
for the industry, in particular
Design Pine. Design Pine is a
range of structural and decorative timber products coated
with a genuine primer. This enables them to resist the onset of
decay as well as insect attack.
Design Pine is finger jointed
and/or laminated for increased
dimensional stability, making it
a reliable, safe material.
The ethos of the company is
to find solutions for problems.
Along with Design Pine, there is
ModWood, made from recycled

wood and plastic milk bottles.
It provides a good-looking
decking material, that requires
less maintenance than standard wood products, as well
as having good environmental
credentials. It comes in two
additional variants, one which
is flame resistant for use in
bushfire areas, and ModWood
Marina, which is a bigger
and stronger board for more
stressed uses.
The main problem that ITI has
managed to solve, however,
is to give the timber industry more substance when it
comes to defined products and
structured prices. In particular,
the company is a member of
organisations such as Architects
Australia, and works with archi-

tects to help with specifications,
as well as improving its products to meet the market needs.

ModWood Marina is made for stressed uses.
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VESPOL

Vespool always comes to HBT
events with unique and interesting products, and this time
was no different. What Vespool
had to offer was the “Slab-InA-Box”. This is a lightweight,
plastic and metal framework
that the average DIY handyman
(or tradie) can use to quickly
put down a slab that is 1.7m
by 0.9m. The kit includes the
reinforcing mesh, clips, and the
formwork, as well as the underlay.
To use the Slab-In-A-Box, the
reinforcing mesh is placed on
the ground, then the formwork
is clipped onto that. The underlay is positioned in the desired
location, then the assembled

unit is placed on top of that.
The handyman mixes up the
concrete, with this slab using
between seven and eight bags
of concrete mix. That is poured
into the form, is screened off,
and that is the job done.
Vespol estimates that someone experienced with the
product could put it together
in about six minutes, but a first
timer would take around 10
minutes.
The plastic formwork is not
removed, but remains attached
to the slab. It can be painted to
match the colour of gutterings
and surrounds as needed.
While the product is more
designed for the DIYer, Vespol
says that there is room for its
use by the trades as well. While
they may prefer their own formwork and pegs, one advantage
of the Slab-In-A-Box is that it
the tradie could pour the concrete, then not need to worry
about coming back afterwards.
Not having to make a return
trip could well be worth the
cost of the products.
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SABCO AUSTRALIA

L-to-r: Trevor Josefski and Andrew Graham
You would think that
by now technical solutions to mopping the
floor would have just
about all been developed — but Sabco has
added a new twist to
one of the most basic
and essential household tasks.
The Sabco Compact
Spin Mop Set consists
of a special microfibre
mop head, a handle
and specialised bucket. The concept is that
the mop is given both
a washing cycle and
a drying cycle, so that

the housecleaner can
wipe up the dirt, wash
out the microfibre mop
head with a spinning
action, then dry it with
the same spinning ac-

tion. This solves the
two problems of really
getting the dirt out of
the mop head, and
also ensuring that the
mop is as dry as possi-
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ble when the cleaner
goes back to mopping.
The action for the
cleaner is to mop, then
dunk the mop head
down into the special
bucket. Once it is immersed, it can be spun
to get rid of the dirt.
Then the mop head is
lifted up, where it clicks
into a dry position, and
it can be spun again to
remove excess water.
When the mopping
is done, the water can
be easily poured out
through the specially
moulded lip on the
bucket. This includes
a dirt filter, so that
grit and hairs are not
flushed into the drain
system.
Aside from being very
handy on the floor, the
whole system consists
of a relatively small,
round bucket, and the
mop itself. That makes
it ideal for small flats
and apartments where
storage is limited. As
the entire unit is very
light, and low effort to
use, it’s also ideal for
the elderly.
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BGC FIBRE CEMENT

Charlie Young
BGC Fibre Cement has
launched two new products
which it classifies as “next generation” fibre cement productts.
Timber Effects is a cladding
range. It is a new kind of fibre
cement cladding that provides
a range of advantages. The
cladding can be stained in the
same way timber is stained.
The timber grain is embossed
into the fibre cement and this
is enhanced when the boards
are stained or painted — so the
finished piece has the same
aesthetic effect as timber.
It is non-combustible, bringing
an added measure of safety,
especially to bushfire-prone areas. It won’t warp or twist over
time. It can be installed either
horizontally, or vertically. Two

products, Duragroove panels
and Stratum weatherboards are
offered with the timber effect.

Greystone

The other product from BGC
is Greystone. This is a finished
product that is attached to the
wall, face-fastened. Greystone
has a water repellent built into
the exposed face, which causes
the water to
bead up on
the surface,
and flow
straight
off. It is just
bolted on,
straight
up. No
painting, or
finishing is
required.

While the product is designed
as external cladding on residential and commercial buildings, its modern “industrial”
look means it has also been
used in high-style areas such as
in-store fittings and restaurants.

Timber Effects looks remarkably like wood when stained.
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PARAMOUNT SAFETY PRODUCTS
with other elite athletes, Mr Bird set about
developing a drink that
would do for workers
what various sports
drinks did for athletes.
After an arduous process of research and
trials, the team arrived
at the optimum formula and THORZT was
born. Among other advantages, THORZT has
a low sugar content
and includes essential
amino acids.
In addition to providing a wide range
of safety products,
Paramount also offers
training for retailers. By
informing distributors,
they are better able to
target markets where
Paramount products
are needed. Paramount
also helps retailers to
develop their stocking
and sales strategies so
that they can maximise
returns.

Ryan Templteton and Darren Cook
Paramount Safety
Products is an Australian-owned, family
business that has been
around for 25 years. It
provides four different
lines of safety equipment: personal protective equipment, boat
safety, personal hydration, and site safety,
including dangerous
goods storage.

One of the company’s
unique products is
THORZT, a rehydration
drink designed specially for high-stress
workplaces in Australia. The product owes
much of its development to Tim Bird, the
managing director
of Paramount Safety
Products. He is also an
elite Kayaker, holding

the record
for the WA
Avon Decent, as well
as representing Australia at the
2001 World
Championships in
Flatwater
Kayaking.
Working
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HARDWARE AUSTRALIA

Scott Wiseman, left, is the executive officer for Hardware Australia
Hardware Australia continues
to work at advancing roles in
the home improvement industry as a career for young people, while also working to unify
independent retailers across
Australia.
One of its most popular innovations has been its Certificate
III in hardware retailing. This
is available with three different specialty areas: hardware,
timber and nursery. The course
consists of 13 units to be completed in less than 18 months,
with eight core units and five
electives. The full course costs
just $2650.
According to Hardware Australia’s executive officer, Scott
Wiseman:
The beauty of it is that it can be deliv-

ered in a whole range of different ways.
So there is face-to-face, online learning
and correspondence based as well. So
it can be delivered everywhere across
the country. In most cases it will be
subsidised by government subsidies —
where they are applicable.
Mr Wiseman also calls attention to the association’s Rising
Stars program. This takes place
along with National Hardware
Week, which is typically held in
March or April in Melbourne.
This is a week-long program in
Melbourne, where the rising stars from
each state get flown in, to spend a
week in Melbourne. They go through
some leadership training, and go
through industry tours of some of the
biggest stores.
Every year I’m surprised by the rising
stars as they come on through. Their

eyes sort of get bigger and bigger, as
the week goes on, because they see so
much more.
They go through the IHG distribution
centre, they go through a number of
head offices for different organisations, they also go through the Dulux
innovation centre. So they see what is
happening, technologically as well in
the industry, the advancements.
That is what we need to talk about
with people coming into the industry.
It is not just boring old hardware.
Even in the smallest store you have
20,000 SKUs, and those products are
continually changing. There is so much
technology advancement.
People interested in the Certificate III course can contact
Hardware Australia on 1800 44
55 22, or email Mr Wiseman
on training@hardwareaustralia.
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GUTTER PROTECTOR AUSTRALIA

Michael Siluca, director, Gutter Protector Australia
For being one of the simplest elements
of household plumbing, it’s surprising
how often roof gutters end up causing
problems. They are a prime source of longer-term damage, with blocked gutters
leading to expensive damage.
Usually that is due to ineffective maintenance. A new product from Gutter Protector Australia (GPA) could help the change
that situation.
Regular “gutter guard” gratings screw
onto gutters. While they do an OK job
at fending off leaves, seeds typically fall
through, find a base in some silt, and begin to germinate
It will likely be popular not only with
homeowners, but also with tradies doing
property maintenance, as it greatly simplifies upkeep. Price to consumers will be
somewhere between $15 and $16 per
strip.
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ON THE FLOOR
DETAIL/RETAIL

Detail/Retail’s retail designer, Melissa Guthrie, spoke at
the afternoon session on the
first day of the workshop. She
began her talk by outlining
some of the advantages that
store redesign could bring to
retailers:
Today I am going to talk about the
physical space, changing the physical
space, and why you should change
the physical space. It is to generate
money. It is to change the perception of your business, to change the
customer expectations, to increase
the stock-turn, to reduce stock that is
carried, and understand the stock. To
be relevant, to be current, own your
customer, predict where your customer
is headed, to compete, in the physical
store and online, and find what makes
you different.
So I am talking about physical
change, from a full retrofit, to a partial
retrofit, to a re-lay, right through to
cosmetic changes that you can physically make within your store to actually
really change your business.
And the beauty of HBT is that you are
all unique, and you all have a different
opportunity to sell and to relate to your
customers.
She went on to show some
of the work that the company

MAKITA

has done at the H Hardware
store in Whittlesea, to the north
of Melbourne, and a range of
other locations throughout
Australia.
Ms Guthrie’s point is that
Detail/Retail is not about making retail spaces look “nice”,
but rather designing retail
spaces that aid both the retailer
and the customer.
What Detail/Retail argues is
that, essentially, much of the
capex investment in fixed store
assets is basically “lazy”: the
stores just aren’t working hard
enough, and expected return
on the capex doesn’t eventuate. This gets retailers locked
into an unfortunate circular
investment strategy: as the
fixed assets are underperforming they limit investment even
more, which makes the assets
further underperform. Wash,
rinse, repeat.
Detail/Retail can help
stores break
out of the
cycle, and find
better investements for
capex.

Makita Australia continue to
push their range of outdoor
cordless equipment powered
by dual 18-volt batteries. The
company is offering consumers a range of special offers,
including bonus blowers, and
a bonus 5 amp-hour battery
offer.
Meanwhile, in the US Makita
has received an award from
big-box retailer the Home Depot for innovation, calling out
its 18-volt sub-compact range,
which combines the power
of a full 18-volt cordless tool,
with a size closer to that of a
12-volt tool. Makita’s expanding sub-compact line includes
drills, impact drivers, impact
wrenches, reciprocating and
circular saws, with more solutions on the way.

Melissa Guthrie
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ON THE FLOOR
BREMICK

HUME DOORS

Bremick has been around
since 1965 and has remained a
family-owned business. It was
founded by Michael Hawksford
in a small warehouse in Alexandria, Sydney. The company
today has three core divisions,
providing wholesale products to the Industrial, Roofing,
Building, Construction, Petrochemical and Retail Trade
markets. With 12 distribution
centres, including three manufacturing locations and two
Quality Control laboratories, it
provides acess to its products
across Australia, New Zealand
and Asia. The company boasts
that, the vast majority of Australia’s skyscrapers, bridges,
major mining and critical infrastructure projects have been
constructed using at least some
of its products.

Hume Doors has added to its
door lines, with one of its latest
ranges tapping into the popularity of “barn doors”. These
sliding doors offer a rustic
aspect of exposed runners,
while providing a means of
making better use of space in
contained areas such as apartments.
Hume’s Frontier Barn Door
Sliding System incorporates an
architecturally designed track
system of the highest quality,
the company says. The Frontier
range offers a classic barn door
look with exposed steel straps.
Nylon wheels allow for smooth
running along a flat bar track.

The original Bremick company premises.

STRIVEN

The Striven POS solution has
been developed over 15 years,
with a focus on capabilities
which enable hardware retailer
customers to achieve more.
The software is supported by
the company’s business consulting practice. Striven says it
can help identify and deliver
value into areas of a hardware
retail business to help them
achieve better results.
The Striven POS solution
includes:
•Process all transaction types,
including quotes
•Easy to use interface
•Applied discounts automatically
•Ability to perform online or in
offline mode
•Powerful search functionality
•Ability to auto email transactions of all types
•Fast traffic monitoring and
register balancing
•Full security management by
employee
•Full audit functionality in all
modules
•Management control of all
modules
•Margin management system
•Marketing contact database
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.
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• Online investments at Ace
Hardware

• Stanley releases
its version of
Craftsman tools

• Lowe’s gets retail
revamp
• Delivery focus at
Home Depot

Home Depot is
meeting the needs of
shoppers’ “need it now”
mentality and has
begun express sameday and next-day local
delivery to 35 major
metropolitan areas
across the US. This service is for online orders
made before noon on
more than 20,000 of its
most popular items.
Products include anything from Halloween
decorations to power
tools, that can arrive
by van or car the same
day, starting at a cost
of USD8.99.
To use the service,
customers simply
choose “Express
Delivery from Store”
through the website
homedepot.com or
The Home Depot app,
where available.
Mark Holifield, Home
Depot’s executive vice
president of supply
chain and product
development, believes
customers “want it
cheap, but also want it
to be quick”. He adds:
We set an overarching
goal for our supply
chain to be the fastest,
most efficient delivery
in home improvement.
The big box retailer
is partnering with
start-up car and van
providers, Roadie and
Deliv to offer the new

delivery options
for smaller items
and to quicken
the shopping
process. It is
continuing to
expand its supply
chain network
for faster shipments of large
bulk deliveries.
Retailers are
realising that to
compete with
Amazon they
need to speed
delivery of online
orders, especially because web
purchases are
often the fastest-growing part
of their business.
Online revenue
for Home Depot
grew more than
20% in this year’s
first half.

customers to pick up
online purchases at
the closest location to
Many retailers are
avoid shipping fees. It
using stores to create
has also given physical
an omnichannel netlocations added value.
work, because they are
David Schick, director
already closer to their of research for Concustomers than large
sumer Edge Research,
distribution centres
told Bloomberg:
that tend to be on the
...This is the next
outskirts of cities or in iteration of giving
rural areas.
consumers choice. If
Using stores as disthis decade proves anytribution centres has
thing, it’s that consumcreated options that
ers want control and
Amazon can’t replichoice.
cate, such as enabling
But these kinds

Delivery points
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of deliveries can be
inefficient and costly,
with trucks not filled
to capacity and taking
longer in congested
city streets. That’s
where start-up businesses like Roadie and
Deliv come into play.
They’ve created Uberlike online platforms
that crowdsource
delivery from drivers
who are independent
contractors.
While that helps recontinues next page
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Lowe’s Companies
CEO Marvin Ellison
outlined his plan
to better customer
service, improve
profitability and cut
costs at the home improvement chain while
presenting at the 25th
Annual Global Retailing Conference in New
York, sponsored by
Goldman Sachs.
He delivered a clear
message about what
the company needs to
do to improve Lowe’s,
become more efficient
and get the best performance out of capital
invested in the retailer.
One of the stories
he told during the
conference dealt with
a conversation with a
Lowe’s store associate
about an “endcap,” or a
unified display of products at the end of one
of the many aisles of
merchandise inside the
retailer’s 2,300 stores.
It’s a prominent place
where Lowe’s and oth-

er retailers show their
best, most innovative
or most profitable
products.
Mr Ellison asked the
employee about the
endcap that wasn’t
getting many visits
by customers as they
shopped through the
store. The employee
responded, “I love it
because we never have
to touch it”.
Mr Ellison seized on
the comment, telling
the employee that
endcaps needs a lot
of attention if they
are accomplishing
their goal of shoppers
taking items from the
displays and purchasing them.
He said the employee
responded that, “Yes,
that is another way of
looking at it”. The participants at the retail
conference laughed at
the associate’s reply to
the CEO.
Mr Ellison said that
illustrates what the

retailer needs to do:
get more productivity (sales) out of each
square foot in the
stores.
We’re looking at
every endcap. We need
to look at what’s the
productivity that’s
being generated and
what changes we need
to make…
He wants to “shift
the payroll to service”
which means taking
store employees away
from the day-to-day
tasks and freeing them
up to serve customers.
That involves doing

time and motion studies on employee tasks
to devise a best-practices way of doing such
jobs as unloading merchandise from a truck,
redoing or “resetting”
merchandise from the
shelves and replacing
it with other products
and the simple matter
of ringing up store
purchases. Mr Ellison
said:
You can’t improve
service without simplifying the process.
We need to take those
hours (from day-to-day,
non-customer-related

duties) and move them
to the sales floors.
Other changes coming to Lowe’s stores
include moving the
process of appliance
deliveries from the
stores to regional “consolidated fulfillment
centers” located around
the US. The first of
those centres opens
this fall in Tennessee.
Mr Ellison said:
For appliances, we
need to take that burden off the stores. That
will be a game changer

stream network, which
will move product from
stores and distribution
centres direct to customers’ homes or job
sites. And what we’re
building out is a direct
fulfillment capability
to handle all the variety of products that we
sell in the project business in home improvement. That’s everything
from a small package
that can be delivered in
a car, for example, to a

pallet of product that
needs to be delivered on
a flatbed…in a particular location on a job
site.
https://goo.gl/j3yHR2
https://goo.gl/zi4ZdP

continues next page

Home Depot delivery (cont.)
duce costs, Mr Holifield
said the retail giant
isn’t passing all of the
delivery expense to
customers. Thanks
to its size — USD100
billion in annual revenue and rising — the
company can afford to
subsidise some of it.
He said:
Delivery can be expensive. What we look
at is delivery helping us
to make stronger customer relationships.

Supply chain
investment

dent and CEO Craig
Menear recently said
at the Goldman Sachs
The expansion of its 25th Annual Global
delivery offerings is
Retailing Conference:
part of the company’s
About USD1.2 billion
ongoing supply chain
will go into our supply
upgrade. This investchain over the next five
ment calls for addition- years that will allow us
al direct fulfillment
to essentially move to a
centres and more than same day, next day net100 new distribution
work for roughly 95%
sites to further extend of the US population.
delivery speed and
...the majority of that
reach.
investment actually
Home Depot presigoes into the down-
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The Craftsman brand
has introduced 1,200
redesigned tools and
products made by
Stanley Black & Decker
(Stanley). The latest
range includes categories such as power
tools, equipment and
accessories, hand tools,
storage and organisation solutions, lawn
and garden power
equipment, mechanic
and automobile tools.
This line of products is the result of
Stanley’s purchase of
Craftsman from Sears
Holdings Corporation
last year. When Stanley bought the Craftsman brand, the deal al-

expect that these tools
meet the highest performance standards.
Under the deal, Sears
will benefit from
Craftsman tools sold
by Stanley, which will
pay royalties for 15
years.
In addition to the
opportunity to expand
Craftsman’s reach,
Stanley saw an opportunity to update the
brand’s look and feel,
though the red colour
scheme will remain, Mr
Perra said.
Among the revamped
products is a battery
lowed both companies through Lowe’s and
that can be removed
continue making and
Ace Hardware stores.
from a drill and
selling products under Metal storage prodinstalled in a lawn
the Craftsman label. It ucts will go on sale on mower, eliminating the
also gave Stanley the
Amazon later this year, pull start that makes
right to sell Craftsman with more added in
it easier for users. The
products outside of
2019.
battery also can be
Sears.
Competing versions used for other garden
That means a Crafts- of a brand sounds like tools.
man cordless power
a recipe for customer
Other updated tools
drill or red metal
confusion, but Stanley is a new Craftsman
toolbox can come from spokesman Tim Perra wrench, with its 27
either Sears or Stanley, said the company isn’t tooth gear design
depending on where
concerned.
increased to 120 teeth.
it’s purchased. US conBoth companies
And 30 Craftsman
sumers will continue
have agreed to a set
drills are smaller, lightto see Sears’ version of of brand standards
er and feel better in the
Craftsman in Sears and and guidelines, Sears
hand.
Kmart stores, as well
spokesman Larry
Stanley also wanted
as Sears Hometown
Costello said.
to make more Craftsand Outlet.
Regardless of where
man products in the
Stanley’s take on the the product was purUS, though it wasn’t a
brand are being sold
chased, customers can response to the Trump

administration’s
protectionist trade
policies or an effort to
avoid tariffs, Mr Perra
said.
In an interview with
The Street.com, James
Loree, Stanley chief
executive officer said
“one of the strategies
behind rebooting
Craftsman is to revitalise the products and
make as many (of)
them in America as
possible”.
We ended up simply
buying the brand
because the products
had been left to devolve
over time to the point
where they weren’t
high-quality, respectable products they
once were. They had
migrated from made
in America to virtually
everything being made
in China and Mexico.
Initially, 40% of the
products will be made
in America, with the
share rising to 70%
over the next few
years, Mr Loree said.
https://goo.gl/ZfDtTc
https://goo.gl/6YfSAZ
https://goo.gl/ASd28y

Lowe’s retail model (cont.)
for us.
END-QUOTE
This will free up
space in the stores,
allowing more time for
staff to serve customers in-store and giving

those employees more
customer-facing time
to answer their DIY
questions.
Mr Ellison also talked
about another way to
make employees more

productive in the store
as an effort toward
boosting a store’s productivity. He wants the
deliveries to the stores
from Lowe’s distribution centres to be
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divided up by the store
departments where
they will be delivered.
Doing that will “reduce the time by 60%
to 70%” for stocking
the shelves at your

neighbourhood Lowe’s,
he said.
We then take those
hours and move them
to the sales floors.
https://goo.gl/ciU4BL
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Ace invests in supply chain and digital
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Ace Hardware reported record second
quarter revenues of
USD1.59 billion, an
increase of USD95.5
million, or 6.4%, from
the second quarter of
2017. Net income was
USD54.8 million for
the second quarter of
2018, an increase of
7.2% from the second
quarter of 2017. Same
store sales were up
3.3%. President and
CEO, John Venhuizen,
said:
We continued to see
revenue growth across
all of our business
units in the second
quarter, with the strongest results coming
from our local owners
in the domestic business which increased
almost 6%. And I’m
delighted with our 7.2%
net income growth
despite the expense
pressures from our
material investments
in both our wholesale
infrastructure and our
digital expansion. We
successfully shipped
our first order from our
new 1.1 million square
foot retail support
centre…and launched
our new hyper-localised Acehardware.com
website…which was
up 34% in the second
quarter.
Mr Venhuizen told
the Fox Business
channel that the company is having success
taking on Amazon. He
said:
Don’t misunderstand.
We all know Amazon

is the most disruptive
company in human
history. But there is
a desire of ours to
be owning the home
preservation business
— and a lot of that
has to do with feel and
touch. And we are sort
of blessed that tends to
be a little bit more insulated from the convenience of commoditised
one-click ordering.
Ace Hardware currently operates 5,161
stores worldwide. It
opened 39 new domestic stores in the second
quarter and closed 34
stores. The company’s
total domestic store
count was 4,423 for the
second quarter, which
was an increase of 66
stores from the second
quarter of 2017. On a
worldwide basis, Ace
added 59 stores in the
It ranked first in
second quarter of 2018 scores for many of the
and cancelled 35.
store attributes that
matter most to con“Most helpful”
sumers, including value for the price, store
The Illinois-based
cleanliness, checkout
hardware cooperative speed, store layout and
also topped a recent
merchandise availabilsurvey about US
ity.
consumers’ favourite
Respondents, with
home improvement
64% identifying themchains.
selves as DIY enthuIn a new Market
siasts and 68% saying
Force Information poll they’ve watched a DIY
of more than 4,000
tutorial video, especonsumers, Ace earned cially love Ace’s loyalty
a score of 68% on the
program, at 70%. And
composite loyalty
while Lowe’s ranks
index, far exceeding
second by that meathat of competitors
sure and has invested
Menards (57%), Lowe’s heavily in promoting
(54%), Home Depot
MyLowes, its score was
(53%) and Walmart
just 28%.
(36%).
Brad Christian, chief
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customer officer for
Market Force, highlighted what may
cause a retailer like Ace
to score markedly better than competitors in
surveys:
Service is of the
utmost importance in
any retail situation,
but particularly in the
larger-format stores
that are commonplace
in home furnishings
and home improvement. The customer
experience relies on
being able to find what
you need and someone
to help. Otherwise
customers can quickly
become frustrated and
that can lead retailers
to a missed sale.
The Market Force

survey was conducted
online in June 2018.
The survey represented a cross-section of
the four US Census
regions and reflected
a broad spectrum of
income levels, with
55% reporting annual
household incomes of
more than USD50,000.
https://goo.gl/rTsdLz
https://goo.gl/U4ubtZ
https://goo.gl/wBMN7A
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For the past five
years, social media
platform Pinterest has
been helping Lowe’s
customers visualise
home improvement
projects by serving up
products or collections
that appeal to them
based on their Pinterest profile interests.
Now the retailer will
be adding transaction
data to customer Pinterest profiles so it can
suggest products as
advertising, according
to Digiday.
Transaction history
will further personalise suggestions for
customers based on
data. For example, if
the home improvement retailer knows a
customer repeatedly
purchases living room
furniture, it can offer
up pins that align with
these interests.
The retailer wouldn’t
say if the test would be
applied to all customers who are Pinterest
users or a selected
group of them, but
Lowe’s is growing
Pinterest as a product
discovery tool to learn
more about customers’
future intent — a way
to target sponsored ads
and content as it builds
its relationships with
customers and prospects. Shannon Versaggi, vive-president of
targeted marketing at
Lowe’s, said:
One of the things
we’re exploring is the
value of sharing our
transactional data.

We think there’s an
opportunity to better understand the
customer journey using
that combined data,
to show interest and
inspiration and when
they pull the trigger to
buy.
Lowe’s plans to
test the addition of
transaction data with
customer Pinterest
profiles in 2019. It is
also partnering with
a location-based data
provider to test the
relationship between
Pinterest interactions
and traffic to physical
stores.
Retailers that are selling or marketing home
improvement projects
to consumers are
increasingly looking to
Pinterest to assess and
build customer intent

to purchase products.
In June, Home Depot
rolled out a feature
called “Shop the Look”
that lets customers
peruse through curated Pinterest boards
that suggest and pair
products of interest to
customers.
For Lowe’s, Pinterest
stands out among platforms because customers keep coming back
to it as they plan their
projects. According
to Ms Versaggi, many
customers who use
Pinterest look at the
boards months later
— a strong signal of
future intent.
Customers on Pinterest are also more likely
to click through ads.
For example, Lowe’s
said customers on
Pinterest have a 20%
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higher click-through
rate on shoppable pins
compared to the average rate from Pinterest
campaigns.
While customers
searching on Amazon or Google likely
already have an idea of
what they’re searching for, Pinterest lets
customers get creative with design and
conceive of ideas even
though the purchase
may take place months
after the initial Pinterest exploration.
While customers
don’t directly convert
from initial interactions on Pinterest, it’s
an early indicator of
future intent that’s
measurable and where
customer journeys can
be mapped. Pinterest
also has the added ben-

efit of not presenting
sponsored pins or ads
in an obtrusive manner for the customer.
Instead, it is just seen
as part of the product
discovery process.
Despite the brand
lift with Pinterest, the
challenge is to generate
the level of interaction
to ultimately build a
noticeable bump in
sales. Lowe’s Pinterest
page has more than
three million followers
and 10 million monthly
viewers, according to
the company.
https://goo.gl/eAcCz5
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US distributor of commercial and residential plumbing, waterworks and heating and cooling equipment
(HVAC), MORSCO has acquired Ott Distributors,
through its subsidiary MORSCO HVAC Supply. Texas-based MORSCO is owned by Australia’s Reece Group.
In the transaction, all Ott Distributors staff and its
location in South Carolina will operate under the Ott
Distributors/MORSCO HVAC Supply brand. This will
be the first MORSCO HVAC Supply branch on the East
Coast.
Ott Distributors has been serving Charleston and the
surrounding area with parts and equipment for more
than 40 years.
MORSCO launched the MORSCO HVAC Supply brand
in April 2018 to better focus its HVAC operations. Jim
Mishler, president, MORSCO HVAC Supply, said:
The acquisition of Ott Distributors establishes our
presence on the East Coast, where we see a large, attractive opportunity to expand and reach new customers....
We are excited to continue our growth strategy within
our organic markets as well as expand into new markets
via additional acquisitions and new locations.
https://goo.gl/b5v1UH

FREE

Click to subscribe
or go to:

http://goo.gl/lHPt57
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Home and DIY retailer B&Q announced it
will move an additional
1750 staff to “customer-facing colleagues
on shop floors”, a move
which will mean overnight operations will
be scrapped.
Stock replenishment
will now be carried out
during the day by the
extra staff on the shop
floor, so that overnight
shift management and
supervisor roles will
be cut, along with the
higher hourly rate.
The retailer stated
that it would offer “colleagues in overnight
replenishment roles
the opportunity to take
a new daytime replenishment role instead,
though we recognise
that not all of them
may want to take up
these new positions”.
B&Q retail and property director Paul Crisp
added:
The overall impact of
the proposals will be to
improve our customers’
shopping experience in
our stores…The changes in replenishment
would mean…improving stock availability
and customer service
throughout the day.
In addition, we
are creating greater
consistency in the way
we operate our stores,

removing duplication
for 17 years, holding a
of tasks and improving number of positions
efficiency…
across Castorama
France, including operSenior manageational roles and then
ment reshuffle
four years as finance
director. Other roles
Parent company,
have included finance
Kingfisher also made
director of B&Q UK &
a number of senior ap- Ireland and CEO of Bripointments across the co Depot Romania. He
business, with former took over the CEO role
Screwfix CEO, Graham at B&Q UK & Ireland
Bell taking up the helm in 2017 and, since then,
of B&Q UK & Ireland.
has successfully led
The home improvethe business through a
ment group revealed
significant number of
that current B&Q boss changes.
Christian Mazauric has Mr Bell will be rebeen appointed CEO
placed by Kingfisher
of Kingfisher in France group digital director
to replace Marc Tenart John Mewett. Mr Bell
who has decided to
has spent 20 years
step down from his
at Kingfisher, during
role.
which time he has
The move, which
been B&Q operations
became effective on
director and HR direcOctober 1, has set in
tor. He made the move
motion a number of
to Screwfix in 2006,
other changes across
where he led opersenior management.
ations and property beMr Mazauric has
fore his appointment
worked at Kingfisher
to CEO last year. At
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Screwfix, he has overseen the rapid roll-out
of the store network,
opening 60 stores a
year, on average, for
the past five years.
John Mewett is the
new boss at Screwfix, and has spent 10
years with Kingfisher,
starting his career
at Screwfix in 2008
as marketing and IT
director. During this
time he played a significant role in its growth
and, most recently, has
been leveraging the
group’s digital capability across the other
business units.
https://goo.gl/9qFk2F
https://goo.gl/uoX1Pn
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Tools and building
supplies retailer to
the trade, Toolstation has expanded
its partnership with
marketing platform
company Emarsys to
include “personalised
direct mail and link
a physical channel to
its digital marketing
strategy”. The deal will
see Toolstation use
the Emarsys Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to
support its direct mail,
email, and SMS marketing strategy.
It will unify its online
and offline customer
databases to deliver a
“seamless cross-channel customer experience”.
The news comes just
weeks after it was
reported that over 52%
of UK shoppers believe
that retailers need to
offer a more seamless
experience between
online and offline
commerce to retain
their custom. This was
one of the key findings
from a survey of 1,000
shoppers, conducted
by e-commerce agency,
PushON, which stated
that retailers should
invest in technology
that enables a better
omnichannel experience, according to diy.
net.
Toolstation customers can buy online,
through a dedicated
UK call centre, via a
mobile website or at
over 300 branches.
Customer information
is captured both in-

store and online so the
company can consolidate this data to get a
clear view of its target
audience.
Data consolidation
is critical to enable a
more coordinated marketing strategy across
different channels.
Using the Emarsys
Offline Mail, Toolstation can also pre-set
and optimise its direct
mail marketing as part
of wider multi-channel campaigns. Greg
Richardson, head of
marketing at Toolstation, said:
With all our customer data now in one
place, we have a deeper
understanding of the
level of engagement
we’re achieving across
various channels, and
the different types of
campaigns our customers like to see. Consol-

idating our
data into one
platform was
always going
to be a huge
priority for us
in a post-GDPR
(General Data
Protection Regulation) world,
and Emarsys
will enable us
to be responsible custodians
of all the information we hold.
Emarsys manages
over 350 million daily
interactions while
analysing 3.9 billion
consumer records and
2.5 million purchase
events. It integrates
customer intelligence,
personalisation, predictive recommendations
and omnichannel marketing at scale, across
all devices and social
channels into a single
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cloud-based marketing
platform. Grant Coleman, vice-president
and market director –
UK at Emarsys, said:
Direct mail is one
of the most powerful
tools in a multichannel
marketing strategy,
due to its unique ability
to drive and strengthen relationships with
customers.
!We’re delighted to
expand our partnership to help Toolstation

get a 360-degree view
of their customers and
run more efficient and
tailored marketing
campaigns across
email, SMS and direct
mail.
https://goo.gl/UjgHL2
https://goo.gl/k2NWUR
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• Houzz survey
indicates more
renovation planning

The annual Houzz &
Home Australia survey
of more than 7200
respondents indicates
that half of homeowners using the online
platform have plans to
renovate their home
(57%) in 2018. Houzz
principal economist,
Nino Sitchinava, Ph.D.,
said:
All of the evidence
from our research
points to 2018 likely
being another robust
year for the home
improvement industry.
Recent buyers and
long-term homeowners alike are keen on
investing in major projects like kitchens and
bathrooms and they’re
validated by the value

these projects have
brought to their homes.
While improving a
home’s design or functionality are the top
considerations during
renovations (74%
each), increasing the
home’s resale value is
an important renovation consideration for
nearly half of renovating homeowners (46%).
(Information gathered
from the 2017 Australia
Houzz & Home Renovation Trends Study.)
Eight in 10 homeowners believe their renovation had a positive
impact on home value
(80%), and nearly half
of homeowners believe
that their home value
has increased by at
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least the full amount
of the project cost
post-renovation (37%).
Other top findings
include:
• More Deliberate
Planning and
Budgeting. Over
the past two
years, homeowners have become
more deliberate
in planning and
budgeting for
renovations and
were seven per
cent more likely
to set a budget
in 2017 than in
2015 (74 and 67%
respectively).
• Plumbing and
Electrical Top
System Upgrades.
Homeowners pri-

oritised plumbing
and electrical
over any other
system during
renovations (32
and 31% respectively). First-time
homebuyers are
twice as likely to
upgrade electrical
systems during
renovations as
long-term homeowners (52 versus
25% respectively).
• Home Professionals in High
Demand. Over
nine in 10 renovating homeowners
chose to hire a
home professional
for renovation
continues next page

news
Hard Yakka campaign stars “real” tradies
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Workwear retail
brand Hard Yakka
portrays its customers as tough male
tradesmen who “won’t
take any crap” in its
latest campaign. It
features outdoor ads
using black and white
photography to show
tradesmen as tough
working men. There
are no female tradies
in sight.
With a rich history
spanning 90 years,
Hard Yakka stays true
to its heritage with
the new tagline “A
History of Hard”. Liesel
D’Souza, brand and
marketing manager
at Workwear Group,
explains:
Workwear is a badge
of honour, and Hard
Yakka knows how to
make tough look good.

Hard Yakka isn’t just
workwear, it is a work
ethic and a way of life.
We make Aussie workers feel like legends –
because they are.
The new Hard Yakka
brand campaign
features real tradies
hard at work. These
guys are hard as nails
and expect the same
from their workwear.
When you make clothes
for guys like these
you know they won’t
take any crap. They
see straight through
pretentious advertising
and have no time for
posturing.
They walk down
gangplanks not catwalks. Above all, they’ll
not stand for clothes
that don’t work. This is
workwear after all.
END-QUOTE

The new brand strategy comes at a time
when the workwear
market is undergoing
a significant shift. Ms
D’Souza said:
We have seen an
interesting shift in the
workwear market over
the past few years. The
new breed of tradie is
much more style conscious and has more
disposable income.
They are proud of the
quality of their work,

and they are looking
for clothes which are
not just durable and
functional, but also
look good.
Hard Yakka is one of
Australia’s most iconic
and respected brands,
so it is important we
stay true to our authentic industrial roots
whilst also responding
to changes in customer
demands.
Hard Yakka is part of
the Workwear Group,

a subsidiary of the
Wesfarmers Industrials Division.
The national campaign was created by
Brand Council and Extension 77 and includes
outdoor, radio and
digital channels.
https://goo.gl/KBUzjp
https://goo.gl/xH2qQm

architects, interior designers and decorators,
building designers and
construction firms.
Its business is about
providing people
with what they need
to improve their
homes from start
to finish – from an
online platform or
mobile device. Houzz
Houzz has over 17
connects millions of
million photos of pro- homeowners, home
fessionally designed
design enthusiasts and
interiors and exteriors, home improvement
including completed
professionals. With
kitchen and bathroom the largest residential
projects, and more
design database in the
than 2.1 million active world and a highly
home improvement
engaged communiprofessionals including ty empowered by

technology, Houzz is
regarded as the easiest
way for people to find
inspiration, get advice,
find products and hire
professionals. Headquartered in Palo Alto,
Califorinia, Houzz has
international offices in
Sydney, London, Berlin,
Moscow and Tokyo.
For more information,
visit:
https://www.houzz.
com.au/

Renovation planning: Houzz
needs (92%). Repeat homebuyers
are the most likely
to seek professional assistance
(94%), followed by
long-term homeowners and firsttime homebuyers
89 and 88%,
respectively).

home renovation in
2017 and 2018. It covers
a wide range of renovation projects in 2017,
from interior remodels and additions to
home systems, exterior
upgrades and outdoor
projects. Data gathered
includes historical
and planned spends,
professional involveAbout the survey ment, motivations
and challenges behind
The annual Houzz
building, renovation
& Home survey is the
and decorating projlargest survey of resects, as well as planned
idential remodelling,
activities for 2018.
building and decoratThe Houzz & Home
ing activity published. Survey was sent to regThe latest version is an istered users of Houzz
overview of Australian Australia and fielded

in March-April 2018. It
provides insights into
the home improvement activity of the
more than 40 million
monthly unique users
of the Houzz site and
mobile apps.
The full Australian
report is available here:
https://goo.gl/dstZfu
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news
Kennard family business award

The Kennard family. Kennards Hire is a third-generation
family-owned and operated business with a network of
over 170 branches and more than 1,600 employees in Australia and New Zealand. Its current CEO is Andy Kennard’s
son, Angus.
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through investment,
employment opportunities and community
activities. When you
spend money with a
family-owned business,
it helps our communities. And that’s a great
thing to do.
According to FBA,
there are more than
1.4 million family run
businesses in Australia,
making up 70% of all
businesses nationally.
The sector is worth
approximately $4.3
trillion and the average
(l&r) Andy Kennard and Family Business Australia CEO, Greg Griffith. Image credit: Lisa
family business has a
Hatz Photography.
turnover of $12 million,
and employs 37 people.
Andy Kennard has
on the FBA board as
From the beginning, it
September 19 is Nabeen presented with a chairman from 2012
is our fair-dinkum val- tional Family Business
2018 Family Business
through to 2014 and
ues that have enabled Day. Organised by FBA,
Australia (FBA) Life
funded the developKennards Hire to grow the day honours the
Membership Award.
ment of its Directors
as a multi-generational important role famThe accolade is an
Course. He said it was business in Australia… ily businesses make
acknowledgment of Mr a special honour to
All our branches are
to workplaces and
Kennard as the driving receive the recognition part of local communi- employment across
force behind the
from FBA.
ties. From Tamworth
Australia. On this day,
family-centric business As a business founded in regional New South FBA announces new
Kennards Hire, and
on firm family values,
Wales through to Kar- inductees to its Family
his contribution to the it has always been
ratha in Western Aus- Business Hall of Fame,
family business sector incredibly important
tralia, it’s a privilege to as well as the winners
in Australia.
that our employees feel be able to contribute
of the Family Business
Mr Kennard served
part of the business.
to local economies
National Awards.
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Greg Griffith, CEO of
FBA, said the National
Family Business Day
recognises the hard
work, passion and
innovation driven by
family business.
Australian consumers
are being encouraged
to continue their support of family-owned
business and be on
the lookout for the “A
Family Owned Australian Business” logo,
appearing on participating family business
products and service
offerings.
For more information
on Family Business
Australia visit:
https://www.familybusiness.org.au/

NEW PRODUCTS
Boasting an oil and slip-resistant non-marking rubber
outsole, the Detroit Boot by Keen Footwear is geared to
ensure safety on site in the event of spillage or when
faced with wet working conditions.
For further resistance against the elements, the boots
feature a waterproof Nubuck leather upper for comfort
and dryness. Coupled with Keen’s waterproof breathable
membrane, this boot ensures a dry foot and prevents
undue sweating.
The Detroit Boot’s durable contoured heel lock will
also support and protect. The asymmetrical steel toes
minimise the harm done by falling objects or sudden
compression.
There is a dual density compression moulded EVA midsole for better support of the arch, and torsional stability
ESS shank for reduced fatigue in a user’s calf and foot.
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Fiskars’ PowerGear2 UltraBlade
Ultimate Pruning Pack is a four-piece
set that includes a pruner, lopper,
hedge shear and saw. The PowerGear
technology makes yard and gardening
easier with an assisted gearing system,
designed to greatly reduce tension on a
gardener’s muscles.
Providing up to three times more
power on each cut, the pruner, lopper
or hedge shear will help slice through
branches effortlessly and efficiently,
even during heavy use.
The UltraBlade coating gives an edge
that stays sharp five times longer than
non-treated blades.

Mr Fothergill’s Bee and Butterfly Seed
Shaker Boxes contains100g of Shake
& Rake mix – enough to cover 20sqm.
The seed mixes are specifically selected varieties of flowers combined with
vermiculite to aid germination.
The varieties in both mixes have been
selected to attract bees and butterflies
to gardens, and provide them with the
nectar they need to thrive.
The bee friendly flower mix contains
Calendula, Cornflower, Californian
Poppy, Fineflower, Toadflax, Alyssum,
Wallflower, Nemophila, Poppy, Marigold
African, Chinese Forget-Me-Not, Borage,
Evening Primrose, Lavender, Native
Violet, Swan River Daisy and Sage.
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Imex has released the new improved
2018 model of Storm professional digital spirit levels.
These highly accurate units in 600 and
1200mm include a 9-measurement
recall, shockproof ends, magnetic bases
and a 30-year vial guarantee.
These levels have been built with
advanced electronics for accurate measuring and are combined with a robust
aluminium section.
https://imexlasers.com.au/

Take charge with EGO
Cordless outdoor power equipment with the industry’s
first 56-Volt Lithium-ion battery technology
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The world is changing,
fast. Society is moving
away from fossil fuels and
adopting cleaner, greener energy. It’s why EGO
believe it’s time for a new,
smarter way to power
through gardening and
landscaping tasks.
The cordless specialists have introduced the
innovative EGO Power+
system. Developed and
brought to life by a global
organisation with a 25year history of providing
professional quality and
breakthrough technology.
EGO Power+ delivers
petrol-matching power,
without the noise, fuss
or fumes. EGO’s industry-leading ARC lithium
56V battery technology
delivers a new level of performance, giving end-users the dependable power
they need to keep working
hard until the job’s done.
Once users try this revolutionary cordless system,
they will never look back.
Comfortable to use, with
impressive run times and
fast recharge, it offers the
ultimate in convenience.
There are no trips to the
petrol station for fuel and
no more having to store
highly flammable liquids.
Instead they will have the
freedom to work exhaust
and emission free.
The entire Power+ range
of mowers, blowers, line
trimmers, hedge trimmers
and more have been created to bring a new level
of Lithium-ion cordless
battery performance.
Powered by EGO’s
industry-leading 56V ARC

lithium battery, the EGO
Power+ system delivers
petrol-matching power
without any of the downsides. It’s simpler, cleaner,
quieter and produces less
vibration.
With lower running and
maintenance costs, switching to EGO Power+ will

call: 1300-000-EGO (346)

lead to long term savings.
Plus, with zero emissions
during use, users can do
their bit to reduce their
impact on the environment too.
Conceived from the
ground up to produce
petrol-matching performance, the EGO Power+

ARC lithium 56V battery
maximises battery cooling.
Unlike conventional brick
shaped batteries where
the cells are packed together, overheat and shut
down, EGO’s unique ARC
design dissipates heat
more effectively.
It’s not just the innovative
ARC design that helps
prevent overheating. The
battery has another clever
way to keep cool. Each
and every cell is surrounded by EGO’s unique “Keep
Cool” phase change
material that absorbs heat
energy and keeps individual cells at their optimum
temperature for longer.
With a range of battery
sizes available from 2.5Ah
to 7.5Ah, users can choose
the power they need to
tackle any task. When it’s
time to recharge, the EGO
rapid charger is the fastest
on the market.
The intelligent battery
control system constantly monitors each cell’s
charge and temperature to
deliver the most efficient
and quickest charge. In
addition, the fan-cooling
system allows the battery
to start charging sooner
and finish faster. In fact,
with the rapid charger, the
2.5Ah battery takes just 30
minutes to charge.
For real flexibility, the
same ARC lithium battery
fits every tool in the EGO
Power+ range. Just click
in the battery and you’re
ready to go. All EGO Power+ products come with a
domestic user 5-year warranty on tools and 3-year
warranty on batteries.

online: www.egopowerplus.com.au
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Cowdroy improves DIYers’ options
Product enhancements are set to make
big waves in the DIY market
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Leading Australian
hardware manufacturer,
Cowdroy has unveiled a
number of product changes that aim to make buying and installing home
improvements easier than
ever before.
Cowdroy’s new Barn
Door Track System has
been designed for ultimate customisation and
ease of handling. It is a
convenient alternative to
the company’s popular
Exposed 90 door track
system.
The Barn Door Track
System features a jigsaw-like join in the track
that allows the product to
be packaged in a compact
1.2m box for exceptional
ease in both handling and
installation.
The simple fitting system requires a single wall
fixing screw that goes
through the hole in the
centre of the jigsaw join
and draws the two pieces
of the track together for
complete stability.
The standard kit produces a 2.0m track, while the
new matching extension
pack allows a maximum
length of 3.2m, ensuring
wider doors are also easily
catered for.
Cowdroy national
business manager, Peter Doyle, says the new
product is an alternative
for the DIY market. “This
new type of door track is
aimed at being easy to put
together, easy to transport,
and easy to purchase off
the shelf.
“Customers can pick up
the pack off the shelf as it’s

in a 1.2m box — compared
to a standard 2m length
— place it in their car, go
home and it goes together
like a jigsaw. The beauty of
this is that the extension kit
contains more track jigsaw
pieces to make the track
longer.
“If a DIYer or home
renovator is in a hardware
store and they want to
purchase a barn door
track, they’re usually very
tall and very heavy. Unless
they’re a tradie with a ute,
it is a safety risk in both
handling and transporting
it home. With Cowdroy’s
new version, this issue is
now solved with the easy
to handle pack size and
extension kit,” he explains.
The pack contains robust
hangers and large rollers
that make for smooth and
effortless rolling, while the
durable powder coat finish
is hard wearing. All fixing
hardware for timber applications is included, as well
as step-by-step installation
instructions.

Expanded range, fresh
packaging
Coinciding with the
release of the new Barn
Door Track product,
Cowdroy has also released
brand-new packaging and
an extended range for its
wheels and rollers replacement parts.
Breaking each product
range down into sub-sections with colour coding,
Cowdroy’s latest system
will ensure it is easier for
customers to find matching parts than ever before.
“We have rebranded,

modernised and repackaged our track replacement parts,” says Mr
Doyle. “We’ve made it
easier to identify what they
are looking for because
we’ve broken each segment into sub-segments.
It’s all now categorised by
type and colour code, for
rollers, window, general
purpose, door, etc. It’s all
colour coded accordingly.
“If someone picks up a
red pack now, they know
they’ve got a part for a
window. Before this, all
product looked the same
making the buying decision difficult and time
consuming.
“The other thing we have
achieved with the colour
code system is that the
packaging for replacement parts for Cowdroy
track sets is matched by
the same colour code on
the track set packaging
itself.
“For example, our robemakers — which are for
wardrobes — have a red
wardrobe door featured
on the pack. Customers
can buy the track set, and
when they want to buy replacement parts, they can
look for the corresponding
colour insert on pack.
“It’s about keeping
things modern, bright and
sub-segmented to make
it easier for shoppers to
identify what they are
looking for.
“Instead of looking
through hundreds of products, they’ll be looking
through a much smaller
number with the colour
coding system.”

call: 1800 COWDROY (1800 269 376)

Barn door trend
Cowdroy’s latest product
update has tapped into
the popularity of barn
doors in home improvement.
With the size of the family home shrinking and the
need to maximise space
more crucial than ever, the
functionality and styling
potential offered by a set
of barn doors makes them
a popular choice for home
renovators.
Consumers like the distinctive, upmarket look as
well as the doors’ functionality when it comes to closing off large spaces. They
can also be versatile in
terms of colour, size, and
style, and now Cowdroy
has made them easier to
install.

online: www.cowdroy.com.au
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Linkware Australia
The complete solution to your plumbing offer
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Award-winning bathroom
supplier Linkware Australia is known for helping
retailers with personalised
in-store consultations. The
company is happy to assist
retailers in choosing an
appropriate range to suit
their market, clientele and
demographic.
The company has developed world class
packaging design that is
eye catching and tamper-proof. Linkware’s
window-box packages
provide clear presentation of the product, which
makes selection easier for
customers.
The window-boxes provide a convenient display
environment for the product. The back of the box
specifies the dimensions,
and details of the product
manufacturer’s warranty.
Different products have
different warranty periods.
Clear product display
means the customer does
not need to open the
package. With the addition of a security seal, this
means fixture sets remain
complete, and customers
can purchase with confidence.
In addition to innovative
packaging, Linkware has
designed a comprehensive store merchandising system of plumbing
products that makes it
easy for DIYers and others
to locate the products they
need for renovation, home
improvement and repair.
These displays also
enable retailers to achieve
a high density of products on display, while still

retaining ease of access,
as they are designed for
easy “searchability”. This
system also makes it simple to transition a display
to new products, either
seasonally, or as the range
develops.
Linkware’s displays and
packaging redesign also
extends to its accessory
ranges, such as towel rails
and toilet roll holders.
For customers choosing plumbing products
in-store, colour coding
means they can easily find
matching accessories,
and store staff can point
to the range and say, “buy
this accessory because of
the pink packaging”, for
example.

by a large, publicly listed
Chinese company.
Linkware Australia prides
itself on delivering superior service, pricing and
quality with extensive after
sales support. Most recent-

ly, it has won Bathroom
Supplier of the Year 2017
and 2018 (Hardware Australia SA Awards) and NSW
Bathroom Supplier of the
Year 2018 (Hardware Australia NSW Awards).

Direct supply
Linkware has its own
factory in Ningbo, China.
As a result, it manages
the 200 staff who work
in the factory. It supplies
exclusively to Linkware,
and the factory is backed

Top, the display box for Linkware’s fittings. Bottom left, Linkware’s hang-sell range offers easy access to product.
Bottom right, Linkware’s national marketing manager, Greg von Einem

call: (02) 9912 25900 email: linkware@ozemail.com.au

online: www.linkwareint.com
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Klingspor’s new diamond wheels
Klingspor is pleased to announce the launch of its
new diamond products in Australia

Klingspor is a German
based manufacturer of
abrasive products with
over 125 years’ experience.
The Klingspor range of
abrasives includes everything from abrasive belts
to cutting and grinding
discs, flap discs and a
complete range of other
abrasives and accessories.
In 2015, Klingspor invest-

ed in a new, state of the art
diamond wheel manufacturing plant in Europe.
The range and quality
Klingspor can now offer is
unrivalled in Australia. The
range includes;
• Segmented diamond
wheels from 100mm to
500mm in diameter
• Turbo rim diamond
wheels for general applications

• Continuous rim wheels
for tile cutting
• Cup grinding wheels for
surface grinding
• Core drills in a variety of
diameters
The diamond range
Klingspor is offering is
made from the highest
quality raw materials with
the finest manufacturing
processes. This is what
Klingspor have built their

reputation on for over a
century.
The product is well
presented in retail friendly
packaging and retail display stands are available
on request.
For more details, please
contact Klingspor: www.
klingspor.com.au

Klingspor’s proud history of product development
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1926

1950

1954

2003

After intensive research
KLINGSPOR succeeds in
developing a process for
the manufacture of waterproof abrasive paper, for
the first time in Europe.
This innovation was of
real significance for the
automobile industry as
wet grinding is an important procedure that
is made possible only
by means of waterproof
abrasive paper. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
improves the efficiency of
the automobile production worldwide.

For the first time, KLINGSPOR produces highspeed, fabric bonded
grinding discs. Due to
noticeably higher speeds,
this KLINGSPOR innovation leads to an enormous
increase in the productivity and profitability as well
as to an effective change
of the whole abrasive
cutting technology.

The KLINGSPOR abrasive mop is patented. The
idea is as simple, as it is
ingenious: Many abrasive
flaps are combined into
an abrasive mop wheel. It
adapts perfectly to each
workpiece and, thus, is
ideal for fine, flexible
surface grinding. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
enhances the possibilities
of application technology
for grinding in many
ways.

The CMT abrasive mop
disc with rapid action system as well as the WSM
abrasive mop wheel with
80 m/s approval provide
for further growth. Both
innovations are suitable
for use on standard angle
grinders. With rapid
tool change in seconds
and no tightening tool
required, the CMT is the
perfect solution for high
ease of use and significantly reduced set-up
times!
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

